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ABSTRACT
The School Behavior Problem!

A Family Systems View

September 1983
Raul 4uesada, 3.S., Fitchburg State College
M.Ed., Fitchburg State College

G.A.G.S., Boston University
Ed.B., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

John W. Wideman

Dr.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the struc-

tural and transactional patterns of a family in which there
was an adolescent identified as a school behavior problem.
It was proposed that an in-depth assessment might reveal

specific identifiable interactional patterns and offer a

different perspective in the conceptualization of school

behavior problems and might suggest an alternative method
of assessment and intervention to those traditionally used.

Conjoint family interviews were conducted with three
families to collect data for this study.

The interviews

were videotaped and analyzed by the researcher and two

raters utilizing the structural format developed oy

Minuchin.

Several trends in family structure were revealed by
the analyses.

Each family’s interactional patterns were

characteristic of enmeshment.

Interpersonal and subsystem
vii

boundaries were diffuse.

The identified problem child was

in a cross-generational alliance with one of the parents,

and all the families lacked an executive parental team.
The overprotective and enmeshed style of the families

and lack of joint parental leadership was problematic as the

identified student, as an emerging adolescent, was beset

with the need to gain greater autonomy and meeting the demands of the school interested in governing student behavior.
Rigid boundaries between the families and the school

were revealed, and unresolved conflict between the families
and the school was reported.

All the families had other

members that had experienced behavior problems at school.
In each family, conflict with the school had lead to stabi-

lizing a family-child alliance against the school in a triadic pattern.
The use of family systems theory to conceptualize

’school behavior problems provided an understanding of its

role as an interlocked and interlocking part of the family

structure.

In each family,

the behavior problem served a

protective function in stabilizing the family and was in
turn maintained by family transactional patterns.

Implications for schools in the assessment of behavior
problems and alternative methods of intervention are suggested by the findings in this study.
future research were also provided.
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CHAPTER

I

THE PROBLEM

Introduction!

Overview

The aim of this study is to investigate the structural

and transactional patterns of a family in which there is an

adolescent identified as a school behavior problem.

It is

proposed that an in-depth assessment might reveal specific
identifiable interactional patterns in such a family and

offer educators and counselors a different perspective in
the conceptualization of school-related behavior problems

which would suggest novel interventions as alternatives to
those traditionally practised.

Background to the Problem
Problem student behavior in schools has been a major

concern of school personnel and the American public for the
past ten years.

This subject has generated a host of arti-

cles, studies, and reports by educators, human services pro-

fessionals, national leaders, and others interested in the

welfare of our nation's youth (Houts, 1976; Wynne, 1976;
Duke, 1978; Glasser, 1978; Bayh, 1978; and Coleman, 1978).

The Spectrum of problem behavior extends from severe

students
acts of violence committed on school teachers and
the personal
to wanton destruction of school property and
1
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property of school personnel and students.

In many of the

larger urban schools, student assaults on teachers and other

students are a daily occurrence'.

£very year millions of dol-

lars are drained from school budgets to replace or repair

vandalized school property and equipment,

rlxpensive se-

curity systems and employment of security personnel are com-

mon expenditures for schools today.
The Phi Delta Kappan (I978) issue on "The Problems of

Discipline and Violence in American Education" provided evidence that violence, vandalism, and discipline problems in

our nation's schools were on the rise and had reached near

crisis levels in some schools.

Duke (1978) expressed that

the behavior of our youth in the United States constituted
a grave national problem.

A National Education Association teacher poll

(IViC

Guire

1979) revealed that during the 1978-1979 school year, an

estimated 110,000 teachers (1 out of 20) were physically attacked by students.

In addition, 10,000 reported being at-

tacked by students off of school grounds in the same year.
This was a 57% increase from the 70,000 assaults reported in
the previous school year, 1977-1978.

Of all the teachers

surveyed, 25% said that they had personal property stolen,
damaged, or vandalized.
rtynne

violence for
(1979) stated that the risks of

greater at
young students living in urban communities was

school than anywhere else.

Ke reported that almost 7.000
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schools in this country were affected by this kind of crime
at high levels of danger to students.

He explained that

being robbed or attacked decreased with grade level, and

seventh graders were the most likely to be victimized.
Moreover, some schools had adapted an accepting and resigned

attitude about such student behavior.
Having served as chairman of the Senate Subcommittee to
Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, 3ayh (1978) reported that
more than 590 million dollars from school budgets are spent
on vandalism annually.

Vandalism is not a problem found only

in large cities or less affluent school districts but reported by concerned officials from urban, suburban, and rural

areas as a growing problem in this country.
The American public's number one educational concern

from a Gallup Poll conducted in 1977 indicated that student

conduct headed the list before school budgets, busing, and

dropping test scores (Duke, 1978).

Although school disci-

pline problems have not received the amount of attention in

research as the related subjects of dropouts, drug abuse, or
delinquency, a good amount exists in the literature on student behavior problems and approaches to deal with them,
A National Education Association report in 1971 (Duke,
1978

)

stated that teachers found classroom management and

discipline a major problem.

A followup study by NEA in 1976

confirmed the previous findings.

The latter found classroom

disruption, fighting, and disrespect for teacher authority
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the most urgent problems in the schools.

.;ioreover,

teachers

reported that discipline problems were becoming more fre-

quent in the lower grades.

Rader (1975) as an elementary

school administrator, noted an increase of hostile acts by

children "terrorizing" other children in school.
In one mid-western high school, Teachman (1979) found

that on the average,

30fo

of the students were absent from

their classes each day as "in school" truants.

Students

were "cutting" classes, wandering hallways, in lavatories,
and in unauthorized areas of the school.

Iviany

of the "in

school" truants were noted to be students receiving better
than average passing grades and not considered problem students by the school staff.

Andrews (1978) chided schools for not taking a leadership role in helping troubled students.

He stated that the

diminished role of guidance counselors only served to increase the tendency of schools to disregard the task of

working with problem students

.

He questionned the relia-

bility of statistics that indicated that troublesome students represented only a small fraction of the student population, for it is difficult to accurately account for many

of these students.

Many serious problems never surface or

are not observable at school.

In addition, many schools do

with benot gather data on the actual number of students
difficulties.
havior problems and experiencing psychological

counselors too
Andrews stated that administrators considered

5

busy and improperly trained to work with these students and

suggested that administrators probably prefer to see counselors that way.

Neill (1978), with similiar concerns as those above,

criticized the present recording and reporting systems by
schools for being inadequate.

Often methods of recording

incidents varied greatly between schools within the same
system.

Prior to the 1960's and beginning 1970's, schools

had not begun to regularly record and classify incidents of

misconduct in a systematic manner.

Presently many adminis-

trators continue to keep incidents as quiet as possible out

of scrutiny to protect students and to avoid negative public

attention.

Smith (1979) described Iowa's most troublesome youth as
those who repeatedly displayed non-acceptable behavior in

adjusting to the regular instructional school programs.
These students consistently defy those standards of behavior

upheld by the community.

They create problems for parents,

teachers, principals, and officers charged with the respon-

sibility to inculcate the values of our society.

Their be-

havior is such that they must be excluded from attending
regular school classes.

Smith raised several questions that

many educators and authorities have wrestled with in the
past and continue to be a dilemma.
these youth, as bad or sick?

How should we classify

Should they be punished or

treated for psychiatric disorders?

Is

the student's be-

6

havior beyond his or her control?
by our society's expectations?

Should we judge him or her

These questions are not read-

ily answered and perplex those searching for solutions or

alternatives to dealing with problem student behavior.
Recent studies have noted different views held by students, parents, teachers, and administrators in identifying,

assessing, and resolving student misbehavior.

Duke (1978)

and Osborne (1978) found that teachers, students, parents,
and administrators disagreed on what student behaviors were

more serious problems than others.

Each seem to be influ-

enced by their own perceptions and their role within the
school.

Keyes (1978) found significant differences between

the attitudes of students, teachers, and administrators con-

cerning the seriousness of behavior problems among students.
He noted that some of these discrepancies were more appar-

ent at the junior high school level, and that differences in

attitude toward student misbehavior were related to an ad-

ministrator's length of service.

In a related study,

Feinberg (1977) reported that inservice training provided
parents and teachers, reduced their ratings of children's

behavior from severe to less severe compared to clinicians.
Before the inservice experience, females rated behavior more

severely than males.

In essence the study revealed that the

classification of children as disturbed or not disturbed...
by
normal or abnormal, involved value judgements influenced

personal bias, training, and theoretical orientation.

7

'^allbrown (1979) reported that there is growing evi-

dence from the field of learning disabilities that indicated

many children who have been called behavior problems are in
fact children with social misperceptions.

These children

are not anti-social, malicious, self-serving, and without

guilt, rather the social misperceptive child misunderstands

selective behavior, is unable to choose alternatives and is

remorseful and confused.
The differences and disagreements in how various au-

thorities view the nature and causes of student misbehavior

compounds and complicates the effort to devise effective solutions to the problems.

There is even greater difference

of opinion regarding the responsibility for and the possible

remediation of these problems.
Johnson (1979) in an article stated that schools cannot be expected to serve as a panacea for all of society's

problems.

He suggested that troublesome students be removed

from the classrooms and isolated from the rest of the students in alternative schools until such time they were ready
to conform within the regular school setting.

He explained

that chronically disruptive students have a costly and time

consuming impact on schools.

Moreover, schools are ill-

prepared to diagnose and effectively treat these maladjusted
youth, who are the failures of other social institutions to

assume their responsibility in shaping the behavior of these

youth in acceptable ways.

Johnson added, that the total stu-

8

dent body and school program should not suffer by having a

small number of disruptive students mainstreamed into regular classes.

Principals and especially assistant principals come in

contact with most problem students, and their potential to
counsel and guide students has been recognized by Mitchell
(

1980 ), Groton (1977). and Purst

(

1976

).

Groton warns how-

ever, that there are pitfalls to using such methods as per-

suasion or exhortion to change the behavior of students even
with the first offender.

Though these approaches may be con-

sidered non-punitive in nature, he states that they have

proven to be ineffective methods even if they have worked
for some principals.

Suspension is the traditional method of treating mis-

behavior in schools.

Harvey and Moosha (1977) stated that

few alternatives have been developed by schools although the

problem has been studied indepth.

Suspension is a tradition-

al method based on the premise that the disobedient student
so disciplined will begin to conform.

They found that most

schools use suspension to keep discipline and control.

Many

schools use suspension as the initial punishment for any offense, and some schools within the same system use suspen-

sion as the sole penalty for most discipline problems.

The

use of suspension is varied by the length of suspension de-

pending on the case being treated.

Often the suspended stu-

dent is not achieving well in school, and being removed from

9

the classroom compounds the low achiever's dilemma.

Osborne (1978) in a study of suspended and non-suspended students,

found that more male students were suspended

than females.

In proportion to white students, more black

students were suspended.

He also found a high percentage of

suspended students were underachievers.
a

His study revealed

significant difference between the perceptions of suspend-

ed and non-suspended students on the school's climate, extra-

curricular activities, and participation in school.
rYey and Young (1979) asked whether school principals
have been reacting to symptoms rather than underlying causes
of problem behavior.

Citing the underpinnings of Reality

Therapy, they expressed that principals should be focusing
on the unmet psychological needs of children rather than

resorting to corporal punishment and other ineffective and
temporary measures.

Jones (1978) noted in his study that

parents preferred counseling with students more frequently

than did teachers and administrators.

His study found that

parents were also more lenient in their preference of disci-

plinary measures than teachers and administrators, with the
latter being the most severe in their preference.

Group counseling has been used to change the problem

behavior of elementary school children with mixed results.
Hinds (1970) used a learning theory approach to work with

children reported by teachers as exhibiting unacceptable
behavior.

He reported that students transferred newly

10

3cq.uir6d accBptable bshavior from th© group experionce to

the classroom and the interferring behaviors decreased,

3umaer (1974) combined client-centered and behavior modifi-

cation techniques in small group sessions with fourth and
•

sixth graders identified as being disruptive by their
teachers.

Although the students showed an increase in pos-

itive behavior in the classroom, it was only temporary.

Without continued group counseling and reinforcement in the
classroom, some of the students gradually returned to the

original levels of unacceptable behavior approximately ten
weeks after the study.

In a study to investigate the appli-

cation of direct intervention with groups of elementary
school children as compared to indirect intervention through
their mothers and teachers, Taylor (1974) demonstrated that

indirect intervention through significant adults was generally more effective than direct intervention.

The children in

this study came from an average socio-economic background,

attended public school in a mid-western urban community and
had been identified as disruptive students in the classroom.

Kern (1977), concerned with the conflicting reports on the

effectiveness of group counseling with elementary school
children, conducted a study using an Adlerian approach.

He

worked with fourth and fifth graders that had exhibited
social and personal adjustment problems,

Kern concluded

that children within a group have resources which they can
use to change their behavior.

His study also raised ques-
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tions contrary to the belief that for change to take
place

with children, significant adults must be directly involved
in the process of change.

In addition to small-group counseling approaches, many
_

counselors continue to use individual counseling to change
the misoehavior of students, though this traditional method

of intervention is considered to be ineffective by a growing

number of helping professionals dissatisfied and disenchanted by medical models based on psychopathology (Cox, 1969

?

Warnath, 1973* and Bradley, 1978 ),
In addressing the problem of discipline in schools,

Shrigley,

(1979) and Kindsvatter

(

1978

)

focused on the be-

havior of teachers within the classroom.

Kindsvatter

stressed providing a social and learning climate conducive
to preventing student misconduct.

He negated the use of

strict controls or other strategies to force students into

compliance or passivity.

Kindsvatter recommended the te’ach-

er and student conference as the most effective method of

dealing with the most serious misbehavior.

Conversely,

Shrigley expressed that teachers must take better charge of
the classroom, plan and prepare strategies, and thus be able
to enter the classroom with confidence and a rationale to

deal with students.

He offered several long and short-range

strategies as a basic plan for coping with problem student

behavior that prevents learning from going on in the classroom.

A number of researchers have explored the family
con-

ditions of students who present behavior problems.

This has

generated still more different views as to the nature and
causes of student misbehavior.

Dreikurs (I 968 ) attributed much misconduct to poor family climate.

Coleman

(I 96 I) and

Brenfenbrenner (1973) cited

the failure of parents to provide a satisfying home environ-

ment, the quality of parenting, and the abandonment of youth
to their peer group.

Gnagey (I 970 ) listed a variety of fac-

tors related to inept and inappropriate parenting frequently

found in the families of children reported to be continuous

classroom problems.

Gnagey included:

quality of father's

discipline, poor supervision by mother, parent's indifference and hostility toward the child, family disunity, poor

parental communication skills, quality of parent's leisure
time, lack of parental influence in the child's behavior,

and family's church membership.

Other researchers that also appear to focus on family
blame report that student misconduct is correlated to pa-

rental values, interests, and behavior (Robinson, 1975).
Others (Rader, 1975 & Gibson, I 968 ) cite maternal influence
as crucial to misconduct.

In their research, Duke & Duke (1978) identified a

number of predictors of delinquency in girls that were family-based.

They included:

parental discipline, parent's

education, quality of parenting, parent mental health, fam-
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ily stability, and family size.

The most frequently cited

was parental discipline (especially the mother's) and gen-

eral quality of parenting.

Gath, Tennent & Pidduck (1970)

found that many delinquents in their study came from

s ingle

-parent homes or their parents were receiving some form of

psychiatric treatment.

Ahlstrom & Havighurst (1971) believed that parents influence their children to misbehave by being selfish and

poor models of behavior.

Lambert (1975) found in an atti-

tudinal study of Missouri's state leaders that parental

permissiveness was blamed for children's misbehavior in
schools
Duke

(

1978 ) noted that no single factor emerges to ex-

plain discipline problems, and some researchers maintain
that there is more than one cause of behavior problems in
schools.

Many studies identify environmental factors, pre-

dictors, or hunt for correlates to misbehavior.

Exactly how

parents and family enviornment influence the behavior of

children remains unclear,

Duke states that to date research

is "highly inferential or of questionable quality"

(p,

420).

He stresses that a great need for research on student misbe-

havior and correction of misbehavior exists, for presently
there are more questions than answers regarding the rela-

tionship between external influences and student behavior.
It is contended here that many researchers that have

investigated family background as the genesis of school be-

14

havior problems and identified family-based factors or cited
predictors of child misoehavior, have entertained traditional linear notions of cause and effect and only noted the

content of the family environment.

Researchers that have

attempted to explain and account for problem school behavior
by implicating the family environment appear to have assumed
3

.

family olame perspective i.e., a view by some representa-

tives of larger systems (Coppersmith. I982) that may side-

step and reduce the complex and difficult issue of mutually

influencing causality and thereby contributes to problem

formation and maintenance (Watzlawick, Weakland, & Fisch,
197^) rather than problem resolution.
It is also contended here that the major environmental

influence and resource left greatly untapped in the process
of dealing with and resolving problem student behavior has

been the family system.

Often traditional interventions are

individual approaches that stress independence rather than

fostering interdependence and utilizing the contextual setting of the family system.

Often educators and counselors

have relegated the family the role of the intruder or out-

sider instead of enhancing the parent's role in the child's
life.

As a naturally occuring social system with a history,

biological ties, and interrelational bonds, the family possesses a "powerful interdependence" (Napier
p,

Sc

Whitaker,

270, 1978) that can be effective to support and maintain

behavioral change.
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Statement of the Problem
No adequate, consistently effective way of eliminating

school behavior problems has yet been devised, perhaps, even
probably, because assessments and remedial actions so far
have been based on single cause, linear, and blame-focused

assumptions and thinking.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was to see if a truly systemic

assessment of families with a member designated as having
behavior problems in school might generate a new view of the

problem and suggest alternative interventions that may be
more consistently effective.
A systemic assessment views family members as mutually
and simultaneously influencing and being influenced by each

other in a reverberating circular paradigm (rtatzlawick et
al., 1967; Minuchin, 197 ^; & Haley, I98O).

The problematic

child's symptoms are seen as an important ongoing part of
the family's interactions.

Problems or symptoms are seen

within the family context and considered maintained by the
family's patterns of interaction.
-

-Differentiated from the systemic perspective, the linear

cause and effect view of understanding human behavior sees
the symptoms as the result of the family's negative influence

on the child and contained within the child i.e., inadequate
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rearing practices at home produce unacceptable behavior at
school (Winuchin, 1974, & Andolfi, 1979).

This orientation

conceptualizes the individual as having an intrapsychic
problem and studies the child in search for causes of current symptoms and often leads to blaming the family as the
cause of the individual's difficulties.
Me thod

Conjoint family interviews were conducted for this
study.

Volunteer families, with a member designated

a

school behavior problem, were interviewed and videotaped.
In order to provide the observation of family interactional

patterns, Haley's
ployed.

(

1976

)

problem-focussed interview was em-

A structural assessment format (Minuchin, 197^)

was used to analyze the videotaped interviews.

Using a

team approach, additional analyses of the videotaped inter-

views were made by trained raters and the researcher to pool

clinical expertise and formulate hypotheses.
criptions of the family interviews were made.

Narrative des-

Collected data

was analyzed and integrated to present discernible trends
and unexpected findings.
laignif icance of the .atudy

There appears to be a rapid increase in the inci-

dence of school behavior problems that has become a national
concern.

to
In recent years few studies have been completed
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broaden the knowledge base of understanding and dealing with
school misbehavior.

Moreover, many existing studies that

have specifically focused on the family for the etiology of

school behavior problems are outdated (Duke, 1978).

This

exploratory study from a family systems perspective hoped to
obtain data that may suggest alternatives to those traditionally used by educators and counselors toward understanding and coping with behavior problems.

In addition, sugges-

tions for future research are proposed.

Limitations of the Study
This study was designed to produce hypotheses.

Data

generated was not suitable for statistical interpretation.
Since neither the sample size nor the method of ana-

lyzing the data met the requirements of statistical research

methodology, the findings of this study are not generalizeable to other families or populations.

Delimitations of the Study
The structural assessment was the only method used in

analyzing the family system and its pattern of interaction.
Only two-parent families were included in this study.
Only families with an adolescent identified as a school

behavior problem were included in this study
Only families that volunteered and were able to parti-

cipate in this study were included.
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Definition of Terms
1.

Alliance

2.

boundaries

Two or more members of a family who are united around a common interest or task.
The issue around which they join may be a positive
task (parental alliance to rear children) or
a negative one (father-daughter alliance to
discredit mother).

t

;

Rules in a family defining who participates
and in what manner.
Functions to facilitate
or impede flow of information between individuals, subsystems, generations, and between
the family and the outside world (Minuchin,
1974)
.

3.

Conjoint Family Interview
An interview conducted with
all available family members.

4.

De touring

5.

Disengagement

6.

Snmeshment:

An interactional style of family systems or
subsystems characterized by blurred boundaries,
closeness, and lack of differentiatiation.
There is a heightened sense of belonging gained by sacrificing or discouraging autonomy.
The behavior of one member immediately affects
others and stress reverberates across all
boundaries and subsystems (Minuchin, 1974).

7.

Family

A groun of people who have a history together,
a potential future, and reside in the same
In some instances, an aunt, uncle,
household.
or grandparent may reside under the same roof.
a memIn this study they would be considered

:

;

An interactional pattern in which the spouse
or parental subsystems maintain the illusion
of harmony by sending their conflict through
the child.
They may unite to attack or protect the child, either way avoiding their own
conflict (Minuchin, 1974).

An interactional style of family systems
or subsystems characterized by rigid boundThe style is functional
aries and distance.
unless carried to the extreme in which rigid
boundaries prevent loyalty, support, and inIn disengaged
terdependence when needed.
families, family support is activated only after a great deal of stress or conflict is experienced (Minuchin, 1974).

I

;
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ber of the family.
8*

Family

A series of well-integrated beliefs
shared by all family members, concerning
their relationships, and which usually go
unchallenged in spite of reality distortions
they may imply.
Myths may serve to maintain
the homeostatis of the system,
a myth e.g.,
"Nothing ever upsets Dad." or "bob is the
sick one."

iviyths

9.

;

Family Rules
Typical and repetitive patterns of inferae tion among family members which characterize the family system as a whole and more
than a collection of individuals (Jackson,
1959)
;

.

10.

Family Systems Theory
An orientation that conceptualizes the members of a family as elements
in a circuit of interaction.
It abandons
the causal-mechanistic view of phenomena and
replaces it with the view that every family
members influences others while, in turn,
being influenced by those same members
(palazzoli, et al., 1978).

11.

Hierarchy

12.

Homeostasis; A concept denoting that continuous interplay of dynamic forces within a system e.g.,
a family system tends toward the maintenance
of an equilibrium among its components i.e.,
family members (Jackson, 1957).

13.

Interface:

;

;

The concept that systems or organizations
form descending levels of status and power.
A fundamental rule of social organization is
that an organization is in trouble when coalitions occur across levels of a hierarchy
especially when these coalitions are covert
(Haley, 1976).

A meeting ground of two or more systems e.g.,
the home and school in this study each has
its own boundaries, each with its own set of
interrelated parts, and each with its own
rules and metarules for governing how its
parts are to work in various contexts
(Kantor, 1975).
,

14.

Joining;

The activity of the therapist which is geared
towards becoming a part of the family system
as its leader to make a therapeutic unit.
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The adaptive relating of the therapist to the
family's style, rules, and language, causing
a relationship to be formed and the family
to be receptive to interventions (Minuchin.
197 ^)
.

15.

•

Qverinvolvement
An intense relationshio in which the
responses of each person are exaggeratedly
important, characterized by a mixture of affection and exasperation (Haley, 1976),
;

Parent-Child Coalition
A conflict-diffusing interactional pattern whereby a stable alliance
exists between one child and one parent
against the other parent (Minuchin, et al.
197^).
;

17.

Problem Student Behavior
Typical misbehavior found in
many schools e.g., disobedience, cutting
classes, truancy, absenteeism, quarrelsomeness, and other overt anti-school behavior
that may have some effect on the student's
capacity to learn, their relationship with
peers, parents, school personnel, and the
student's development.

18.

Rigid Triad

A boundary dysfunction in which a parental
dyad uses a child to diffuse a conflict.
triangulation,
Types of rigid triads include;
detouring, and stable cross-generational coalitions (Minuchin, 197^).

19.

Rigidity

Unusually strong resistance to change in
transactional patterns already established
in a family system (Minuchin, 197^).

20.

Structural Assessment; An analysis or diagnosis of a
family's interactions in its current context.
(See Appendix A, Minuchin, 197^).

21.

Subsystem;

22.

;

;

;

Divisions in families determined by tasks,
interests, functions, or generations of the
family or its members. Subsystems within a
family include; spouse subsystem, parental
subsystem, and sibling subsystem.

Triangulation; An interactional conflict-diffusing
pattern whereby a child is in a covert crossgenerational alliance with each parent that
excludes the other and in which the alliances shift. Whenever the child sides with
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the child is automatically defined as
attacking the other, thus paralyzing the
child (Iviinuchin, 1974).

one,

CHAPTER

II

RELATED LITERATURE

Organization of the Chapter
This chapter is divided into three major parts,

part

one acknowledges the family as a vital resource to aid trou-

bled students and supports school-based family counseling
services.

Part two presents critical issues raised by hu-

man services professionals in response to the rising use of
family counseling and the impact a larger system such as a

school may have upon a smaller system such as the family.
Part three presents the theoretical concepts this study rests
upon; this includes general systems theory, its application
to family systems,

and the structural family therapy model.

Towards Family Counseling in the School

Echool-based family counseling services to work with
student behavior problems are a rarity in most communities
(Friesen, 1976; Smith, 1978;

sind

Young, 1979).

Some schools

have provided parenting skills training or parent counseling

programs that are essentially preventive educational approaches working indirectly through parents rather than

working with the entire family (Gilmore, 1978).

Presently,

most family counseling services are provided by community

mental health centers, child guidance clinics, social agen22
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cies, or family therapists in private practice

(*3 rehm,

1978;

and Knox, 1981).
The Joint Commission on Mental Health of Children (I 969

)

recognized the need for family counseling services within
School personnel and counselors have long been

schools.'

aware of students whose behavior was refractory to change

through traditional methods of intervention such as individual counseling or parent conferences, and the student's be-

havior somehow appeared connected outside the school in the
family context.

Yet being aware, attempting to understand,

and work with students and their parents, many counselors
are presently ineffective and lack the expertise (Lifton,
1979)

.

Most counselors cling to traditional counseling methods,

assessing achievement, measuring intelligence, meeting in-

dividual needs, monitoring academic progress, educational
and vocational decision making, college placement, clerical
and quasi-administrative functions rather than taking an

active role and being a catalyst for change within the social

ecological systems that impact the student (Gordon, 1973).
Two such systems are the family and the school.
The importance of conceptualizing students not as iso-

lated individuals but as members of systems such as the famithe writly, school, and community have been reiterated in

ings of Coppersmith (1982), whiting (I 98 O), Young (1979)i

Aponte

(

1976

),

Tucker & Dyson (1976, rYiesen (1976),
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Goldenberg
(1981).

8c

Goldenberg (I98I), fvorden (I98I), and Knox

This conceptual framework of viewing persons as an

integral part of a network of systems offers counselors

greater opportunity to bridge gaps between significant subsystems in the resolution of school related problems hereto

dealt with ineffectively, escalated, compounded, ignored,
denied, or referred to outside agencies often overburdened
or backlogged with clients.

It appears that referring stu-

dents with school related problems to outside agencies can

contribute to greater alienation of the home from school
and devisiveness between these two vital systems important
to the lives of

However,

young people.

(Tucker & Dyson, 1976

).

it appears that more and more professionals in

the helping services are recognizing a need for change in de-

livery systems.

One of the earliest references to working

with families in schools was made by Dembski and Dibner
(1968).

They urged counselors to work with parents of chil-

dren having difficulty in school.

They based their recom-

mendations on the improved training counselors were receiving and the inability of clinics to provide enough services
to meet the needs of all children.

Dembski and Dibner sug-

gested that counselors could be of help by seeing parents
and children together as a family and providing an atmos-

phere in which feelings could be expressed openly.

This

they believed would be therapeutically beneficial.

Some

broader counseling goals for parents included

1

to develop

^5

an approach to child rearing, to become more sensitive
to
the child's point-of-view

,

to develop communication skills,

and to establish boundaries in the parent's role from that
of the teacher or school.

Interestingly, Dembski and Dibner's broader counseling
goals resemble some goals of later family therapists, Haley
(

1976

)

and Minuchin

(

197 ^), who assist troubled families to

develop the skills required to transact the business of dayto-day family living, to clarify the roles of family members, and help to structure functional boundaries between

family subsystems and external systems.

Gaplan (197^) advocated the counseling of students and
parents by schools.

He stated that educators should be

available to work with students and parents when evidence of
stress or crisis is noted in the reduced classroom achieve-

ment of students, for these problems are often home related.

Tucker and Bernstein (1979) supported this idea in an article that indicated that the child brings to the classroom
Often, school

many of the behaviors learned in the family.

becomes the place where these behaviors are acted out.

Bernstein (1976) demonstrated the feasibility of pro-

viding psychotherapeutic services within a school system.
The services were provided by a Multidisciplinary Child

Resource Team and included goals similiar to those of many

mental health centers throughout the country

.

apy was utilized as one mode of intervention.

Family ther-

Bernstein
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noted the advantages of integrating the efforts of both the
home and the school by personnel within the school itself,
such as a school psychologist or social worker in a thera-

peutic role and knowledgeable about the school environment.

Aponte (1976) as a family therapist at the Philadelphia

Child Guidance Clinic, stressed the importance of conducting
the initial interview, when the problem was school related,

within the contextual setting of the school.

He includes

school personnel significant to the presenting problem such
as teachers,

the counselor, and the principal.

He brings to-

gether the efforts of the three parties, that is, the clinic,
the school, and the family to resolve the problem they have

in common.

Aponte views the initial interview at the school

as an important intervention especially when parents raise

questions about the school's role in their child's problem
or behavior.

Possible blaming and scapegoating by the home

or school can be prevented and specific issues can be ad-

dressed and clarified by school personnel.
Tucker and Dyson (1976) described a project to coalesce
the efforts of a public school staff, family members, and a

consultant from a family therapy unit to resolve maladaptive
behavior of children in school.

The consultant applied

family therapy processes to initiate and develop positive

interaction between families and school personnel.
jor results of the project included

i

The ma-

forming a working re-

mental
lationship between a teaching and research oriented
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health institution and a local school system, successful
involvement of families in therapy, and the improvement in
the behavior of children.

Also, relationships between teach-

ers improved, and teachers showed greater sensitivity toward

children as members of families and not as sole owners of
problems
In their article, Feiner and Tarnow (197?) reported

changing the traditional approach used by mental health
clinics of working with referrals in the clinic itself to
an ecological systems model with a public school located in
their catchment area.
to

They brought in a team of specialists

work with the behavior problems which the school identi-

fied as their greatest concern.

Feiner and Tarnow explained

that the usual model of working with clients only perpetu-

ated fragmented and poorly coordinated services, blaming and

scapegoating other agencies, and ran the risk of clients not

reaching other needed services from other agencies.

They

contended that their ecological systems model encouraged
mental health workers to leave the clinic and see people in
their natural context of school, neighborhood, and family,

Andrews (1978) offered several advantages to providing

treatment of students within the school setting which are
also confirmed by Carberry (1975).

These included*

1.

The convenience of a treatment site with the least
disruption of the student’s normal schooling.

2

The lessening of initial apprehension and stigma
attached to non-school agencies, particularly if

.
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they are medically oriented.
3.

Treatment personnel can coordinate their efforts
with other school staff working closely with the
student meeting educational, remediation, and
developmental needs.

4.

School systems can take responsibility for any
part of the student's difficulty that is the
direct result of the student's experiences or
interactions with school.

5.

Public schools can fulfill their claim to having
humanitarian goals and working with the whole
child.

A recent study by the President's Commission on Mental

Health (1978) reported that American public schools historically have been more than educational institutions.
4 uite often they have added to the sense of identity and

the collective purposes of neighborhoods and communities.

Many schools already are the settings for a variety of soial, educational, and health care programs for people of

all ages.

Keeping with this role, schools appear to be

logical settings for supplemental services and functions

related to mental health.
In an article directed to school counselors, Friesen
(

1976

)

pointed to the growing public acceptance of family

counseling.

He stated that family counseling was more ef-

fective than the traditional individual approaches counselors continue to use.

Young (1979) urged secondary school

counselors to increase their involvement with families.
based on
She recommended a family systems counseling model

general systems theory that held promise for effective
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therapeutic intervention.
As family therapists, Goldenberg and doldenberg (I98I)

remarked that family counseling may be more of

a

natural

development for school counselors than realized since their

work has led them to view interactions within settings such
as the classroom with its compnent parts,

and teachers.

that is, students

They stated that many counselors have made

interventions similiar to those made in family counseling

without designating them as such.

An example would be the

reassigning of a student from a slower paced class to a
faster paced class or the influencing of an administrator's
attitude to impact the school in a beneficial way.
West (1978) explained that valuable time and expense

could be saved if systems oriented family counselors were

involved in the special needs assessment of sxudents under
Massachusetts' mandated Chapter 766 and Public Law

9 ^"i^ 2 .

Since schools often have difficulty in recognizing the cause
of a child's misbehavior, such a trained counselor would be
able to identify the underlying cause of children's oehavior

problems that are actually based within the family system.
resource
The family counselor could enlist the family as a

misbehavior.
to support a treatment plan for the child's
the
Moreover, cycles of mutual blame between the family and

school might be avoided.

In a related article, Gilmore

(1978) stated that approximately

70-/5

of all cases referred

family related probfor Chapter 766 assessment are chiefly
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lems

,

Moreover, he stated that a great percentage of so

called ’’learning disability” cases have neither genetic or

neurologic etiology.
In a survey of urban and suburban schools on both the

East and

i/Vest

coast, Duke (1978) found that the majority of

the schools were involving parents in disciplinary problems.

Parental involvement was reported to have produced positive
results more often than not.

Out of the 82 administrators

that responded, only nine said parental involvement was not

effective,

Duke remarked that the value of involving par-

ents in behavior problems in school could not be overstated.
He added that the educator who did not involve parents out

of apathy or fear only contributed to the student's problem.

Wynne (1976) expressed that schools and homes as sub-

systems of our society need to support one another more

adequately.

Families need support because by themselves

they are too narrow a base of experience and resources to

raise a reasonably healthy, mature, well-rounded adult.

Conversely, a subsystem such as the school, that supports
the family in child rearing, needs the family, for it lacks
the level of intimacy, emotional commitment, and continuity

vital to raising children.

Wynne predicts that unless

schools and families move toward greater accord, there will

continue to be an increase of instability in families and a

greater number of inadequately developed adults,
'fwo

studies in recent years by Alexander & Parsons
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(1973) and Klein

<i

Alexander (1977) demonstrated the effec-

tiveness of using family therapy with families referred to a
family clinic from juvenile court.

The male and female

youth in this research were runaways, habitually truant,

declared ungovernable, and had been arrested or detained for
a behavioral offense,

soft drugs.

or for the possession of alcohol or

Specifically, this study exhibited the success-

ful use of family therapy with difficult youth behavior prob-

lems and that short-term therapy could significanty reduce

recidivism.

Kramer (1977) reported the implementation of family

counseling services at an alternative high school described
as a "half-way house between society and jail"

(p.

19 ^) and

attended by a large urban school district's most alienated,
recalcitrant, delinquent, and self-destructive students.
Interested counselors at the school were provided the specialized training required to obtain license as family counselors.

These counselors worked with volunteer families, and

focused on changing the attitudes and behaviors of students
who had resorted to drug abuse, drunkeness, sexual extremism,
and vandalism as a way of life.

The aims of the family coun-

seling services were greatly realized by those students that
followed the therapeutic program with their families.

Self-

destructive, as well as socially and legally unacceptable be-

havior was eliminated.

Kramer stressed that he and his col-

leagues were convinced by the results of the service provided
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that a family's influence was paramount to changing a

youth's behavior moreso than the much publicized peer influence and pressure
In summary

,

the reports above appear to provide strong

and convincing evidence that family intervention needs to be

seriously considered by those professionals directly in-

volved with youth such as school counselors; moreover, there
appears to be a need to re-examine currently held theories
and practices which may not be as effective as believed.

Critical Issues in Providing Family Counseling in Schools
In an article directed to prospective family counselors

interested in and concerned about beginning family counseling services in a public school, Coppersmith (1982), as a

family therapist with vast experience as a consultant to
schools, related a number of potential advantages and dis-

advantages that could be anticipated.

She stated that under

the best circumstances, the school and the home could form a

positive relationship beneficial to a child's development.
However, as sometimes happens, when a troublesome child be-

comes an issue between the home and the school, these two

systems become reciprocal targets of blame and inadvertantly
esthe child becomes caught in a dysfunctional triangle

pecially stressful to the child as he or she attempts to

remain loyal to both systems.

In such a given situation a

resolve the
family counselor within a school could begin to
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dilemma.

Coppersmith sees the school as a natural milieu wherein
issues centering on a child could be recognized as evidence

of family difficulties or conflicts between the home and the
school.

However, most often schools have perceived trouble-

some youth from a linear individualistic viewpoint and have

attempted to change behavior through individual counseling.
Resorting to such methods can isolate parents from their

children or diminish their rightful parental roles.

More-

over, individual counseling services, particularly with

adolescents, very often stress independence, neglect the

importance of family interdependence, and assign parents the
role of the "outsider."

Considering the foregoing, the

greatest possible advantages to having family counseling
services in a school included the following:
1.

2.

The opportunity to view problems in a very different
Instead of taking a one-sided blameful view,
way.
that the parents or child are "bad" or at fault,
problems could be seen from a contextual nonblaming
position.
At times families are more willing to come to a
school to resolve a problem concerning their child
rather than seeking help from a mental health clinic.

3.

4.

A family counselor can be in a position to detect
and eliminate repeated wrong solutions that often
are attempted by schools such as repeated suspensions with fruitless results.

Family counselors within the school can work to
address conflicts between the home and school.
Unyielding or conflicting stances by the family or
Recurring cycles of mutual
school can be changed.
Problems
be disrupted.
can
blaming and distrust
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can be restated to attract the cooperation of both
the family and the school for mutual success.
On the other hand, the possible disadvantages that re-

quire a family counselor's attention included the following*
1,

Children's problems are not always evidence of
family difficulties.
The problem may be connected
to the classroom, peers, or the school system itself.
lirroneous focus on the family may be perceived as blameful of the family.
By suggesting
family counseling, a school could actually become
a source of stress instead of relieving stress.

2.

Unwittingly a family's right to confidentiality
could be violated.
Families arriving at a school
could be viewed by others not trained in professional counseling ethics. Moreover, family issues
could become part of a child's record and damage
the boundaries between home and school essential
to their separateness.

3.

In instances where the home-school relationship is
mutually satisfying and the school is seen in a
superior position by the family, a school's suggestion or provision for family counseling may be
perceived as an attempt to maintain the status quo
and give little hope for changing unexpected situations
.

4,

The school could become over involved with a family
to the extent that it prevents the family from_
developing its own coping skills or utilizing its

own resources.
In order to maximize the possible advantages and mini-

mize the possible disadvantages, Coppersmith recommended
that certain requirements be met by family counselors in
schools.

These requisites included*

that family counselors

work as a small group of professionals, remain unootrusive,
perspective
and be trained and committed to a family systems

on human problem formation and resolution.

They would re-

have
quire full support from the school's administrators,
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access to an appropriately equipped and furnished site to

provide services, and have flexible work schedules to accomodate families.

As a school employee, the family counselor

must remain sensitive to families that may be experiencing
stress from the school.

When a family counselor is no longer

able to maintain the neutrality essential to function effec-

tively, the family should be referred to an outside agency.
In summary, it is apparent that in order to integrate

family counseling into a school system, cautious and judicious planning must be exercised and all foreseeable advantages and disadvantages be weighed to potentiate success.

What may be less obvious is the epistemological shift in

thinking that distinguishes a family systems perspective from
other treatment modalities.

For,

the systems perspective re-

quires reorientation to the way in which we know and understand the world around us (Andolphi, I 98 I), how human problems are formed and resolved (Watzlawick, et al.

,

197^).

This shift in thinking from a traditional view that is

individualistic, mechanistic, content-focused, and linear to
one that is wholistic, collaborative, process-oriented, con-

textual, and circular (Minuchin, 1978; Palazzoli, et al.
1978

,

and Coppersmith, 1982) has slowly gained acceptance

from mental health centers and other clinical settings
(Frame, 1976; and Liddle, 1978).

Increasingly, this ap-

proach is being recognized by helping professionals in
schools as well (Friesen, 1976; and Young, 1979).
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Theoretical Orientation
The theoretical underpinnings of this study were based

on general systems theory (3ertalanffy

,

1968) which provides

a framework for looking at phenomena and comprehending how

they represent interrelated components of a larger system.

General systems theory originated in the physical sciences
but has been applied to other fields such as biology and

human behavior.

Consequently, varieties of definitions have

appeared (Young, I979

)

However, the agreement found in all

.

explanations can be briefly stated as follows;
a whole comprised of interrelated parts;

a system is

a change in one

component will lead to change in all components; a system in
that respect is the product of the dynamic interactions

among the components; a system will seek and maintain consonance; a system will resist change; however, an open system can adjust to change (Young, 1979).

Major concepts from general systems theory

From the wealth

.

and complexity of general systems theory which is basic to
the development of family systems theory, the following

major concepts have been selected and are presented as vital
to family systems theory and its application to this study.

Organized wholeness

.

All open systems are character-

ized by the properties of organized wholsness

tivlty, structure, and hierarchy (vvatzlawick

,

;

nonsummaet al., I967

Nonsummativity is the fundamental concept in systems

)
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theory which defines the system as having an identity greater than and separate from each and all of its parts.

Accord-

ing to this concept, the whole cannot be understood by looking at one of its parts.

Ivioreover,

the system is a complex

whole in which all parts are interrelated and change in one
part affects the whole (watzlawick, et al., 1967).

Open systems are organized in a particular arrangement
of parts within the whole, and this arrangement can be un-

derstood as the structure of the system.

The structure is

defined by boundaries and is separated into subsystems
(Watzlawick, et al., I967; and Ste inglass, I978).

Bound-

aries also define membership in the subsystems.
In addition, open systems are organized according to

hierarchies (Laszlo, 1973

;

and Ste inglass, 1978

).

Each sys-

tem and subsystem is simultaneously a whole and part of a

whole and all are organized hierarchically in relationship
to each other.

Control

.

Another major concept from general systems

theory is control.
by rules.

Systems are self-governing and regulated

To survive and adapt, a system must keep a care-

ful balance.

There are two forces within a system that

operate to control the system by working to maintain a needed balance.

These are homeostasis and morphogenesis,

as

and
regulating processes they permit the system to adapt
stability
Homeostasis aids to maintain the system's
survive.

and equilibrium.

state
It returns the system to a steady
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whenever new information or influences are brought to the
system from the environment.

Homeostasis maintains the sta-

tus quo and keeps the system organized and stable when ex-

ternal forces threaten to change or disturb it in some way.

Homeostasis maintains a continued stability within
fully regulated range.

a

care-

Each individual system determines

the flexibility and extent of the range.

Morphogenesis is the process which moves the system
toward growth and change.

It permits the system to take in

new information and be influenced by the environment to
change, grow, and adapt (Maruyama, 1963).

Both processes are necessary for the survival of an

open system.
ed,

If the homeostatic function of a system fail-

it could lead to chaos and destruction of the system as

it continued to grow,

expand, and respond indiscrimminately

to environmental influences.

The two processes are directed by feedback loops

This concept from cybernetics explains

(Ste inglass, I978).

the ways in which a system is regulated in a circular manner.

Feedback loops, positive and negative, convey information in
and out of the system and function in an error-activated

manner.

They inform the system when the homeostatic process

is required in order to correct the

"error" or when morpho-

genesis is possible.

Circularity
is circularity.

.

A third major attribute of open systems

This concept explains that events do not
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occur in a linear chain, that is, A effects event

3,

then effects G, G in turn elicits D, and so forth.
D leads back to A, in a circular interaction.
is

and 3

Rather,

Such a system

governed by feedback loops, that is, a series of mutually

caused events in which the influence of any part comes back
to itself through other parts in the system (Mayurama,

1963).

The feedback loops create an ongoing interaction

within the system between information that enters and exits,
governing and responding simultaneously.
Since system parts are interdependent, it is impossible
to indicate where a cycle begins.

Any attempt to pinpoint

cause or assign responsibility would be an arbitrary decision, for an open system has no beginnings or ending, only

continuous information and influence taken in and sent out.
Whereas our Western culture has been based on linear

perceptions, logic, and language which organized reality upon cause and effect beginnings and endings, the concept of

circularity may be hard to accept.

For, we are trained to

search for cause and explanations to events, and it is hard
to avoid placing value on the events we observe

al., 1978).

(Selvini, et

Thus, when studying a dysfunctional system,

symptoms are usually seen as the outcome of pathogenic rela-

tionships or events, rather than as part of an interactional
sec^uence and context.

It is hard to set aside the way we

percephave learned to organize the world around us and our
al., 1978 ).
tions to accept this new paradigm (Selvini, et
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Family viewed as a system

.

-

When general systems theory is

applied to the family, a new framework for understanding be-

havior is produced.
systems:

In this section,

the characteristics of

wholeness, control, and circularity are applied to

the family.

.

Wholeness

In all open systems,

.

the identity of the

whole is more than and different from the sum of its parts.
Therefore, the family can not be understood by observing
only one member of the family or by hearing an account about
the family from one member.

In order to understand the in-

teractional patterns of the family or how one member functions, the whole must be observed as a unit.

related to other parts.

All parts are

No one member acts independently.

Change in one member affects every other member and the famTo grasp the significance of symptoms and

ily as a whole.

their function, they must be observed within the context of
the whole.

As a system, the family has a structure, rules, and

patterns of interaction that distinguish it as a unit.

This

structure is delineated by boundaries, subsystems, and hier-

archy (Minuchin,

Control

197^*.

As a system, the family is self-corrected and

.

regulated by rules
two processes

Haley, 1978).

..

.

It is maintained and controlled by the

.homeostasis and morphogenesis.

Homeostasis keeps the family balanced and operating as
a unit

,

environmental
as it encounters new information and
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influences taken into the system continuously.

Negative

feedback loops notify the system of the need to restore

equilibrium and reduce change (vVatzlawick

,

et al., 1976).

Morphogenesis permits and moves the family in the

direction of change and development.
feedback loops

,

Activated by positive

this mechanism permits the family to become

receptive and reorganize when new information enters into
the system, when change is important for adaptation to a new

situation.
In a functional family system, both forces operate in

defending and encouraging growth.

In a dysfunctional family

system, one may note a system that rigidly limits the range

of change that is permitted before the homeostatic mechanism
is activated.

Searching for alternatives ceases (Minuchin,

et al., 1978).

Such a family system would respond to new

information such as a therapist's intervention or developmental change with a strong reaction to return to the status
quo.

To remain healthy,

to succeed,

and to grow, the family

system needs a careful balance of these processes.

Circularity

.

cularity as well.

Family systems are characterized by cir-

Svery part of a system is viewed as or-

ganizing other parts and being organized by other parts.
An individual's behavior is at the same time both caused and

causative.

These interactions are reciprocal in a circular

movement (Minuchin, et al., 1978

;

and Tomm, I98I).

an
In the circular arrangement of interactions, only
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arbitrary choice can designate the beginning or the end of
the ongoing events.

This imposition was referred to by

Bateson and Jackson as "the punctuation of the sequence of
events" (Watzlawick et al., I967, p. 54 ).
Thus, the systems model views the interaction between

family members as circular.

Every member contributes to the

sequence of events which is to some extent controlled by the
rules concerning interaction.

Family members elect to

"punctuate" the sequences in response to their own personal

perceptions and interpretations of events, and difficulties
may occur.

Symmetrical and complementary interactions

.

Two concepts

utilized in this study come from the science of communication systems theory, a major force in the development of

family systems theory, which describes human interaction as
a communication system that can be best understood on the

transactional level (Watzlawick et al., 1967) and is characterized by the properties of general systems, such as sys-

tem-subsystem relations, wholeness, and feedback.

Out of

the dimensions of communication systems theory has come a

tracking of the ways in which each person influences others
through the message character of his or her behavior and
thus of the ways in which each person confirms, refuses, or

disconfirms others who may have a relationship with him or

her (Selvini-Palazzoli et al.

,

1978 ).
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From early reports first made by Bateson
(1955) of interactional phenomenon observed in many systems of relation-

ship between individuals or groups of individuals, which con® tendency to change

,

has evolved the notion of sym-

metrical and complementary positions in relationships.
These two concepts are based on the axiom that all communica-

tional interchanges are eithar symmetrical or complementary

depending on whether they are based on equality or difference
(Watzlawick et al.

,

1967),

In the first case, the partners tend to mirror each

other's behavior and there is a competitive rivalry that

sometimes threatens to split a relationship or a group down
the middle.

Thus, their interactions are termed symmetrical.

Symmetrical interacting is characterized by equality and

minimization of difference.

Strength or weakness, goodness

or badness are not relevant, for equality can be maintained
in any of these areas (Watzlawick et al,

,

1967).

In the second case, one partner's actions complements
the other's, creating a different interactional pattern that
is called complementary, meaning the progressive differenti-

ation that takes place between two unequal parties, one of

whom is dependent on the other (Haley, 1971).

Complemen-

tary interaction is based on maximization of difference.
Two different positions exist in a complementary re-

lationship.

superior

One partner occupies what is described as the

*'one-up''

or the inferior "one-down" position.

It
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is

important to note that these terms are useful, but
they
are not to be equated with good or bad, strong or
weak.
A complementary relationship may be set by the
social
or cultural context such as teacher and student or parent
and child.

It is important to stress the dovetailing nature

of the relationship in which unlike but fitted behavior

evoke each other.

One partner does not impose a complemen-

tary relationship on the other.

Instead, each behaves in a

manner which presupposes while simultaneously provide reason
for the actions of the other.

Their definition of the rela-

tionship mesh (Watzlawick et al., 1967).
Both have vital functions, both are present in healthy

relationships, however in mutual alternation or operation in

different areas.

Each pattern can stabilize the other when-

ever a runaway occurs in one of them.

Also, it is not only

possible but necessary for two partners to relate symmetrically in some areas and compleraentarily in others.
In a symmetrical relationship there is the ever present

danger of competitiveness, that is, trying to be more equal
than the other.

This tendency accounts for typical escala-

ting quality of symmetrical interaction once its stability
is lost and so called runaway occurs.

This can be seen in

quarrels and in open fights as in a marital conflict.

In a

healthy symmetrical relationship the partners are able to
accept each other in their respective '’sameness" which leads
to mutual respect and amounts to realistic reciprocal confir-
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mation of their selves.

If and when a symmetrical relation-

ship breaks down, what usually is noticed is the rejection

rather than disconf irmation of the other's self.
In healthy complementary relationships there can be

positive confirmation of each other.

The unhealthy aspect

of complementary relationships tend to amount to disconfirma-

tion or alienation.

Symmetrical and complementary relationship patterns can
stabilize each other and changes from one pattern to another
and back again is an important homeostatic mechanism.

Structural family therapy

,

A number of theorists and prac-

titioners employ the family systems model for study and family therapy.

However, for the purposes of this study,

Minuchin's (1974) structural therapy model was used, for
this systems based model has shown to be an effective way
to assess and treat families with a variety of problems.

Family structure

.

Structural family therapy utilizes

a contextual approach to resolve problems, for the family's

context is viewed as the most significant and potent influence for change.

Symptoms are seen as occurring within and

in relationship to the family context as well.

Families ful-

their
fill the task of providing protection and support to

and readying
members as they complete the work of developing
a new generation (Minuchin, 1974),

that aid
The structure of the family explains the rules
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the family to complete tasks,

interact with other family

members, and the outside world.

Minuchin (1974) defined

family structure as the "invisible set of functional demands
that organizes the ways in which family members interact"
(p.

51).

Subsystems

.

Minuchin separates the family into three

major divisions, the spouse, parental, and sibling subsystems.

Each subsystem serves a particular function within

the family such as the task of socializing children and at

the same time providing nurturance and support to members.

Other subsystems may form within a family according to

similiar interests, age, sex, or generation.

Each family

member belongs to a number of subgroups simultaneously.
Each individual is also considered a subgroup.
Spouse subsystem

This subsystem is formed when a

.

couple from two different family systems join with the purpose of forming a family.

Husband and wife must relinquish

part of their independence to gain from interdependency.
To operate successfully, the couple must learn to negotiate

differences and adapt to each other's needs and wants.

This

subsystem can become a haven from outside stresses, a base
to make contact with other social systems, and a source of

emotional support and nurturance.
Parental subsystem

.

This subsystem is formed with the

arrival of their first offspring.

The couple must adjust to

their new roles as parents with accompanying expectations
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that require redefinition and satisfying the demands of the

new subsystem.

The parents must differentiate to accomplish

the task: of socializing their child while at the same time

maintain the mutual support of the spouse subsystem.

The

function of the parental subsystem is to rear children to
adulthood.

This subsystem has an executive function to

guide, nurture, and control.

This subsystem must be pliable

in order to change and adapt to the developmental needs of
the children.

Whereas the needs of children change as they

progress toward adulthood, so should the measure of nurturance, guidance, and control change to provide an appropriate

balance; for, the parenting needs of a five-year-old child
are different than those of a sixteen-year-old adolescent.

The parental subsystem must be sufficiently pliable to

adjust to and coalesce with outer family influences such as
grandparents, schools, and the childrens' peers.
Provided responsibilities and tasks are clearly delineated, the parental subsystem need not be limited to the

natural parents in order to be successful.

The parenting

subsystem can consist of a single parent and a grandparent
or as in some families an older sibling can be given parent-

al power.

Such arrangements can function well (Minuchin,

197 ^).

Sibling subsystem

.

This subsystem is viewed as the

with
first social setting in which children can experiment
The children can learn
and learn about peer relationships.
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to use une^iual power

,

be assertive

and to nurture

,

'within this context, children support, isolate,
scapegoat and learn from each other ... learn how to
negotiate, cooperate, and compete... to make friends,
allies, how to save face while submitting, and how
to achieve recognition of their skills."
(kinuchin,
197^, p. 59)

In large families the sibling subsystem may be divided

further, for there are the youngest still requiring and in-

teracting in areas of security, nurturance, and guidance

differentiated from the older siblings who are in contact
and transacting with the outer world.

As children contact

the world of extrafamilial peers they bring back alternative

ways of transacting and new experiential learning into the

sibling subsystem.
The individual

.

Each family member is seen as an in-

dividual subsystem as well, with his or her own specific
tasks to complete within the family and outside world.

An

individual may be a daughter, a son, sister, brother, husband, or mother.

The subsystem organization of a family

provides training in the process of maintaining the dif-

ferentiated "I am" (Winuchin, 197^

»

p.

53) while exercising

interpersonal skills in other subsystems as well.
Boundaries

.

Minuchin believes the success of the fam-

ily relies on two aspects of family structure.

The first

rests upon maintaining boundaries that separate and differ-

entiate its three major subsystems that is, spouse, parental,
and sibling subsystems from the extended family and the ex-
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ternal environment, for boundaries are "the rules
defining

who participates and how"

(p.

53).

Boundaries not only

designate who participates and how they will interact but

boundaries must also be clear and solid enough to maintain

autonomy and permit the accomplishment of subsystem tasks.
In addition, they must have the permeability to permit ac-

cess to non-members.

Boundaries around the spouse subsystem must be clear to

prevent children, in-laws, friends, and outsiders from interfering, yet, be permeable to permit appropriate contact

with non-members and prevent insularity.

The parental sub-

system boundaries need to be maintained in a way that allows

children to keep a relationship with parents together and as
individuals without admission into the parental subsystem.

Sibling subsystem boundaries need to prevent unnecessary parental intereference

.

Children will not acquire the

coping skills to negotiate and resolve differences if parents constantly interfere in disagreements.

In addition,

boundaries around the sibling subsystem permit children the

privacy and distance needed to develop their own skills and
interests.
A boundary around the entire family also exists.

boundary is vital to the family's healthy functioning.

This
A

rigid boundary does not allow transactions with the outside

world and limits potentialities by keeping out necessary and

growth stimulating influences.

On the extreme side, a family
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without clear boundaries has no way of preventing inappropriate or damaging interference from the outside world.

It

might find itself overinvolved with and burdened by outside
agencies or forces which might prevent the family from de-

veloping or utilizing its own resources or coping skills
(Minuchin, 197^; and Coppersmith,

I 980 ).

Individual boundaries also need to be clear and resistant enough to permit the individual space to grow and de-

velop autonomy and to permit differentiation.
Boundaries and family functioning

.

Minuchin views the

clearness of boundaries as an indicator of the successful

functioning of the family.

He portrays boundary functioning

along a continuum from enmeshment, to clear, to disengagement.

The terms used here refer to interactional styles

preferred by families and not a value judgement of functional or dysfunctional families.

According to Minuchin, all

families fall somewhere between the extremes of enmeshment
and disengagement, and most fall within the center of these
two extremes.

Enmeshment exists when the boundaries between individual family members and subsystems are so diffuse that there
is little differentiation between members or subsystems.

The behavior of one member instantly affects others, and the

stress experienced by one member immediately rushes across
and through the entire system's boundaries affecting all.
any
The enmeshed family responds quickly and intensively to
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change from accustomed behavior.

Family members speak for

each other and intrude on each other in inappropriate ways.
There is overinvolvement and undue concern for the welfare

of other family members.

Members of enmeshed subsystems or

or families may be limited by a heightened sense of belonging

which discourages autonomy.

The lack of differentiation is

a handicap to autonomous exploration and mastery of problem

solving.

In addition, hierarchial confusion characterizes

family systems with diffuse boundaries between subsystems.

Disengagement is the opposite of enmeshment and exists

when boundaries are unsuitably rigid.

In a disengaged fami-

ly there is little communication between subsystems.

Family

members appear distant and disinterested with the exingencies
of other members.

Although disengaged families are tolerant

of a wide range of individual diverseness, an individual must
come under a great deal of stress before a supportive reply
is elicited.

As transactional styles, the extreme of enmeshment or

disengagement may produce family problems.

The most success-

ful style would occur within the normal range of the contin-

uum that permits flexibility to family members as the need
arises.

When boundaries are clear and solid enough to pro-

tect but not too rigid to prevent change, individual growth

may occur.

Ability to change

.

In addition to the nature of the

boundaries of the family structure, the second crucial prop-
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erty in its functioning is the ability of the system
to

adapt in response to changes in conditions (kinuchin,
et
al., 1978).

Flexi bility and rigidity are the words that explain the

ability of a family to meet and adjust to change.

Flexible

families are able to react to change with ease and facility
in reorganizing.

Families that are rigidly structured may

be unable to take in and adapt to demands for change

unchanging family may be a sign of rigidity

.

An

which is un-

healthy of itself (Minuchin, 1974).
A family is continually stressed with demands for

change from a number of sources during its lifetime.

The

demands for change can come from relating to the world outside the family, from developmental changes within the family, or idiosyncratic stresses such as an illness.

Since the

family is a system comprised of subsystems, and it transacts

with a larger community of interacting systems, the context
of the family and its surrounding environment are of utmost

importance to focus upon (Minuchin, 1974).

Extrafamilial sources may stress a single family member
to change.

A family member may be stressed at work, at

school, by a social group, or some other external force.
The family may react in a number of ways.

The member may be

supported by the family, or the family may be stressed as
well.

A stress such as the lost of employment may require

a change in life style, or a child's poor achievement in
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school may require a realignment of responsibility or supervision.

The crucial element that affects the family's con-

tinued health and success in functioning is the way in which
they respond to the stressed member.

An entire family may be stressed by the outside world.
Economic conditions, discriminatory practices, changing so-

cietal demands, or impoverished living conditions can over-

burden a family's ability to succeed.

Public agencies, in-

stitutions, and professional helpers also stress families.

A family's privacy may be intruded upon, rules about the

family may be arbitrarily imposed, and division between
family members may be formed.

Functional families may become

overly involved, burdened, and handicapped by larger systems
(Coppersmith, 1982).

Families can be internally stressed around idiosyncratic
problems.

Temporary or permanent disabilities, accidents, or

illnesses all subject families to extraordinary demands.

Nodal events such as births, deaths, divorce, or remarriage
as idiosyncratic changes or part of developmental stages, all

become stresses by forcing the family to reorganize by the

increase or decrease of its members.
As families pass through natural transitional stages,

more obvious and unavoidable sources of stress and change
come.

All families experience stress at these natural stages

is a
of transition and the their ability to adapt to change

challenge.

Inability to react flexibly and appropriately to

5^

these demands for change, to restructure, and renegotiate

rules may lead to dysfunction.

Hoffman (I98I), Minuchin

(197^), and Haley (I971) strongly suggest that family tran-

sitional stages are major nodals that contribute to the be-

ginning of symptoms.

During a life-time, a family will pass through

a series

of transitional stages in its development (Levenson, 1978 ).

Each transitional stage requires the completion of certain
tasks and demands changes in rules and family organization,

for new subsystems must be formed and new lines of differen-

tiation must be set.
ble.

To attain this, conflict is inevita-

At best, the conflicts will be resolved by negotiation

and successful family adaptation from which all members will

benefit by growth.

However, if such conflicts are not re-

solved, the transitional problems may give rise to further

problems at sometime (Minuchin, 197 ^).

Transitional stages

.

An exploration of a two-parent

family's development illustrates some of the tasks and

changes that might be expected at transitional points in
the family's life cycle (Worden, I98I).
In the courtship stage, a couple must realign their

loyalty from their family of orgin to a peer in an exclusive and personal relationship.

Upon marriage, a couple is

confronted with the task of beginning a new system.

This

difrequires formulating rules for their transactions and

and
ferentiating their relationship with extended families
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peers.

The system and rules they had formed as a dyad
must

give way when a child is horn, for the family system must
be

redefined to include offspring.

As well,

the system must

accommodate grandparents* roles.
A child beginning school can be a stressful point for a

family.
home.

It can be a child's first major contact outside the

A usually normal process of beginning school can be-

come very stressful for a child of an enmeshed family with

stern rules about relating to outsiders or very stressful to
a parent overinvolved in a parent-child alliance.

At the stage of middle marriage, children are entering

adolescence, becoming more autonomous, and need their parents
less.

Parents need to move from earlier appropriate parent-

ing that served to nurture, guide, and control to parenting

that provides greater autonomy and responsibility to the

emerging adolescent.

Parents must perceive the significance

of peer relationship to their children and the inroads these

relationships make on the family.

With less involvement in

parental roles, conflict may arise between couples as they
shift their emphasis to the spouse subsystem.

Earlier unre-

solved conflicts often become expressed (Tucker & Berstein,
1979)

2is

parents begin to re-evaluate their lives; divorce

is a frequent response to the conflict.

Haley (I98O) suggests that one of the most difficult

transitional stages is that of launching adolescents, for
in the family system as in any organization, the greatest
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cli 3 n§©

sncl

©"trsss occurs

th© syst©m.

when soinson© is ©nisring or l© 3 ving

Wh©n childr©n start to l©av© hom© and build r©-

lationships outs id© th© family, th© par©nts ar© one© mor©
alon©.

Aft©r many y©ars of r©lating to ©ach oth©r as par©nts,

th© coupl© must r©n©w th©ir marital r©lationship.

Som©tim©s

par©nts that hav© communicat©d indir©ctly through th©ir childr©n, find th©ms©lv©s gr©atly str©ss©d and in crisis.

At

times this is stablized by a young person developing a debil-

itating problem or symptoms that make th© youth a failure so
that h© or she will continue to need th© parents (Haley,
1989). The youth's failure permits th© parents to continue to

communicate through and about th© young person as th© organization remains the same.
The last transitional stage includes nodal events such
as

:

becoming grandparents, retirement, illness or death of a

Spouse,

The feeling of usefulness is important at this time

of old age.

When parents become unable to care for them-

selves because of age or illness the difficult experience of

residential placement occurs.

Often this can be a stessful

point for families.
This brief view of family life-stages cannot begin to

describe or be applied to all families.

For each family is

stessed differently and responds differently to transitional
points in their life.

In addition, each family has its own

strengths and weaknesses.

Many families handle the change

and stress at transitional points successfully.

Those that
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respond with rigidity and dysfunctional
behavior may require
therapeutic intervention to negotiate the
transitional stage

successfully (Minuchin, 1974).

— erarchy

.

Minuchin (1974) applies the concept of hi-

erarchy in his structural approach but offers only a
brief
description.

He explains hierarchy as the universal rules

that regulate family organization; he recognizes that
,,,

there must be a power hierarchy, in which parents and

children have different levels of authority

(p.

52).

Haley (I976) whose work overlaps the structural approach, has explained hierarchy more fully.

Haley regards

hierarchy as an intrinsic characteristic of all natural
groups and states that;

"...creatures that organize form a status, or
power, or ladder, in which each has a place ... someone
above ... someone below... the existence of hierarchy is
inevitable because it is the nature of all organization that it be hierarchical." (p. 101)
Haley notes that the hierarchy is perpetuated and sustained by all the members of the group and that groups that
have not organized a hierarchy are besieged by struggles
and conflicts to establish a hierarchical structure.

Once

a group establishes a hierarchy that is clearly defined,

in-

dividuals go on to use their energies in more useful ways.
Haley believes that pathology is the result of malfunc-

tioning organization.

He stated that over the years it has

been noticed that a disturbed youth "...was responding to a

particular organization.

The hierarchy was not the usual
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one of parents in charge, with executive authority over
their

children,,,'

(I 98

,

p,

20),

A family in which children have

inappropriate power to make rules for the family or have

equal or more power than the parents would be a case of a

malfunctioning hierarchy,

Moreover, Haley stressed that

pathology in a child can be discerned as involving a fixed

coaltion across generational lines,
Madanes (I 98 I) has applied the concept of hierarchy to

couples experiencing conflict in their relationship.

She

described a relationship in which the balance of power between partners may be unequal in a way that is unacceptable
to one or both of them, and the couple become engaged in a

struggle over the balance of power.

That is, who is "in

charge" of the rules of the relationship,

Madanes suggests

that a symptom may develop and be a way of balancing power.
She describes relationships with such an organization as

"incongruous hierarchies"

(p,

31).

In an incongruous hierarchy, both partners are at the

same time in superior and inferior positions.

The non-symp-

tomatic partner is "healthy" yet at the same "unable" to

help the other.

The symptomatic partner is "debilitated"

but has "control" over the relationship by virtue of the
symptom,

Madanes stresses that the existence of these two

hierarchical organizations at the same time, creates the dysfunctional arrangement,
A similiar counterbalancing stand-off or deadlock can
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exist between parents and a child if the child is symptomatic.

When both parent and child are, at once, in positions

of inferiority and superiority, this can create an incongruous hierarchy.

When parents have lost all control and have

taken an inferior position, this is then regarded a hier-

archical reversal.
Madanes states that in any organization there is hier-

archy in the sense that one person has more power and re-

sponsibility to determine what happens than another person.
Not only is hierarchy necessary for control and influence

but it can provide nurturance, protection, and support.
Assessment

.

A method of assessing families has been

developed by Minuchin (197^) which is used in this study.
It is based on structural family therapy concepts, and pro-

vides a way of arranging data and perceptions obtained thru
a diagnostic interview.

significant features:

The method used has the following
(1)

it is an ongoing process that

provides a working hypothesis based on the interviewer's

current observations and experiences; (2) it focuses on the
family's context and interactions in the present;

(3)

it

regards the symptomatic person as the family member with
affects
the most visible manifestation of the problem which

all family members;

(4)

it aims at widening the conceptual-

other
ization of the problem by including the perceptions of

current
family members and the family's interactions in its
inforBy joining and interacting with the family
context.
i

6o

mation about the family’s structure, rules,
and patterns of
interaction can be obtained.
The interviewer's influence
must also be accounted for in assessing the family
(Minuchin,
197^).

Information from six major areas are included in the
family assessment as follows
1.

The family's structure and preferred transactional

patterns

2.

The family's flexibility and capacity for restructuring, which is assessed in terms of responses to
interventions and changes

3.

The family system's boundaries between individual
members and subsystems, that is on the continuum
between enmeshment and disengagement

Family's life context ... sources of support and
sources of stress
5.

Present family developmental life stage

6.

Ways in which the symptoms are used to maintain
the family's preferred transactional patterns
(see Appendix A)

Transactional patterns

.

A family system operates

through transactional patterns.

"Repeated transactions

establish how, when, and to whom to relate and these patterns underpin the system." (Minuchin, 197^» p. 17)

These

transactional patterns form an invisible network involving
the mutual expectations of individual family members and

regulate many family situations.

The source of these ex-

pectations is covered over by years of explicit and implicit
negotiations among family members, frequently around small
events of day-to-day living.

Moreoften, the nature of the
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original contents have been forgotten and chances are they
may have never been explicit.

However, the patterns remain

"on automatic pilot as it were" (Minuchin, 1974, p. 17

)

as

a matter of mutual accomodation and continued effective

functioning.

The following is an example of a transaction-

al pattern being formed:

A father tells his child to eat her cereal and
the child obeys, this interaction defines who the
father is in relation to the child, and who the child
is in relation to the father, in that context and at
Repeated operations in these terms formthat time.

ulate a transactional pattern,

Minuchin (1974) stated that family transactional patterns are also key to supporting symptomatic behavior, for
a family member's symptoms occupy a position in the family

system's lines of transaction.
In a study which included families with psychosomatic

children and families with non-psychosomatic children identified as normal or behavioral problems, Minuchin et al.
(

1978

)

defined and reported a set of four transactional

patterns significant in differentiating functional and dys-

functional families in the study.
patterns were:

These four transactional

enmeshment, overprotectiveness, rigidity,

and lack of conflict resolution.

Enmeshment, as described by Minuchin et al.

(1978) "an

interacextreme form of proximity and intensity in family

tions"

(p.

30

)

was underlined by diffuse boundaries between

individuals and between subsystems.

Family members were
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highly responsive to each other, and oversensitive to
each
other's moods.
They were intrusive, commented freely on
each other's thoughts and feelings, spoke for each other,
and over each other.

Their perceptions about themselves

and others were poorly differentiated.

They spoke globally

about family members, rather than as individuals.
tolerance for differences and autonomy existed.

A low
Dialogs,

especially conflictual ones, were diffused by the entrance
of a third party.

Frequent shifts in alliance occurred.

A

confused hierarchy existed with children inappropriately involved in parental interactions and parents involved in sibling interactions.

Overprotectiveness was underlined by a high degree of

concern for each other's welfare.

Members showed a great

sense of responsibility for each other, and reacted immedi-

ately to signs of distress or discomfort.
were weakened by mollifying behavior.

Negative comments

A great deal of nur-

turance was supplied and nurturant eliciting behavior was

constantly exhibited.
Rigidity was characterized by the great difficulty in
the families' response to demands for change.

of their committment to keep the status quo.

It was a sign

Issues that

threatened change such as the need for increased individual
autonomy, were not allowed to be fully explored.

These fam-

ilies presented themselves as untroubled and in no need of
help.

The more they were asked to change, the more rigidily
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they held on to their preferred patterns of interaction.

Conflict resolution posed a vexation for these families.
They exhibited a very low threshold for conflict.

unable to negotiate and resolve conflict.

They were

Unresolved prob-

lems remained to threaten the family again and again.

Each

family had it own idiosyncratic ways of avoiding conflict.
Some saw no need to disagree and were invested in harmony

and consensus.

Others began to disagree openly but conflict

was avoided by constant interruptions, change of subject, or

clouding of issues.
Iceep

family members acted immediately to

conflict under control.
The child as a conflict diffuser

.

In addition to the

four transactional patterns described above, Minuchin et al.

,

(1978) noted three arrangements that occurred most frequently
in psychosomatic families and to a lesser degree in non-

psychomatic families.

These arrangements managed conflict

between parents by diffusing the conflict through the symptomatic child.

The ways in which the child was inappropriately

involved in diffusing parental conflict were:

triangulation,

parent-child coalition or alliance, and detouring.
In a triangulation, the child is put into a position in

which the child cannot express himself or herself without

I

siding against one parent or the other.

This cross-genera-

tional alliance is particularly difficult for the child, for

I

whenever he or she sides with one parent it is viewed as disI

i

loyalty by the other parent.

!

i

I

I

I
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In a parent-child coalition,

the child moves into a

stable coalition with one parent against the other.

The ex-

cluded parent often takes a peripheral role but this varies
from family to family depending on the degree that he or she

attempts to disrupt the coalition.
In detouring,

the parental dyad is ostensibly united.

This illusion of harmony is continued as the parents sub-

merge their conflict in a joint posture of attacking or pro-

tecting the symptomatic child.

The child is considered the

only family problem.
It is important to note here that the three patterns of

involvement described above are not to be construed as family
classifications.

They merely describe transactional sequences

that occur in response to conflict within families.

These

sequences frequently occur in successfully functioning families and are within the normal range used by families to deal

with conflict.

The difference is that families in the normal

range can resort to other ways of confronting and negotiating

conflict.

Whereas, families with a psychosomatic child act

out maladaptive sequences repeatedly since they are generally

under stressful and tense conditions, and the child is usually in the role of conflict diffuser (Minuchin et al.

Symptoms serving the family

.

1978)

Haley (1976) described a

symptom as "...a label for a crystallization of a sequence in
a social organization"

(p.

2)

and defined a problem as a type

of behavior that is part of a sequence of acts between sev-
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was the focus of intervention,
i'linuchin

(197^) noted that what usually brings a family

into therapy is the symptom of one member of the family,

when a family labels one of its members "a problem" the identified member's symptoms can be assumed to be a system-main-

tained or a system-maintaining mechanism, for a family consensus is indicative that at some level the symptom is being

reinforced by the family system.

Ke added that focusing on

the symptoms is often the quickest way to uncover dysfunction-

al family transactional patterns, since symptoms occupy a

place in the family system's lines of transaction.

Moreover,

the symptoms are supported by a number of significant family

transactional patterns.
A symptom (Minuchin, 197^) can be the expression of a

family dysfunction in the troubled member.

The symptom may

be the troubled member's attempted solution to the family

dysfunction, or it may have emerged in the individual family

member because of his or her particular life situation and
is utilized and supported by the family system as a system-

maintaining device.
Madanes (I 98 I) whose work as a strategic therapist

overlaps the work of Haley (1976) and Minuchin (197^) offers
a more detailed explanation of how symptoms function within

serve the
a family system and a different view of how they

family.

Madanes stated that Haley (1976) and Minuchin (197^)
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usually think of the child as involved in a coalition with
one parent against the other parent, or involved in a con-

flict between the parents by providing the bond that holds
the conflicting parents together.

In these approaches,

the

child is said to be used by parents in a conflict between
This conflict is said to detour through the child,

them.

for instance, when a mother encourages a daughter to disobey,
a father attacks the daughter when he is angry at the mother

(Minuchin, 19 ?^).

madanes explained that when a child exhibits

a problem,

the child's disturbed behavior serves to keep the parents

concerned and actively involved in attempting to help the
This may not seem

child and to change his or her behavior.

important frsm a theoretical point-of-view

,

but Madames con-

tends that it becomes significant when a therapist chooses

an intervention.

In her approach,

instead of looking for

conflicts, coalitions, and adversaries, Madanes looks at the
family in terms of helpfulness and caring.

The child is not

seen as a passive participant in conflicts between the parents

but as an active initiator of protective sequences of interaction.

Madanes stated that problem behavior in children can be

helpful to parents in special ways.

For instance, a child

might develop a problem that will keep the mother home to
take care of him or

her*,

thus,

the mother will not have to

face the issue of searching for a job.

The child’s problem
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furnishes a convenient excuse for the parent to avoid an
un-

pleasant task.

If a father comes home from work upset and

worried and a child misoehaves, the parent can feel angry
toward the child instead of feeling worried about his job.
In this respect

parent.

f

the child's misbehavior is helpful to the

As well, by making the father angry with him or her,

the child saves the mother from having to help the father

by sympathizing with him or quarreling with him.

In this

way, the child is helping both parents.
The child's protectiveness of the parents is a function

of the system of interaction in the family.

This is not to

say that the child deliberately plans to protect the parents
by eliciting their concern, however, at times that is the
case.

Madanes does not suggest that all symptoms in children

are best understood from the view of their protective function.

There are times a presenting problem is the result of

neglect or physical suffering (Madanes, I98I).

In some in-

stances, the child's disturbed behavior can best be under-

stood as bid for power through helplessness or disruption.
At times the protective factor is lost in the "tyranny"

placed on the parent by the child.

This is seen in more

serious and difficult problems of adolescents and young adults
involved in aggressive and self-destructive behavior.

In

these cases the difficulties of the young person becomes the

major theme in the parents' lives.
But, whether the symptomatic child is seen as a pro tec-
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tor or a tyrant, the fact is that the disturbing behavior
has a helpful yet unfortunate function in the family.
A parent might have trouble at work, difficulties with

relatives, or a spouse might be threatening separation, but
the parents will set aside their own problems at least tem-

porarily to help or to control the child.

They will try to

overcome their own deficiencies and hold themselves together
in order to aid their child.

In this sense, a child's dis-

turbed behavior is helpful to his parents.

It provides a

respite from the parent's own troubles and a reason to overcome their own difficulties.

Whether the child's behavior

provokes helpful, protective, or punitive acts from the
parents, it focuses the parents' concern on him and makes the

parents see themselves as parents to a child who needs them

rather than as individuals overwhelmed by personal, economic,
or social difficulties.

In this sense, the child becomes a

benefactor or protector of others in the family.

This view

is different from other systems oriented therapists.

Minuchin

(I 98 I)

warned that there may be a possible pit-

fall in focusing on the symptomatic member's helpfulness in

that it may lead to a view of the family from the perspective
of one of the participants in the transaction.

Structural model features

.

Several features of the gen-

eral systems based structural therapy model developed by

Minuchin (1974) and to which Haley (1976) has also contriouted are highlighted below.

They differentiate the systems
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model from traditional methods and seem to hold greater potential for successful intervention.

This is not a complete

list but meant to highlight salient features that may appeal
to a school counselor considering to use family counseling.
1.

2.

It is a pragmatic problem-solving approach that
works with the problems of people "here and now".
It focuses on wholeness and contextual phenomena

in natural settings such as the family system.
3.

It is a conceptualization of circular and multiple
causality that recognizes the arbitrariness of even
this punctuation, but hopes to include more of
"reality" than single cause explanations.

4.

It develops a non-blaming and no scapegoating

approach with stress on competencies and resources,
not shortcomings and weaknesses.
5.

It is not just another treatment method to add to
the armamentarium of counselors, but a reconceptualization of how, people as parts of systems, interrelate, influence, and function with others
within the system.

6.

It focuses on behavior and does not use intrapsy-

chic constructs of psychoanalytic approaches.
7.

It is a structured and accumulating approach that
developmentally leads to competency in adult living.

8.

It has a history of success with a variety of prob-

lematic behaviors and has the potential of shortterm treatment without relapse.
9.

Schools can take a leadership role in being supportive of parental roles and responsibilities since
this approach establishes boundaries between subsystems ^d roles.

Summary

.

Minuchin's structural therapy model stresses

understanding a person's behavior within the context of the
family's interactions.

The family is considered an open sys-
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tern

that integrates societal demands including those from

within the family.

As an open system,

the family grows and

changes in a developmental process from earlier stages

i,

e,,

courtship, marriage, to retirement.

Minuchin believes the success of the family system relies on maintaining boundaries that separate and differentiate its three subsystems

i.

e.,

spouse, parental, and sibling

subsystems from the extended family and the external environment,

Boundaries designate who participates and how

they will interact.

Clear boundaries are vital to define re-

sponsibility and authority.

Boundaries are portrayed along a

continuum from disengaged, to clear, to enmeshed.

Disengaged

boundaries exist when relationships are rigid and distant.
For instance,

this may be seen in the parent that is distant

and unyielding and relates in this way whether his or her

child is in crisis or not.
pisite of disengaged.
and too close.

Enmeshed boundaries are the op-

They are described as being diffuse

An example of this can be seen in an over-

protective parent who responds to a child's distress while

constantly attempting to prevent future distressing experiences,

Clear boundaries permit subsystem members to carry

out their functions with unnecessary interference.

They

allow contact between members of the subsystem and others.

Boundaries are severely stressed and often deteriorate
in times of crisis.

As the subsystem boundaries breakdown,

triangles may begin to build up

in the spouse subsystem due
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to

conflict or dissatisfaction with the relationship, either

spouse may seek emotional support outside the spouse subsystem.

At times a child may be "triangled" in to comfort one

of the parents.

Minuchin believes that the transition from one develop-

mental stage to another is often accompanied by stress within
the family, for it requires to adjust and negotiate changes

which will be more appropriate for the new stage.

Develop-

mental crises that a family counselor within a school may
notice would occur when the family's first child enters

school or the first child enters adolescence.

Each of these

transition points requires negotiation and adaptation.
source of strain and stress.

..

The boundaries between the

parent and child are tested and strained at each stage.
Is a first grader's anxiety a sign of the family system's

difficulty in separating parent and child?

Does continuous

arguing between an adolescent and a parent reveal the difficulty a parent is experiencing in adapting to a budding

young adult in the system?

Any of these stages may be a

source of stress to produce related symptoms in one or more

family members.
There are three facets to Minuchin 's concept of a suc-

cessful family.

First, a family is changed over time, adapt-

ing and restructuring itself to continue functioning.

(This

react to deis not to say that a successful family may not

velopmental stresses inappropriately.)

Second, certain pre-
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ferred patterns adequately meet ordinary everyday needs
and
demands.

However, the success of the family system relies

on its ability to employ transactional patterns when conditions within or outside the family's environment require it
to change its structure.

Boundaries must remain fast yet

elastic enough to allow change in direction with new experiences.

Finally, a family manages stress in a way that per-

petuates constancy and steadiness while permitting restructuring.

Should a family respond to stress with rigidity,

dysfunctional behavior occurs which may require therapeutic
intervention (Minuchin, 1974).
Summary
Systems theory

(

Bertalanffy

,

I 968

)

provides a framework

for looking at seemingly unrelated phenomena and comprehending how together they represent interrelated components of a

larger system.

Families, schools, and communities are seen

as open social systems that are organized and operate in a

hierarchy of levels such as, students, teachers, and administrators in a school system.

Each level is made up of sub-

systems that have a relationship with other parts of its own

system and to systems at other levels.

In a school setting,

the child’s behavior when speaking to a teacher in a class-

room differs from behavior when the child is speaking to
peers on the playground because of the rules and demands
that govern how and when members of different systems and
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subsystems will interact with each other, that is, classroom
rules, playground rules, power structure, roles, and ways of

communicating.

Behavior must be evaluated in systems terms

of transactions and relationships to be fully understood.

Moreover, systems theory provides a framework that has

application to schools and mental health intervention
(Tucker & Dyson, 1976; Aponte, 1976; Friesen, 1979; Young,
1979; Doldenberg & Goldenberg, I 98 I; and Worden, I 98 I), for
a child having trouble in school is not having it alone.

From a systems point-of-view

,

the child cannot be seen as

the sole repository of his or her problem, for no one exists
in isolation since the world is made up of systems within

systems,

A school counselor with a systems perspective will

look beyond the child to the child's relationships and inter-

actions with others in the school system as well as the family system for dysfunctional causation.
Faimilies and schools can be seen as two subsystems with

a common member, the child.

Under the best conditions, fam-

ily and school form a positive alliance whose interest is
the developing child.

When a child is experiencing trouble

at school, a systems oriented counselor may be able to re-

solve this mutual problem by lookingat both systems, how
they operate, what caused them to break down, and by inter-

vening to restore adaptive functioning, much as a therapist
would work with two components of a family system such as
the parental and sibling subsystems.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Description of Research Methodology
The nature of this study, its major objectives, and

methods of investigation come under the rubric of combined

exploratory-descriptive research according to Tripoldi,
Fellin, and Meyer (I969) who restrict their typology to

empirical research which includes the use of systematic observations and standard procedures which can be independently reproduced.

The major purpose of exploratory-descriptive research

"...is to refine concepts and to articulate questions and

hypotheses for subsequent investigations." (Tripoldi, et
al.,

1969, p.

25)

In this type of investigation the re-

searcher uses qualitative data in narrative form gleaned
from his or her observations of a particular phenomenon.
Typically, a great deal of information is derived from a
single case or a small number of cases.

Essentially, exploratory-descriptive studies are based
on the assumption that through the use of systematic procedures, relevant hypotheses pertaining to a particular phe-

nomenon can be developed (Tripoldi, et al., I969).

A vari-

ety of procedures are used which include interviewing, par-

ticipant observation, and content analysis.
74
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This study employed the case study method of investi-

gation, a category of combined exploratory research
(Tripoldi, et al,, 1969).

The case study method is an in-

tensive investigation of a single person, a family, or some

other social unit in a community (Good, 1963
and Van Dalen, 1973).

;

Sax, 1968;

It is the traditional approach of all

clinical research and aims primarily at discovery and generating of hypotheses that might be difficult to obtain in

other contexts (Bolger, 1965

;

and Sax, I968).

The case study method is used by psychologists, social

workers, counselors, and other researchers to trace complex

interrelationships among facts, situations, or processes.
Pertinent data is collected about present status, past experiences, and environmental forces that contribute to the

individuality and behavior of the social unit (Van Dalen,
1973

).

After analyzing the sequences and interrelationships

of these factors, a comprehensive, integrated profile of the

social unit as it functions, is constructed that may provide
a deeper insight into and greater understanding of the phe-

nomena being studied (Van Dalen, 1973; Bolger, 1965; and
Good, 1963).

The content and context of this investigation make the

case study method of research most appropriate, since little

exists in the literature that adequately explains the partic-

ular phenomenon of school behavior problems from a family
systems perspective.

This method provides the means whereby
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significant elements can be isolated and identified (Sax,
1971; and Van Dalen, 1973).

Presently, most research on the phenomenon of problem

school behavior is outdated, a great need for research in
this area exists, and there are more questions than answers

regarding the relationship between external influences and
student misbehavior (Duke, 1978),

This case study and its

exploratory intent, appears most appropriate at a time when
research to generate new hypotheses might encourage further
scrutiny of existing theories and assumptions surrounding
the genesis of school behavior problems, propose different

assessment methods, and suggest alternative approaches to

remediation (Lazarus and Davison, 1971).
Lastly, the application of the case study method to

human problems, in their contextual setting, as a whole social unit,

(Good, 1973) is congruent with this investigation

based on systems theory that is not tied to a linear cause
and effect perspective.

For, Dell (I 98 O) in describing

"...a shift from the Aristotelian/Cartesian/Newtonian epis-

temology of individual psychology to a systemic epistemology
of pattern.” (p. 321 ), contended that research within the

systems paradigm is best served by qualitative research because ”... transactional hypotheses may not be testable and
that
the wholism of the pattern precludes the reductionism

experihas come to be considered almost synonymous with the

mental method”

(p.

328 ).
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Selection of Sub.jects
Three families were selected for this study.
ily had an adolescent between the ages of 13 to 17.

Each famThe

adolescents attended a junior-senior high school, with an

enrollment of 910 students, in a regional school district
comprised of five small rural communities located in Central

Massachusetts
The students were identified as school behavior problems.

This determination was made after the student's be-

havior record was reviewed and a consensus reached by his or
her counselor, the school psychologist, teachers, and an

administrator.

The students had been reported several times

by teachers and other school staff as having "acted out" in
two or more of the following ways*

being disruptive in the

classroom or other supervised areas, exhibiting contempt or
disrespect toward school staff, cutting classes, truancy,

harassing other students, or habitually being tardy to their
classes.

The onset of events in the student's history of

misbehavior had occurred within the school year, from the
beginning in September to the first week in June or in less
time
The students included in this study had average or bet-

ter academic skills and had no other discernible problems.
The families chosen were two-parent families, for single

parent families present a different form of family structure.
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r’amilies who were in therapy were not included
in this

study.

Eight families were contacted by the researcher.
three of these families were included in the study.

Only
Of the

five not included, two families were in therapy, one family

was experiencing a crisis and was not available, one family
had parents whose work hours made both unavailable at the
same time, and one family cancelled its appointment.
The families contacted expressed an interest in the

study and a willingness to participate.

Those that did

participate expressed the hope that their contribution would
help others.
Procedure
The families were contacted by phone.

The researcher

explained the study to the parent that was reached at home.
The parent was asked to discuss the request with the other

parent and informed that they would be called at a later
date for their decision.

A return call was made a week

later to obtain the family's decision whether or not to

participate.

At that time, an appointment was scheduled

with the family at a convenient time.
All family interviews were video and audio-taped.

The

researcher explained the use of the recording equipment at
the beginning of the interview and introduced the research

assistant who taped the interviews.
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All family members were asked to sign a consent form to

particiapte in this study,

(See appendix 3)

Appropriate pre-

cautions were taken to insure the confidentiality and anonymity of the families included in this study.
Since this study was research oriented and not therapeutic, the researcher did not enter into a therapy contact

with the family.

If during the interview it became apparent

that the family could benefit from therapy, this alternative

was presented to the family.

An appropriate referral would

be made

All the interviews were conducted at the school which
the students attended.

The appointments were made for the

evening hours when no other school activities were in progress and privacy and no interruptions were assured.

Data Collection
A conjoint family interview was used to collect data.
The family interview format selected provided the means to

observe and obtain information on family interactional patterns (Haley, 1976; Minuchin, 197^; and Minuchin et al.
1978

).

The interview which was approximately one hour in

duration, followed Haley's (1976) problem-focused interview
probformat which includes four stages, that is, the social,
lem,

interaction, and goalsetting phases.

a diagnostic research oriented interview,

vVhereas,

this was

the goal-setting

the study.
stage was modified to meet the objectives of
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Social stage

During this part of the interview, the

.

researcher greeted all family members, asked each family

member his or her name, and put them at ease.
ly history was obtained.

A brief fami-

The researcher then moved to the

next stage.

Problem stage

.

The researcher asked a series of ques-

tions pertaining to the problem and they were discussed with
the family.

The following questions were asked during this

stage of the interview:
1.

How did the parents learn that the student was a
behavior problem at school?

2.

Who thinks it is a problem?

Who does not think it

is a problem?
3.

Who in the family has become most upset by the

problem?
4.

What does the family think is the cause of the
problem?

5.

What has the family tried to do to solve it?

6.

Has the student had school related problems before?
How were they solved?

7.

If the current problem is not resolved, what will

occur?
8.

What sifnif leant events such as serious illness or
lost of employment have occurred in the family in
the past year?

Interactional stage

.

At this point in the interview,

the researcher directed the family members to talk to each

other regarding the questions and information presented during the problem stage of the interview.

Goal-setting stage

.

Since the family was not in thera-
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py,

this last stage was modified.

Family members were asked

to discuss with each other the following <luestions,
1.

KVhat are the parent's expectations of the student
changing his or her behavior at school?

2.

What are the student's plan to change his or her
behavior at school?

3.

What are the parent's reactions to the student's
plans?

4.

How could the plans be put into operation?

5.

What clues will they notice that some improvement
has occurred in the problem?

The basic format for the interview was followed closely*

however, some flexibility was exercised in the order of questions, and phrasing to accommodate each family's individual

style of language.
The questions presented to each family served to stan-

dardize the interview, obtain content information about the
family's reaction to and understanding of the problem, and
to elicit observable responses which provided the opportu-

nity to assess the interpersonal transactional patterns of
the family.

For,

"A family is a system that operates through

transactional patterns ... Repeated transactions establish patterns of how, when, and to whom to relate and these patterns

underpin the system" (Minuchin, 1974,

p.

51).

In order to test the interview format, a trial run was

conducted
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Data.

Analysis

Immediately after each conjoint family interview, the
researcher completed a structural assessment of each
family
based on his impressions and recollections using the assess-

ment format based upon Minuchin's structural concepts,

(see

appendix A)
Upon the completion of all the interviews, each videotape was viewed and assessed by the researcher and two addi-

tional raters.

The raters were advanced doctoral students,

trained and familiar with structural assessments, and prac-

ticing family therapists.
A collaborative discussion followed the viewing of each

video-tape to discuss, analyze, and synthesize the data
elicited.

This collaborative effort followed the team ap-

proach used by structural and strategic family therapists.
The team pooled its skills and clinical judgement to brain-

storm, to clarify hypotheses, and to arrive at a clear systemic understanding and consensus of the data presented.
In addition to reaching agreement on major structural

points, the collaborative effort provided additional informa-

tion to the individual structural assessments and developed

hypotheses about the families.
The researcher reviewed the video-tapes to glean for

greater detail and further improve upon the assessments.
The researcher integrated the individual and collab-
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orative assessments and the synthesis from this process was

reported by the researcher.
The reports on each family were arranged as follows
1.

Description of the Family

2.

Description of the Problem

3.

Nature of Boundaries
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

Interpersonal
Subsystem
^ith the outsie world
vVith the school

Response to Change
a.

b.

Developmental Stress
Idiosyncratic Stress

5.

Tolerance for Conflict

6.

Hypotheses about the the function of the behavior
problem in maintaining family homeostasis

7.

Hypotheses about family interactional patterns
which support and maintain the problem

Whereas this study was principally an exploratory study,
it was intended that hypotheses would be generated from the

data collected.

rs

HAPTER

IV

RESULTS
Qrfi^anization of the Chapter

This chapter is divided into two major sections.

The

first section includes the presentation of the composite

analyses of the families interviewed.

They are given in the

order that the families were interviewed, one through three.
Below is the format used to present each family analysis:
1.

Description of the Family (with Genogram)

2.

Description of the problem

3.

Nature of boundaries
a.
b.
c.
d.

4.

interpersonal
subsystem (spouse, parental, and sibling)
with school
with the outside world (in larger context)

Response to change
a,
b.

developmental stress
idiosyncratic stress

5.

Conflict avoidance

6.

Hypotheses about the function of the behavior
problem in maintaining family homeostasis

7.

Hypotheses about family interactional patterns
which support and maintain the problem

Edited transcripts from the interviews are included in
in the
the analysis to present transactional evidence used

formulation of the structural assessments.

The transcripts

side of
taken from the interviews are presented on the left
84
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the page and the researcher’s comments and analysis will be

given on the right side.

Since the transcripts were edited,

the word "END” will be used to designate when two separate

segments are presented together.
To yield to conciseness, no more than one or two illus-

trations will be generally given as examples.

Segments from

the most representative interactions observed during the in-

terview were chosen.
Because of the unwieldiness of extracting separate in-

teractional themes, the transcripts do represent multi-levels of communication and illustrate a number of themes oper-

ating at the same time.
ity,

However, in the interest of lucid-

the researcher will comment only on the importance of

the interactions regarding the particular theme it was se-

lected to illustrate.
The second section of this chapter will be an integra-

tion of the findings from the three families.

An analysis of

the trends noted based on similarities and differences in
the family assessments will be presented.

The reader is reminded that there are other methods of

analyzing the interviews, but this investigation was limited
to the structural assessment.

Moreover, the underlying

theoretical framework used, family systems theory, determined
and
the interpretation of the data including the focus on

organization of phenomena.
reTo facilitate the analyses of family transactions
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quired that those themes such as interpersonal boundaries
and conflict avoidance be described as specific and separate

elements.

However, there is the danger of misconstruing

these as precise and contained factors in a linear and causal schema rather than intertwined within a systemic paradigm

possessing the characteristic property of circularity
(Minuchin et al.

,

I978).

Although in observing the video-taped interviews it was
possible to respond to and assess non-verbal behavior, the

transcripts do not contain the complete analogic level of
communication.

Where possible, physical non-verbal communi-

cation is described; however, the subtleties of messages
sent by look, tone of voice, and other non-verbal messages

communicated by family members are not available within the
text.
It is important to note here, that a basic tenet of

this study is, that families are in the ongoing process of

changing.

Therefore, the assessment based on the family

interview captures the family at one point in time and may
not be valid given another point in the life of the family.
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CONRAD FAMILY

Description of the Family
The Conrad family consisted of Roger Conrad, age 4l;

Jacqueline Conrad, age 37; and their five children:

Roger,

age 18; Robert, age 17; Jean, age l6; Tim, age 13; and

Randy, age 7.

This was the first marriage for both parents,

and they had been married for 19 years.

Mr. Conrad was a

full-time student at a junior college to which he commuted
daily.

Mrs. Conrad was employed full-time at an auto assem-

bly plant to which she commuted 70 miles round trip daily.
The family resided in a small rural community in Central

Massachusetts.

The family was white. Catholic, and working

class
Ge no gram

Harried
Mrs. Conrad

hr. Conrad

Tim

'Tean

Robert Roger

Initial Contact
the
The researcher contacted Mrs. Conrad and explained

participastudy to her and requested the family's help and
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She was enthusiastic about the study and believed her

tion.

husband would also be interested.

A return call by the re-

searcher confirmed the family's decision to meet for the interview.

An appointment was made at that time.

Robert did not attend the interview.

Roger and

Roger had graduated

from high school a week earlier and was working.

Robert was

involved in an athletic activity.

Description of the Problem
Tim was a 13 year-old seventh grader who had been re-

ferred to the junior high school administrator on fourteen
separate occasions for misbehavior in school.

From early in

September to the time of the interview in the first week of
June, various teachers had reported Tim for numerous school

infractions which included*

misconduct in the corridors,

failure to remain after school, theft, being late to class,

disrupting classroom activity, and using vulgarity.

After

repeated warnings, counseling, written notices sent home,
and parent conferences, Tim's behavior had remained unchanged.

At the time of the interview, he was in academic

difficulty and facing the possibility of failing seventh
grade.

He was also in jeopardy of being suspended from

school for five days if another report of misbehavior was
sent to the junior high school administrator.

Other behavior problems in the family

.

mrs

.

Conrad stated
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that her oldest son Roger had experienced behavior
problems
in junior high school as well.

More recently, he had been

a severe behavior problem in high school and far worse
than

Tim,

She also mentioned that Robert was a model academic

student in high school but had experienced severe behavior

difficulties in elementary school.

Mrs, Conrad said that

Jean was the only one that did not have problems at school,
but Mr, Conrad added that Jean had experienced her share of

difficulties in school also.

The family attributed their

difficulties with the school to unfair policies and unreasonable decisions and practices by the school.
Boundaries

Interpersonal boundaries

.

This was a family with very dif-

fuse interpersonal boundaries.

There was great deal of

global Speaking.

Members answered for each other and spoke

for each other.

They interrupted each other and spoke over

each other.

There was a great deal of protectiveness, es-

pecially of Tim*s behavior in school.

Other family members

provided excuses for him and defended him,

Mr. Conrad was

overprotective and overinvolved with Tim moreso than the
other family members.

With remarkable frequency, Tim's ges-

tures and posturing were memetical of his father's.
Mr. Conrad crossed his arras, Tim did likewise.

clasped his hands, and Tim did the same.

When

Mr. Conrad

During the inter-

view, Mr. Conrad sat next to Tim, and his choice of seats
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separated Tim from the other siblings as well as permitting
Mr. Conrad to sit between Tim and

IVlrs

Conrad.

.

Since there

was no prescribed seating arrangement, the family members
sat where they preferred.

The chairs were arranged in a

semi-circle as illustrated below.

Xear\

O

rv\rS Contnad

O

Randu

O
o

Conrad

o

QfiStarcincr

From the very beginning o

members were protective of Tim.

~Ttm

o
the interview the family

They defended and rescued

him in a number of ways.
How did you
Researcher*
(to parents)
was
having
both learn that Tim
problems at school?
The
Father*
(looks at Tim first)
school has a good discipline sysThe school sent letters home.
tem.
We also noticed his attitude toward
homework, and we knew there was a
problem.

Did you have
(to Mother)
the same impression about Tim's

Researcher*

behavior?
This was also familiar to
Mother*
what we went with Roger. It
appears that both Roger and Tim
(looks at Tim) in the seventh grade
They
started out in similar ways.
adjusting.
time
hard
a
had
both

Mother shifts the
focus to Roger.
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With Roger we really came down
hard.
With Tim we figured it
was something seventh graders
went through in adjustment. .we
had gone through it before.

Defends Tim's
behavior

.

Researcher:
(to the family)
Who
thinks Tim's behavior at school
is a problem?
Mother:
It's an adjustment from grammar school to high school.
"Being
cool" and mingling with the high
school kids.
Father:
It's adjusting from elementary school as a sixth grader...
being "top dog" and coming to
grade seven he has been cut down
to size.

Researcher:
(to Jean) Do you think
a
has
problem at school?
Tim
Jean:
(giggles and laughs)
I think
he's a problem. He "wises off"
(She looks at
to the teachers.
Randy swings his hat at
Tim.
Jean's face.
Tim grins at what
took place

Randy comes between Jean's
comments toward
Tim.

Do you think
Researcher:
(to Tim)
you are having problems at school?

Tim:

No... the teachers have a problem.
(Father breaks into a big grin.
Randy laughs and giggles loudly)
Miss... is the problem. She gives
She's the
me a lot of trouble.
problem.

Jean: With some teachers it goes in
You
one ear and out the other.
have to give them a reason why you
are doing that. .We are brought up
thinking one way and.
.

.

(interrupts) You mean by
Father:
that explanation that you were
brought up to express your
opinion.

Father supports
Tim.

Gomes to Tim's
defense. Supports his criticism of the
teacher.
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Freedom to verbally express oneself was seen as a family value and members were encouraged to speak out.

Tim

I

(with arms crossed like Father)
Yaaa..,like Dad said (moves elbow
towards his Father) we've been
brought up to express our opinion
and they're (teachers) not going
to be able to stop us.

Defines his aliiwith Father.

Researcher: Mr. Conrad, do you see
that as something you encourage
your children to do, speak out?
Mother:
I do not agree entirely with
that idea.
I was brought up differently.
I was brought up to
shut your mouth and if somebody
said something to you, that's the
way it is.
But we (looks towards
spouse) ...that's always disturbed
me and created problems for me in
school.
So when I started to have
kids of my own, I decided to do
things different.
They're human
beings, just because they're kids
that doesn't mean they don't have
feelings.
You feel it when a
teacher is strongly .. .ah. .. (Jean
nods her head in agreement) and
you know there is something wrong
and you can't trust that teacher
with saying something. You can't
tell what it is.
You have to find
"Why can’t I get
out what it is.
along in this class? Why can't I
talk to the teacher like other
(motions toward her
teachers?"
spouse ) Roger is very verbal about
"If you have
this with the kids.
don't undera question aski
you
If
stand, askl

Researcher: So as parents you advocate
freedom of expression?
Yes!
I think so. (looks towards
Mother:
her husband, who is now noticeably
slouched in his chair, he nods his
head in agreement)

Answers question
directed to her
husband
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At this point in the interview, little sense of hier-

archial boundaries seemed to exist.

Subsystem boundaries

.

Spouse subsystem

.

This couple did not appear to func-

tion as an autonomous unit.

between them.

There seemed to be a distance

They made little eye contact though

Ivirs,

Conrad did glance towards her husband several times during
the interview when she spoke

.

They spoke very little to one

another except to disagree or give an opposing view.

They

offered different perceptions about the nature of Tim's be-

havior in school and what attributed to his difficulties.
It was unclear who was in charge and they appeared to be in-

volved in a symmetrical relationship.
^hat clues
(to parents)
Researcher:
will you be looking for to satisfy
you that Tim has made a change in
his behavior?
It's too late for this year.
We were perhaps too slow to get
on his "case,'' Next year we will
watch him closely and see if he's
You'll see
We Hi
improving some.
his sports go up and you'll see his
He'll be looking
grades go up.
When you're
learning.
forward to
learning
to
forward
not looking
there's a problem.

Father:

_

Tim always looks forward to
He's the first one out
school.
the door.

Mother disagrees
with her husband

Father: Yeah, but he comes off with
the attitude, "I don't like
So on
I hate school.”
school.

Conflict contin-

IViother:

ues

,
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so forth, but that's a stage he's
going through.

Mother*

But that's not what I am sayHe gets up to go to school.
He's not trying.
ing.

Disagreement ends
without resolution.

END
Mrs. Conrad seemed to be more involved with all her

children than Mr. Conrad.

However, Mr. Conrad was by far

more involved with Tim than the Mother.

Mr. Conrad diffused

conflict with laughter and talked loudly to give the illusion
of being "in charge."
ly, unwavering.

Mrs. Conrad expressed her views firm-

It appears at times that they were attempt-

ing to work in an executive role independently.

Their major connection seemed to be their children and

school problems.
They did not openly express any marital difficulties,

but hinted that there had been some problems at home.

It

was later revealed that Mrs. Conrad had left the family for
a short period of time during the year and had recently re-

turned.
It was hypothesized that a conflict, when it arose,

was detoured by shifting the focus to the children's problems

.

Mother* We were having problems at
home that infact contributes a
lot to what happens too.
Tim*

(emphatically) "Not really."

Attempted to
deny home prob
lems
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Father:
(looks at Tim)
You’re emotionally involved
It changes
your attitude.
It takes things
you ordinary perhaps shrugged off
and not shrug off, and I believe
it has some effect.
(Explained
in a calm and gentle manner
.

Mother:

Supports his
wife's comments
about home problems
.

Anyways...!

Things seem to
When
I'm not at work, I can keep after
him more better.
be more on an even keel.

END
The researcher also speculated that Mr. Conrad used his

booming voice and posturing of his huge frame to add to his
appearance of being effectively in charge of this marital
relationship.

parental subsystem

.

ly as an executive team.

The parents did not work consistentThe symmetrical struggle in their

marital relationship over who was in charge continued in their
functioning as parents.

Mr. Conrad appeared to occasionally

exert his authority without consulting his wife or working
jointly with her.
enforced,

Discipline appeared to be inconsistently

Mrs. Conrad appeared more consistent in supervising

and demanding that her children complete their school work,
Tim expressed that he preferred his father’s supervision than
his mother’s.

Researcher: Who get most upset about
Tim’s behavior at school?
Randy:

Points to Father.

(laughs loudly and heartily)
Father:
Not necessarily, I talk the most,
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yell louder,
Tim

I

Neither one really expresses it.
(pause) Mother really.
iShe asks
me about homework and makes me do
it, there and then.

Mother

I

’•do

Tim

Defines his role.

Dad talks alot.
it!"
"do it!"

Mother says,

She bug me.
I rather have
him.
When she wants to be a pain
she can be a pain.
Yal

I

Jean

(Begins a lengthy monologue on
a unrelated issue about some teachI

Disqualifies
father as authority.
Clarifies
her own.

Shifts the focus
to herself.

er's behavior)

END
Both parents had gone to the school regarding Tim's be-

havior, but they had gone alone on separate occasions not as
a team.

What have you done to reResearcher
solve Tim's problems?
I

called Tim's counselor and
went to an open house for junior
I found attending
high parent's.
open house a big help.

iviotheri

Tim

I

I

The teachers you saw, Mom, were
You didn't
the teachers I like.
get to see Miss... She was absent.

Father!
I met with the teacher Tim
Her
was having difficulty with.
demands are beyond what I think
are reasonable for a seventh grade
student.
I understand her need
but she's more
discipline,
{or
professor
college
any
sti^ct than
I'Ve ever seen.

END

Supports his
alliance with
Tim and undercuts
his own authority
role as parent.
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Both parents expressed that they had little time left
in the day to spend with their children, what with one at

college full-time and the other working full-time.

Mrs.

Conrad stated that they were doing as much as possible.
Researcher! You talked about doing
things at school to help Tim.
What have you done at home?
Father: We have an extremely busy
house
We do as much as we can to
sit him down to do his homework.
.

Tim:

I

went up in Math.

Father!
One minute you're up the next
minute you're down.

Mother: We are very busy.
It's difficult to take the time with all
of them, to have them sit down
and work with them.
"Let me see
your homework. What you're doing?"
A lot of
It should be a priority.
families are busy as Roger said.
You just can't find the time to do
this.
I tell Tim, I have to do my
We all
job. Dad has to do his job.
have to do what we have to do.
(Tim looks away from his Mother as
she explains what she has attempted

First noticeable
criticism of Tim.

Draws on her husbands comments
to support her
own.
One of the
few times noted.

to do

Father:
In addition to going to school
today and having to spend hours on
the assignments I got... on the way
home the muffler fell off my truck
and I had to get it fixed before I
went back to school tomorrow.

Mother: We aren't like the Waltons.
I don't know any families like
that.
I think we do well.
I get
She gets up at 3 30.
Father:
It's continuous go.
up at 4:00.
1

One of the few
times Mrs, Conrad
gets individual
notice from him.
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Parents* Their statements run over
each other. They are unintelligible
.

Mother*
I can't tend to Tim's problems when I'm not at home.
It's
not always convenient to call the
school.
I get home at 5*00.
He
gets home at 3i00.
Tim*

Teachers have asked me to have
my parents call the school, but
I don't have the best memory,

END
There was little sense of both parents functioning con-

sistently on a hierarchial level of authority different from
their children.

Their relationship with their children was

often like an interaction between peers.

Without a stable

hierarchy the children were exercising inappropriate power.
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad seemed to avoid a clear position in

terms of parenting and enforcing discipline by justifying
Tim's behavior as a transitional stage that many normal

junior high school students go through.

would "out grow" this behavior.

In due time, Tim

Mr. Conrad stated that he

had found one school official that supported this explanation
of Tim's behavior,

ftlrs.

Conrad was not very concerned about

Tim after what she and her husband had gone through with
their oldest son, Roger, which they described as worse than
Tim s
'

Researcher* What will happen if this
problem is not solved?
Jean*

(laughs)

Tim fails

I
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Mother: Well... as I said, I've been
through this before.
I can't see
getting sick over it. Since I've
gone through this before, and it
was worse ... (interrupted)
Father:
(interrupts and runs over
his wife's statement) She means
she can't quit her job to come up
and hold his hand.

Mother:
If i hadn't gone through this
before with Roger, I would be extremely worried. With Roger, we
had to keep after him. Once he
got into the eighth grade, things
got better.

Father
I also came across
after
talking to an administrator, the
documentation that this kind of
difficulty that Tim is having,
is an adjustment to junior high,
that this is a large adjustment
period.
Next year he will turn
around
:

,

END

Sibling subsystem

.

Jean seemed to have more power than

the other two siblings present.

This was probably because

she was an adolescent with a greater amount of autonomy, and

also receiving support from her mother.

There appeared to

be an alliance between Jean and her mother, but it was not as

obvious as the close alignment between Tim and his father.
Jean was able to express her own views with little interference or criticism by others.
She assumed a parenting role toward Randy early in the

interview by expressing her displeasure with his squirming
in his chair, and got him to stop.

Jean also appeared to

parent Tim by answering for him and rescuing him.

Tim allow-

ed Jean to defend and speak for him.

Boundaries between the family and the school

.

The family was

seen as having rigid boundaries between itself and the
All the members saw the school as an adversary

school.

which often made unfair demands upon them and unreasonable
decisions that stressed them.

Family members expressed a

number of dissatisfying experiences with the school and added
that communication with the school was difficult and unclear.
Mr. Conrad had gone to the school, earlier in the year,

very angry about a disciplinary decision taken against Tim.
On another occasion, Mr. Conrad met with school administrators regarding disciplinary problems involving Jean.

He was

not very satisfied with both of these events and the way they

were resolved by the school.
(to Father)' That teacher told
Jean
me to shut up just like you or Mom
You know?
would.
I

(to Jean)
Father
of fens ive?
t

Jean

She said it to be

I almost
Yupi
It was hard.
A lot
It got me TA.
hit her.
It’s
that.
like
are
teachers
of
them.
with
communicate
hard to
I

END
I
(squirming in his chair)
Randy
always get in trouble in school
"Sit down and shut up."
tool
(teacher role
She yells at me.
acted out with facial gestures
and arras swinging up and down)
j

Supports other
family members
and shows loyalty.
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Family

All laugh

t

END

Researcher
Did Tim have any problems
at elementary school before coming
to grade seven?
j

Parents*
Tim:

(look at each other)

Noi

I went to the principal’s office
more often.
(almost inaudible)

Father:
His brother, Robert is an
honor student, and he had more
problems in grade school than Tim
has.

Shifts the focus
to Robert.

Mother: You can't always go by those
things.
Robert had more problems
than any of our kids in grammar
school.
He had no problems at all
here at the high school.
Father: Robert had more problems as
far as getting calls from school.
Sports seems to some way to
(pause) aah...
.

.

Attempts to read
his mind.

Incentive?

Jean:

Father:

Shifts the topic.

No, relieve their anxieties,

playing softball, running your
heart out, or hitting a homerun.
Researcher: Tim, have you been involved
in sports at school?
Tim:

Well.

Father:

.

.track.

He's been into Karate

1

END

When will you be
(to Tim)
Researcher*
satisfied that things are going
okay for you?
Tim:

When I can keep grades to C or
Then, I'll know I'm all
higher.
right, and still keep it up.

Answers for Tim.
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Jean*
It's so much harder to get good
grades here.
It's so easy to get
good grades in elementary school;
it's almost a joke.

Researcher* You find that you have to
work harder to get good grades?
Jean* Yup, it's hard to know if you're
an A or B student, a below average,
average, or above average student.
Teachers that teach both junior
high and high school students, make
junior high students work harder.
They expect more.
It's hard to
know where you stand.
Tim*

That's right.
They make us work
harder and grade us harder, even
though we're in junior high.

Begins to criti
cize and attack
the school.

Supports Jean's
criticism.

Mother* They send forms home with students to go over with parents to
decide the best class based on the
The
student's level of ability.
school expects parents to pick the
correct level for their child.
How is the parent to know what level
of difficulty the child should take.
These should be made out by the
teachers; they should know best.

Mother joins in
the attack.

Father* One administrator told me that
a student should be satisfied with
a C in a very difficult class than
an A in an easier class. That
doesn't seem right to me.

Father also joins

The elementary school teachers
Jean*
don't help kids that come up to the
junior high so they'll know what to
take and if they can do it.

Mother* They tell parents that their
kids are going to have difficulties
when they come up to the high
That spreads rumors.
school.

Researcher*
Mother*

It raises some fears?

Sure!

in.
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Father*
The minute I walk into that
door, I'm all teeth.
I’m ready
to bite the first thing that
moves

Mother* When they get to high school,
they find out it's not all that
bad.
Parents need to know more
before our kids come up here.
Father*

More communication between

the elementary schools and the

junior-senior high school is needed.
Mother* Poor Randy said, "I'm going to
lose my seniority Morat
Father* He's going to have the same
transition. ., "top dog" knowing
everything to being "shot down,"
The family appeared to be in a symmetrical conflict

with the school.

When the school reported the children's

misbehavior, the family responded by criticizing and de-

nouncing the school.

Moreover, the family's unresolved

is-

sues with the school appears to have lead to a triadic in-

teractional pattern with the parents in conflict with the
school and in an alliance with their children against the
school.

Such a pattern of interaction limited opportunity

for resolution of conflicts.

It decreased the possibility

of mutual agreement between the family and the school, for
it rested upon issues of sharing control* responsibility,

and of organizing with a clear hierarchy.

Boundaries between the family and the outside world

.

This

family had a great deal of contact outside of the home.
Father was enrolled as a full-time student in college.

The
The
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Mother held a full-time job.
weekends.
time.

Both Jean and Tim worked on

Now that Roger had graduated, he was working full-

Tim, Roger, and Robert were involved in school athlet-

ics.

The relationship with extended family members was un-

clear.

They appeared to have little or no contact with par-

ents or grandparents.

Initially in the interview, the Father was very guarded
in his responses to the researcher's questions.

However,

the family stayed past the end of the interview time and

appeared reluctant to leave and end the interview.

The re-

searcher had difficulty disengaging from the family.
Response to Change

Response to developmental stress

.

With three adolescents in

their family, the Conrads were faced with three difficult and

stressful developmental tasks

t

(1)

Launching an adolescent,

that is, helping Roger to disengage from home, while still
at home, and going to work or college,

(2)

Helping both

Jean and Robert in their adolescence to disengage from home,
become more appropriately involved with peers and at the same
time maintain a position within the family.

(3)

Helping Tim,

who was just entering adolescence to become more involved

with peers and begin to assume greater autonomy

.

The

Conrads did not display a great deal of conern about any of

developmental tasks during the interview and only mildly con-
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cerned with Tim emerging into adolescence.

It appeared that

their past experience with their oldest son, Roger, and his
severe behavior problems at school, had left the Conrads

seasoned veterans resolved that nothing less would stress
them.

Idiosyncratic stress

.

Sources of stress in this family

seemed to be the parent's full-time involvement outside the
home, with one employed and the other enrolled at college.

Providing for the developmental needs of their five children,
three who were going through difficult adolescent years, was

another source of stress.

The marital problems being ex-

perienced also provided stress to this family.

In addition,

the Conrads seemed to have little contact with their extend-

ed family and thus lacked one possible source of support.

Conflict Avoidance
This family avoided and diffused conflict in a variety

of ways.

Family members were overprotective and in general

guarded not to say things that would be interpreted as criticism or disagreement within the family.

Conflict was denied,

often diffused with laughter, and avoided by shifting the
focus to less toxic issues.

There was little acknowledge-

ment of conflict or differences in the family.
Difficulties were expressed in terms of individual
problematic behavior and not as interpersonal conflict.
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Thus, conflict was detoured through symptoms.

This allowed

the family to maintain the appearance that
their relation-

ships were all right.

It was only the symptoms that were

problematic

Conflict was also diffused by triangling a third party
or detouring through a third party.

This was noted on sev-

eral occasions when the researcher questionned about the

management of Tim's misbehavior and the focus was shifted
away from Tim's behavior to someone else.

Conflict was handled by leaving.

It was learned after

the interview that, Mrs. Conrad had left the family tempo-

rarily during the year.

It was hypothesized that sympto-

matic behavior was used to distract and diffuse conflicts.
By "acting out" and misbehaving in school, Tim was able to

diffuse conflict by shifting the focus of his parent's marital conflict to his symptoms.
0 theses about the Function of the Behavior
roblem in Maintaining Family Homeostasis

It was hypothesized that Tim's misbehavior served a

number of functions in the family system.

helped define membership and loyalties.

The symptoms
It appeared that

everyone had been in conflict with school in general at one
time or another.

Tim's symptoms kept him close to his sib-

lings and reaffirmed his alliance with his father.
Tim's symptoms enlisted his parents' aid and involved
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thsm in pai'sn'ting.

Thus, Tim was abl©

"to

bring his parants

closer, especially as their marital conflict was distancing

their relationship,

Ivioreover,

Tim's symptoms served as a

distraction from conflict by giving his parents a problem to
focus on outside of their marriage.

Tim's symptoms also

balanced power in the marital relationship by keeping an
alliance with his father.

He served as a support for the

father who was in a "one-down" position.
Tim's symptoms triangled in a third party, the school,
to diffuse the focus of his parents' marital conflict, a

triadic interaction that appeared to be taking on a more

enduring pattern.
Hypotheses about Patterns of Interaction which
Support and Maintain the Problem
With an unclear hierarchy in the family, Mr. and Mrs.

Conrad did not have an executive function and a parental
role necessary to give Tim a clear message and support in

changing his behavior.

The guidance or structure provided

by the mother was inconsistent and also undermined by the

father's overprotectiveness of and alliance with Tim.
The family's rules about conflict and lack of resolu-

tion prevented closure on pertinent issues and the under-

taking of action to change.

Tim would continue to serve as

a conflict diffuser as long as his parents could not deal

with their conflict directly, and as long as Tim diffused
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their conflict they would be unable to resolve it.
As long as an outsider,

the school, was triangled in to

"help", the family could continue to rely on them and not

learn to manage conflict and problem-solving within the context of the family.

Tim's inability to manage his misbe-

havior was supported by professionals as normal transitional
behavior for junior high students and his parents could continue their non-executive role.
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DYER FAMILY

Description of the Family
The Dyer family consisted of William Dyer, age 41

Catherine Dyer, age 37
13

1

i

and their four children!

Tina, age

Jeff, age 14; Eric, age 16| and Jason, age 17.

ents had been married for 18 years.
riage for both parents.

Mr.

The par-

This was the first mar-

Dyer had completed nine years

of school, and Mrs. Dyer had completed the eleventh grade.
Both parents were employed by a small manufacturing company
to which they commuted daily and was about eight miles from

their home.
class.

The family was white, Protestant, and working

The Dyers resided in a small rural community in

Central Massachusetts.
Ge no gram

Married

irm
bii

,

viy
Mrs.

Mr.

d

Eg

u El

TiOiL

iL

a

Toson

Initial Contact
the study
The researcher contacted Mrs. Dyer, explained

and participation.
to her and requested the family's help
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She expressed an interest in the study and said she thought

her husband would also be interested,
made and

ivir.

A return call was

Dyer answered and confirmed the family's deci-

sion to participate.

An appointment was arranged at that

Tina did not attend the interview because she was

time.

playing softball in a community recreational league.

Jason

was working and was unable to attend also.

Description of the Problem
Jeff was a 14 year-old eighth grader who had been re-

ferred to the junior high school administrator on eighteen

separate occasions by the school staff for misbehavior in
school.

From the first week of school in September until

the first week of June when the interview took place, Jeff's

teachers had reported him for various school infractions

which included

I

being late for class, misconduct in the

cafeteria, classroom disruption, disrespect to school staff,
and vulgarity.

He was suspended five school days as the re-

sult of his accumulated infractions.

Jeff had been referred

to his counselor and received individual counseling, written

notices of his behavior had been sent to his parents, and he

had been verbally warned and reprimanded by the unior high
school administrator.
these interventions.

Jeff's behavior remained unchanged by
At the time of the interview, he was

in danger of failing the eighth grade.

attendance record were poor.

His academic and
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other be havior problems in the family

.

Mrs. Dyer stated

that Jason, her oldest son, had greater behavioral
problems
in school than Jeff,

Jason had been an over-active child in

elementary school and was eventually placed on medication to

control his hyperactivity.

He was later taken of the medi-

cation after he had been treated for what Mrs. Dyer reported
as being an "insecure child".

completed grade ten.

Jason left school after he

Mrs. Dyer explained that Jason had a

severe reading problem and had become discouraged with
school.

He left last year to find employment.

The parents

reported that neither one of them had experienced behavioral
problems at school.
Boundaries

Interpersonal boundaries

.

This was a family with very dif-

fuse interpersonal boundaries.

Family members answered for

each other, spoke with assumed expertise about each other,
and spoke over each other.

There was a great deal of over-

protectiveness in this family, particularly toward Jeff.

Other family members provided excuses for him, defended him,
and took over tasks appropriate for his age group.

He main-

tained this behavior by acting incompetent or professing ignorance about his own thoughts, feelings, or experiences.
There was a strong overinvolvement between Mrs. Dyer
and Jeff.

Jeff looked toward his mother before answering

any questions or offering information.

Jeff acted as if he
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could not function independently of his
mother.
r*ir.

Dyer appeared on the periphery, but he was
involved

in the enmeshment in that he spoke for
others and allowed

others to speak for him.

Eric initiated very little conver-

sation during the interview.

The family chose to sit in the

arrangement illustrated below.

Mr.

Dyer

o

o

Mrs- D>^«r

o

/^«sedrcii«r

B ric

o

o

Except for Mrs. Dyer, all the other family members fre-

quently mumbled or spoke so softly that they were almost inaudible

.

Researcher!

Jeff

I

(barely audible)

Researcher!
Mr.

Dyer!

Researcher!
Eric

!

!

Fourteen.

How old are you Mr. Dyer?

(barely audible)

Forty-one.

What is your name?

(very softly)

Researcher!
Eric

How old are you Jeff?

Eric.

How old are you Eric?

(softly)

Sixteen.
END
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The family's interpersonal boundaries were diffused.

This was noted in a number of ways.

Researcher: who in the family thinks
Jeff has a problem?
Jeff:

(looks toward Mother)

Mother:

(pause ).. .Not really a probIt's a lack of motivation.

lem.

Researcher: How about you Eric, do
you think it's a problem?
Father:
(nods... yes)
He had a couple
of run ins. Not really a problem.
He wanted to get out of this
school anyways.

Answers a direct
question to Eric

Researcher: What do you think Jeff?
Do you have a problem at school?
Somewhat.
Mostly because I
didn't get my work in on time.
At the other school, I had a
tutor if I was absent a long time

Jeff:

Researcher: You had more help at your
other school?
Parents: (simultaneously) At the other
school he had a tutor come to the
house when he was absent.

Answer for Jeff.

Mother: Jason got tutoring at home
when he needed it.

Researcher: (to Jeff)
absent?
Jeff:

(

inaudible

)

When were you

Interrupted

The last school he attended
Mother:
made it easier if a student had
They tried to
difficulties.
schedule you when you were available
.

END

a

Talks over Jeff
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Subsystem boundaries

.

Spouse subsystem

.

This couple appeared to be in a com-

plementary relationship with

Dyer in the "one-down"

ivir.

position by virtue of his peripheral posture and frequent
deference to Mrs. Dyer.

He ostensibly allowed her to be

"in charge" during the interview.

Researcher: What are your expectations that Jeff will change his
behavior?
Father:
(barely audible) Well. .we
hope he can do it, get decent
grades.
(interrupted)
.

.

.

We Itnow he can do itl
the thing!

Mother:

That's

Mother interrupts
and runs over his
statement.

Father: Actually, I want him to go
as high as he can.
Jeff:

Mother:

grades will go up this term.

Ifly

He has high hopes!

Are your
Researcher:
(to Mother)
as
his?
hopes as high

Mother:
I do
bands

.

.

.

I

don't know my hus-

.

Next year Jeff will be going
He won't
school.
a
vocational
to
have
will
He
pressures.
have same

Father:

one week of school and one week
That's a good program.
for work.
(stated
I tried to tell him that.

emphatically)
You
But you don't know.
Mother:
don't know everything. He still
will have some of the same subjects
.

END

A

Conflicts with
husbands comments
and he backs off
without pushing
the issue
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Most of their interactions during this interview centered on their children and especially Jeff, with little or
no

focus on their marital relationship.

Researcher:
(to Father)
Do you think
your wife gets more upset with Jeff
than you do?
Father:

(Nods his head)

Yup.

Researcher:
(to Mother)
Do you see
things the same way? That you
get more upset than your husband?
Mother:
I get upset with Jeff and the
school.
(Nods head)
Both.
It's
total lack of communication.

Offered a brief
response without
elaboration.

Shifts focus to
Jeff and school.

END
The raters did not have a sense of this couple as a

clear autonomous unit.

There was little to hint that there

was a marital conflict, yet there seemed to be a distance

between them.

There was little open conflict between them.

Criticism or expression of differences were infrequent.
There did seem to be an easy going relationship between this

couple.

It was hypothesized that the distance and lack of

open conflict between them served as a means of avoiding and
diffusing conflict.
Parental subsystem

.

There was little sense that the

parents were on a hierarchial level of authority different
from the children.

Mr. and

lArs

Dyer did not work together

as an executive team, nor did it seem that either of the

parents was in an executive role individually. Though the
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mother appeared to dominate this subsystem this is not to
infer she was effective in her parenting role,

Jeff is a lot better behaved at
home than the reports he got from
school.
He helps me a lot around
the house.

i:''atheri

Jeff

I

I

helped my

i^’ather

put in a pool.

Researcher
(to Parents)
There's a
big difference at home from what
the school reports?
j

Patherj

Right!

Mother
(Nods concurring)
It's all
lines of communication again.
I
mean... (looks at Jeff)
It's just
as much my fault as yours Jeff.
j

Father!
It's sometimes his fault,
(points to Jeff)

Taltes

joint re-

sponsibility for
Jeff's behavior.
Attempts to set
need for selfresponsibility
.

(repeats)
It's just as much
Mother!
my fault as your's Jeff, in a way.
If you had just woke up.
Father!
You get together with a bunch
of kids... you start horsing around
and you get caught.

Defends Jeff by
sharing blame
Places full responsibility on
Jeff for his own
actions

Researcher!
Looking back on it, you
think things could have been different?
Oh ya!

Mother!

END
mrs

.

Dyer was overinvolved with Jeff.

She spent much

time protecting, defending, and supporting his oehavior in

school.
him.

This prevented either parent from taking charge of

Jeff seemed to have a great amount of power in his

his
"weakness" and in many ways controlled his parents with
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problems at school.

Mr. Dyer stated that out of frustration

he actually attempted to teach his son himself when Jeff got

behind in his studies.
Mother* Well, some of the things that
Jeff tells me, you know, that happen,
some of them weren't his fault.
(looks at Jeff)
True?
Jeff*
(looks at Mother)
his shoulders)

Truel

(shrugs

Mother* He says, sometimes in study
hall he would ask for help and
they won't help him.
Jeff*
I said, they said they don't
know

Mother*
(to Jeff)
Different classes
that you have, social studies...
When someone goes
(to Researcher)
up with a question they should give
you the answer. Sometimes you can
move something up here.
(Mother
brings hand up to head) It's so
easy.
They
Like I did in math.
told me I should have taken accounting,
I missed something, instead of asking.
Jeff*
I can't talk in that class anymore
,

For awhile, things got so bad
Father*
that I tried to teach Jeff myself,

END
I didn't want to get suspended
Jeff*
I tried to pass somethis year,
thing to this kid across the table.
Something you put flowers in. The
other kid pushed off the table and
he said I did it.

Father*
Jeff*

Did you tell the teacher that?
Ya but...

got blamed for it.

Attempts to
clarify his
statement.

Doesn't attempt
to pursue the
issue. Shifts
the focus to
avoid conflict.
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Father:
(looks at Jeff and then to
his wife)
It doesn't seem fair
to suspend a student for that.

Mother: Ke said he didn't do it!
it
doesn’t seem fair without hearing
all the sides of the story.
There
are three to four sides to every
story.

Defends Jeff.

Jeff:
That was the day of the final
too

Mother: He worked hard to behave in
school.
He tried to bring his
grades up.
(looks toward Jeff)
Right!
Jeff;

(barely audible)

Defends Jeff
and asks him to
confirm her
statement

Yup.

END
Mrs, Dyer did not support her husband's parental role,

nor did he attempt to enforce his hierarchial position.

Jeff appeared to have an inappropriate amount of power for a
child.

Moreover, issues around his problems at school were

left unresolved.

Sibling subsystem

.

Jeff appeared to have more power

than Eric in this subsystem.

He was able to criticize Eric

and disqualify Eric's attempt to act the role of an older

brother and caretaker.

Perhaps this was because of Jeff's

strong and unarabigious alliance with his mother,
"one-up" and his brother "one-down".

Jeff was

In this respect, their

relationship was analogous to that of their parents.
Who do you
(to Eric)
Researcher:
think gets most upset at home
about Jeff's behavior?
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Jeffj

(flashes a big grin)

Eric*
(barely audible) They don't
tell me those things.
Jeff:

My mother.

Answers for
Eric

Researcher:
(to Eric)
Do you agree
with Jeff that Mother gets more
upset?
Eric:

They don't get angry with me.

Researcher:
(to Eric)
upset with Jeff?
Eric:

(softly)

Avoids conflict.

Who does get

Both of them.

Researcher: Does one get more upset
than the other?
Eric:
(shrugs his shoulders)
know.
Probably Ma.

Researcher:
Eric:

I

don't

Cautiously
takes a stand.

Hard to tell, right?

Yup.

I thought I
Researcher:
(to Jeff)
more upset?
say
got
heard you
Mom

Jeff:

My Mother does.

What does Dad
Researcher:
(to Jeff)
do when he gets upset with you?
Jeff: Well. .. (shrugs his shoulders...
hands in his pockets) he tells me
its my own fault.

END

Researcher: What will happen if Jeff's
problems at school continue.
I hope he is going to a vocaMother:
tional school next year.

That school has auto mechanics,
Father:
a machine shop, carpentry, and other
trades he can learn.

Shifts the focus
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Eric

He'll be hanging around with me.
can show him around. We'll ride
on the same bus
I

I

Researcher* You'll be able to help him
quite a bit?
Eric

I

Ya.

Repeats the protectiveness that
the faimily shows
toward Jeff.

(softly)

Researcher*
(to Jeff)
Sounds like you
have someone to show you around.
Jeff*

Ya.

(condescendingly)

Researcher
Have you been looking forward to going to the vocational
school, Jeff?
*

Disqualifies his
brother's support.

Jeff*
Yeahi
I'll be getting a trade
instead of the boring stuff I'm
getting here.
I'll be able to get
a job.
This school can't teach me
that.

Father* You'll be getting some of that
at the vocational school.
Some will
be interesting and some will be
boring.

Researcher*
What is your
(to Jeff)
first choice at the vocational
school?
Jeff*

Mechanics.

Researcher* So you feel that you will
learn more at the vocational school?
More
Jeff*
I'll learn different things.
than the same stuff I get here over and
Though, I did pretty good
over again.
I didn't
and
I liked Science.
in Math,
History.
U.S.
do so good in English or

Mother*
I wish I could have helped him more
Continues being
with his school work this year.
overprotective
them.
of
all
than
smarter
I'm
Jeff*
Mother*

Oh boyi

(laughs)
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Eric was a special needs student with less academic

success than Jeff.

It seemed that this also lent to Jeff's

superior "one-up" position with Eric.

Though, Eric might

have been considered in need of greater support because he

was less capable, it was Jeff that was receiving the most

protection from the family and viewed the most vulnerable.
Boundaries between the family and the school

.

The bounda-

ries between the family and the school were rigid.
ily had a very negative view of the school.

The fam-

The family re-

ported that it was angry with the way Jeff had been treated
and unfairly suspended from school.

Ivirs.

Jyer stated that

the school had been very insensitive to the viral infection

that Jeff had suffered the past winter and had contributed
to his high absenteeism.

The parents believed the Jeff

should have received more help with his academic difficulties.

Moreover, the school did nothing to accommodate fam-

ilies with both parents working during school hours.

Researcher: When did you first learn
that Jeff was having problems at
school?
When he started at this school.
Mother:
laughs
(
Researcher: Who did you hear from specifically?
Mother: No one really contacted me.
(repeats) No one contacted me.
The only one that I really kept
in contact with was the nurse.

END
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Mother!
The last school he attended
made it easier if a student had
difficulties.
They tried to
schedule you when you were available
.

Researcher! They made it convenient
for you?
Mother! Oh, yesi
It was a big difference from that school to this
one.
If you were working during
the day, they saw you in the evening.
If you weren't working they
saw you during the morning.

One of the many
issues expressed
about the school.

Researcher! They scheduled you around
your working hours?
Mother!

Right.

.

.rightl

Researcher! What else has made it difficult for Jeff?
Father! He had gotten a number of demerits and was suspended from
school.

Mother! He got those for not returning
some warnings he got from school.
Jeff!

They took those away.

They
No, Jeff!
(loudly)
Mother!
It's a poor excuse to take
didn't!
a child's education away from him.
They ought to have said exactly
what the problem was.
You would have liked more
Researcher
information?
!

Father!

Yes, but better.

Yes, especially when he was
Mother!
ill and he missed so much school.

END
I feel if they would have
Mother!
helped him more, you know, after

Conflicts and
issues are left
unresolved.
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school.
If someone had contacted
me, it would have helped him more.
See, there was the problem going
too... you know, as far as being
absent because of his illness this
winter. Everything sort of slipped
by.
out.

He would have pulled himself

Suspending Jeff was an added
burden when he was sick.
END
The family reported a better relationship with the last

school system the children had attended two years ago.

The

family was looking forward to Jeff’s transfer to a vocational

technical school with less emphasis on academic studies and
greater opportunity for job training.
A statement by Mrs. Dyer characterized the comments made
by other family members against the school.

That's the problem with teachThey don't want to listen.
They have what's on their mind and
that's it.

Mothers

ers,

END
The family appeared to be in a complementary "one -down"

position with the school by virtue of their reports of being
powerless to influence any great change in their relationship

with the school.

Jeff was seen as a victim of unjust deci-

sions and punishment over which the family had little control.
Jeff's
Mr. Dyer noted that he saw a great difference in

behavior at home from that reported by the school.
been a great help to him around the house.

Jeff had

These observa-

the school
tions seem to lend evidence to the family that
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was very wrong in dealing with Jeffs behavior.

Boundaries between the family and the outside world

.

This

family had a great deal of contact outside of the home.
Both parents worked full-time outside the home.

Tina was

involved with a Little League team, and Jeff played with a
Babe Ruth team.

Jason had played football at high school.

Eric held a part-time job, and Jason was working full-time
since he had left school.
The family's relationship with the extended family was

unclear.

The family had moved into the area two years ago.

This was shortly after Mrs. Dyer's mother had died.

The

family was presently living in the maternal grandmother's
former home.

Response to Change

Response to developmental stress

.

This family was still in

the difficult process of launching the oldest adolescent,

for Jason had left school, was working, and still lived at

home.

The family was also involved in the task of helping

Eric to disengage and become more involved outside the home
and still maintain a position within the family.

“ emerging as an adolescent and beginning
autonomy but not without difficulty.

Jeff was

to assume greater

Perhaps in a very en-

meshed family, this had become problematic for Jeff.

He

appeared to be having trouble disengaging from very pro tec

k
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tive relationships and also remaining loyal to family members,

Added to this may have been the stress of having the

potential to exceed his parents' educational attainment

without becoming disloyal to them.
The family was handling these tasks with some success

though not without a great deal of stress.

It was apparent

that the family was concerned with Jeff's transfer and ad-

justment to another school.

This appeared to be undertaken

with well thought-out goals for Jeff's future.

Jeff did ex-

press interest in the vocational-technical school he had

been accepted to and was looking forward to attending it
next September.
Idiosyncratic stress

.

Mrs, Dyer's mother and brother had

died within the past two and one-half years.

The Dyer fami-

ly had recently moved to the community they resided in and

was adapting to a new school system with considerable difficulty.

The family was unable to obtain the services they

had come to rely upon for their children from the previous

school they had attended.

In addition, the family appeared

unable to effectively utilize the new school system as a resource to help Jeff with the difficulties he was struggling
with.

The oldest son had left school after a great deal of

difficulty with a reading disability.

One other son also

required special needs services to obtain a measure of success within the school he attended.
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P6rh.aps

,

bscause of

"ths

family’s diffused boundaries

and response bo change and stress with overprotectiveness,
the family was experiencing greater difficulty with the

added stress of helping the three adolescent members disengage and assume greater responsibility for themselves and

still maintaining a postion within the family.

Conflict Avoidance
There was little tolerance for conflict in this family.

Frequently, conflict was avoided or diffused in several
ways.

If tension or conflict arose, it was diffused or

avoided by silence, soft laughter, or barely audible speech.
Another means of avoiding conflict was through triangling a third party.

diffuse conflict.

The researcher was asked to step in to

Mrs. Dyer entered to diffuse conflict be-

tween Jeff and his father, by assuming responsibility for

Jeff's behavior through self-blame.

Moreover,

IVirs.

Dyer

related negative comments from other parents that she had

heard which supported her own sentiments about the school.
Next year Jeff will be going
He won't
to a vocational school.
have the same pressures. He will

Father*

have one week of school and one
week for work. That's a good program.
I tried to tell him that.
(stated emphatically)
You
Mother* But you don't know.
don't know everything. He still
will have some of the same subjects
.

Conflicts with
husband's comments
.
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Mother:
(to Researcher)
why do they
push Math? Do you know?

Attempts to diffuse conflict by
triangling the
researcher

END
Mother:

...(looks at Jeff)
It's just
as much my fault as yours Jeff.

Father:
It's sometimes his fault,
(points to Jeff)

Mother:
It's just as much my fault as
yours Jeff, in a way.
If you had
just woke up.

Attempts to set
responsibility
on Jeff.
Forms a triad.
Diffuses conflict
by assuming some
blame

END
Mother:
I talked to a parent at work
who has a child at this school.
She said she had trouble with the
school too.

Diffused conflict
with the school
by seeking support outside the
family.

Researcher: This person also supports
your view?
Mother:

Other parents tooi

END
There was little acknowledgement of conflict or dif-

ferences in the family.

Differences were most frequently

expressed in terms of individual symptomatic behavior such as
lack of motivation, bad temper, poor attitude, or disinterest
conflict.
in certain school subjects, not as interpersonal

avoidThis family used distancing as another method of
and
The parents preferred to remain uninformed
ing conflict.
Jeff's bevague about specific events or issues surrounding

havior at school.

Thus, the family avoided conflict, and

were left unresolved.
any issues they had with the school
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Hypotheses about the ^nction of the Behavior
Problem in Maintaining; Family Homeostasis
It was hypothesized that one function of Jeff's prob-

lematic behavior was to define membership and loyalties.

Whereas, all family members had experienced some difficulty

with school, it would have been very threatening to the family for Jeff to have successfully avoided problems at

school,

Jeff's symptoms kept him close to his mother and re-

affirmed his alliance with her.

Jeff's problems at school

kept his mother overinvolved with Jeff and maintained her

position as the sole liason between the home and the school.
The Mother's liason with the school and her alliance with

Jeff, helped balance her "one-up" position with her husband
in dealing with Jeff,

Jeff's unresolved problems at school perpetuated the

illusion of Jeff being a helpless victim of events at school.
This continued the family's view that the school was insen-

sitive, uncaring, and unfair, which in turn

,

kept the fami-

ly in a complementary "one-down" postion in its relationship

with the school.
Hypotheses about Patterns of Interaction which
Support and Maintain the problem
From the interview, it was hypothesized that the acute

enmeshment and overprotectectiveness

,

which was the style of

L
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this family, prevented Jeff from acting competent and
respon-

sible in school.

If rules existed about family membership

according to lack of success in school, Jeff must remain unsuccessful in order to remain loyal to his family.
Mrs. Dyer's over involvement with Jeff and the nature of
the family's relationship with the school prevented Jeff

from developing age appropriate social skills in dealing

with school and his peers.
Jeff's difficulties and problems at school reinforced
the belief that school was negative,

insensitive, and un-

caring entity outside the family over which they had little
influence nor could impact.

The family's low tolerance of

conflict and avoidance of conflict helped to maintain its
distance from the school and its complementary "one-down"

position with the school.

The non-resolution of Jeff's

problem could thus continue.
Mrs. Dyer's over involvement with Jeff, blocked the

Father's leadership role in discipling Jeff.

This cross-

generational alliance kept Mr. Dyer in a "one-down" relationship with his spouse and on the periphery of having a direct

influence on Jeff's behavior at school.
Mrs. Dyer's triangling of third parties to avoid con-

flict with the school, would continue to permit the family's

disagreements with the school to remain unresolved.
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BLAKE FAMILY

Description of the Family
This family consisted of John Blake, age 40; his wife,

Sarah Blake, age 36; and their four children!
Joel, age 13; Kevin, age 15; and Beth, age l6.

had been married for 19 years.
riage.

Ryan, age 12;
The Blake

This was their first mar-

Mr. Blake was employed as a factory worker in a

small fabric mill in a nearby town.

Mrs. Blake had worked

full-time outside the home in recent years, but she was home
at this time with no plans to work outside the home.

family was white. Catholic, and working class.
had completed high school.

The

Both parents

Mrs. Blake had two years of edu-

cation beyond grade 12, and Mr. Blake had one year of vocational training beyond grade 12.
The family resided in a small village in rural Central

Massachusetts
Ge no gram
Wi-.0/a^e
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Initial Contact
The researcher contacted Mr. Blake, explained the study
to him and requested the family's help and participation,
Mr.

Blake expressed enthusiasm about the study and stated

that his wife would be interested also.

A return call con-

firmed the family's decision to be interviewed.

An appoint-

ment was made for the family at that time.

Description of the Problem
Kevin was an eighth grade, 15 year-old student.

He had

been reported to the junior high school administrator by
various staff members of the school on fifteen separate occasions for school misbehavior.

From mid-October to late in

May, of the school year, he had been reported for different

school infractions that included
dents; cutting”' classes

;

t

fighting with other stu-

being late to classes; destroying

school property; misconduct in the cafeteria; using vulgarity; misconduct on the school bus; being disrespectful to

teachers; and being disruptive in class.

After repeated attempts by the school through individual and group counseling, warnings, written reports sent
home, and parent conferences, there had been no change in

Kevin's pattern of behavior.

record was poor.

As well, Kevin's attendance

He was having academic difficulties and

faced the possibility of failing two of his major school
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subjects, unless there was some improvement.

Four weeks

prior to the interview, Kevin had been suspended for five
school days.

Other behavior problems in the family

Mrs. Blake stated

.

that Joel was having problems in school this year also.
Mr.

Blake added, that up to entering junior high school,

Joel had been an excellent student achieving high grades in
all his subjects.

Beth revealed that Kevin was still wet-

ting his bed and complained that other students at school
had approached her about Joel not bathing.
Mrs. Blake disclosed that she had been a radical stu-

dent in school.

She explained that she had initiated and

circulated petitions about unfair school policies which
placed her in conflict with school, but she never got "kicked out" of school for her behavior.
Mrs, Blake connected Kevin’s present school problems

with past experiences he had in early grade school.

She re-

lated unhappy events that Kevin had experienced with elementary school teachers.

She also spoke about some unwelcomed

criticisms she had received from an administrator about her

supervision of Kevin,

She explained that schools in which

Kevin had been enrolled were more interested and concerned

with talented students.

Gonseq.uently

,

Kevin received in-

adequate schooling,
at
Mr. Blake attributed Kevin’s present difficulties
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school to an ineffective discipline system which interferred
with his son's education.
Boundaries
Inter-personal boundaries

This was a family with very dif-

.

fuse interpersonal boundaries.

Members answered for each

other, spoke for each other, and read each other's mind.

They interrupted each other and spoke over each other.

Mem-

bers spoke with assumed expertise about each other, and com-

mented freely about each other's habits and behavior.

They

revealed secrets in front of outsiders, and brought up personal matters of other's without permission.

During the interview, the family chose to sit according
to the illustration below.
J3eTh
'Joe.i

O

o

)CeN/i»^

o
o

O

Mr. 6lafe^

o

(to Mother) Do you think
Researcher!
it's a problem?

Mother!

Yes,

I

do.

(to Ryan)
Researcher!
it's a problem?
I don't know.
Ryan!
family laughs

B la fee.

Do you think
(the entire
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Researcher:
(to Joel)
it's a problem?
Joel:
Not really!
lings laugh)

Do you think

(other three sib-

Researcher:
(to Beth)
it's a problem?
Beth:

(laughing)

Ya,

Do you think

I

do!

£ND

Researcher
What do you think may be
the cause of Kevin's behavior at
school?
:

Joel:

I think it's the kids he hangs
around with, because most of the
kids he hangs around with think
they're big shots, and they push
the little kids around.

Members spoke
freely about each

I think he just wants to be socially accepted, and inorder for
everyone to say, "Hey!" he does
something stupid. .. like when he
put a rubber on the table at a
girl's lunch and Kevin was recognized... and he liked that.

Spoke with assumed
expertise about
others.

Beth:

other.

END

Researcher: Did anyone else have problems in school?
Mother:

Joel is having problems too.

(points to Joel) He's not clean,
Beth:
and he has had to take baths too.
Kids pick
His hair is not clean.
Then they tell me he should
on him!
bathe

Personal matters
were brought up
without permis-

Joel is almost a straight A
Father:
Then he comes to this
student.
and
I don't know what hapschool
pened to him.

Gomes to Joel's
rescue

END

sion.
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There was a great deal of overprotectiveness.

Members

took over each other's tasks as if they were incompetent.

Members spoke for Kevin, who allowed them to do so by not

responding himself.

Mr. and Mrs.

Blake provided excuses for

him, defended him and rescued him.

disinterested, and nescient.

Kevin acted incompetent,

He failed to assume tasks that

were appropriate for his age group.
What are your
Researcher:
(to Father)
expectations for Kevin changing
his behavior?
Father*

Next year.

Mother*

There's always next year.

There's going to be a point
when he's going to grow up.

Father*

Mother*

Ya, when he gets out of school.

For me, in the ninth grade everyBeth*
one changes.
I used to hang around
Junior
"yucky" kids... I don't now.
high is a lot different than high
school.
Do you have
(to Kevin)
Researcher:
behavior?
your
any plans to change

Kevin*

I

plan to go into the Army.

Researcher* Do you plan to change your
behavior in school?

Attempt to clarify the question.

I*m planning to take different
Kevin*
subjects next year. .. (interrupted)

(interrupts)
going to change

He means how are

Beth*

I

(interrupts also) How are
Mother*
going to be different next year!
(pats Kevin on the knee

Both Beth and
Mother step in
to rescue Kevin.
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Kevim

Well..,l plan to take harder
courses,
1*11 be with a different crowd.

Fathers
Kevins

No, he means your behavior,

I*m telling yal

Beths

Kevin means ''scummies” take the
worse courses. Kevin will get in
with better kids.

Attempts to clarify and help
Kevin.
Comes in to help
and protect
Kevin

Mothers You mean kids with bad attitudes or dirty raunchy kids?
Beths

Scummies, you know, kids you
don’t want to hang around with.
They just take the dumb courses,

Kevins (in the background) Ya!
Fathers Kids that just want to get by
and not work?
Beth and Kevins

(together) Yal

Kevin gets other
members to take
care of him and
complete tasks.

END

Subsystem boundaries

.

Spouse subsystem

.

This couple seemed disengaged.

There was little or no dyadic interaction between them during

-the

interview and they made no eye contact.

Their con-

nection appeared to be their children and the children's prob
lems.

The couple seemed to be in a complementary relation-

ship with Mr. Blake "one-down” by virtue of being in the

periphery of the relationship.
The marriage had been greatly stressed in the past year
Mrs. Blake and Beth left the rest of the family for a period
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of four months.

Beth was inappropriately involved in the

marital system as a conflict diffuser.
as a peer during the interview.

She interacted more

At times she took on the

role of a spokes person for the couple.

Researcher! Have there been any major
events in the family in the past
year, such as anyone unemployed or
severely ill?
Beth

I

Mother!

I

had chicken pox.
(looks toward husband)

Father! Ya,,.two years ago I was unemployed and out of work for one
year,
Beth!

But I got a job.

Researcher! Have their been any deaths
in the family?
My Nanna died, (repeats) My
Nanna died
(looks at other members) Well, I care about iti

Beth!

I

Mother!
Kevin!
Beth!

His mother,

She died around Christmas,
It was January 3rd,

Researcher!

Did she live nearby?

Mother! She lived about 20 miles away.
John seldom talked to her, Beth
and John got upset,
Beth!_ (to Researcher) That’s my Dad,
You can call
John,,. she’s Sarah.
them that.

Researcher! Was the family upset with
her death?
Mother!

Not mei

(emphatically)

Beth takes charge,
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Mrs. Blake:

Speaks for her
husband

Beth:

Beth supports
Father.

He didn't show it, but he
was quite upset.
I

was too.

END
Researcher:
Mother:
Beth:

How long were you both gone?

Six months.
Five months.

Disagrees

Researcher: That was a major event for
your family?
Mother:
It was horrid.
Not for us,
but for them it was.
Beth:

I

wrote to him though.

Researcher:
rough?
Father:

(to Father)

It was pretty

Yup.

She never wrote.

Beth:

Beth kept in contact with her
Father.

Accuses Mother.

He left beMother:
I phoned, (pause)
fore, but not more than five days.

Father: We weren't split up before
(raised his voice sharply)

Mother:

I

We were tol

Family: Sits in silence,
their arms folded)

(all boys with

Ryan: We had a incident one morning
...our Father kept us up all up
late one night.

Diffuse conflict
through silence
and the focus is
shifted by someone changing the
subject.

END
The couple reported having had difficulties earlier in

their marriage.

At one time Mr, Blake had left the family

for a short duration.

It appeared that a great deal of un-
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resolved marital conflict still remained.

Parental subsystem
as an executive team.

The parents did not work together

.

Mr.

Blake was peripheral, and yet, he

would come in periodically to exert his authority without

consulting his spouse or working jointly with her.
Mrs. Blake were ineffective as leaders.

Mr. and

They were unable to

control the children, and the hierarchy had become dysfunctional, with the children having inappropriate power.

Beth

often challenged her parents' authority and position in the
family.

what have you
Researcher
(to Pather)
tried to solve Kevin's problems?
t

Lots of discipline!

Father!

Kevin:

Lots of discipline!

(mimics)

He's been grounded, yelled at,
Father!
Finally, I
and I've lectured him.
figured if I left him alone, Kevin
would find his own way.
(to Mother)

Researcher:
tried?

Father:

Children:

.

.

.

(interrupts)

Empowered Kevin.

What have you

Basically over the years, we've
Mother:
come to odds on disciplining Kevin.
( interrupted
Usually Kevin
,

Disqualifies his
Father

Always Kevin!

Unresolved parental conflict.

Disqualifies
Mother.

All laugh.

Mother: He would say I was too easy.
I would say he was too strict.
Kevin has
We tried little talks.
people
different
several
been to
and
I think
(pause
)
over the years ...
say.
to
him
want
he knows what they
game
"the
play
He has learned to

Parents disqualify each
other.
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We have had poor results.
Now he
stays home.
(pause)
We can't do
anymo re

Father

Kevin likes to buck the system.
He can beat the system pretty well
when he wants to.

‘Relinquish power
to Kevin.

j

Undermines his
own authority.

END
The parents disqualified each other and undermined each

other's authority.

Because of this and because of the rule

discouraging open conflict, neither was able to follow
through on guiding or controlling the children.

There was

much lecturing and nagging, but little firm action was ever
taken.

What do you
Researcher!
(to Mother)
think will happen if Kevin's behavior at school continues unchanged?

Well...aah, I
Mother!
(long pause)
really don't know ... (pause ) One of
the great saints has hurt birds,
killed animals ... it 's hard for me to
Unless he can get in touch
say.
with people that can give him some
good imput into his life, he's not
He's got to feel
going to change.
He's going
he's worth something.
to have to learn to control himself,
not act crazy for attention because
it's not the right thing to do.
What do you
(to Father)
Researcher!
beKevin's
think will happen if
havior doesn't change?
I'll just tell him he's wreckFather!
I've given
ing his own future.
lectures.
him one-hour
Beth!

Kevin!

One-hour lectures!?
One-hour lectures!?

Challenge and
attack Father.
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Father!

One-hour lectures

to two

Joel

I

...

probably go

1

When Mommy was gone it went to

20 hours.

Beth

Six o'clock in the morning until
two o'clock in the morning.
I

Joeli

Right?

END
The lack of firm leadership was also supported and main-

tained by the cross-generational alliances in the family.

Mother and daughter had a firm alliance which blocked the
Father from being effective.

Mrs. Blake seemed overprotec-

tive of Kevin and did not support her husband's role as a

parent in guiding his sons or daughter.

Mrs.

Blake's sup-

port of her children undermined her spouse's hierarchial

position and empowered Beth and Kevin to continue the very
behavior she ostensibly wanted to stop.
what clues
Researcher!
(to Mother)
will you notice that will tell
you there has been an improvement
in Kevin's behavior?
At home, not to
Mother!
mental, and prone to
kids, control of his
like to see him more

be so temper-

Researcher!
(to Father)
will you look for?

What clues

Father!

bully other
I'd
temper.
responsible.

Not to ...( interrupted

Not wetting the bed!
right over her Father)

Beth!

(speaks

Not running the streets like
he used to, and hanging around the

Father!
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same crowd he used to.
Beth»

Not wetting the bed!

Kevin: Why do you have to tell everything?

Beth functioned in many ways as a parental child.

She

often appeared to be in control and gave direction to the
family's discussion in many ways by commenting freely and

frequently on the behavior of all family members.

She ap-

peared to have an inappropriate amount of power.
Who in the famResearcher:
(to Joel)
ily gets most upset with Kevin's
behavior?
My Father!

Joel:

Researcher:

He gets most upset?

Not really, he talks to Kevin a
Joel:
bit.

think they both get upset. My
Mom is a screamer and my Dad swears.
( laughs

Beth:

I

Researcher: Both have their own way of
showing they're upset?
They both start lecturing,
Ya!
Beth:
"Boy, when I was a kid, we
(mimics)
get
hit in class,"
used to

END
Researcher: What do you think may be
the cause of Kevin's problems at
school?
(Nodding)
The school system!
discipline!
no
There's
It sure is.

Father:

Then how come I don't get in
Beth:
trouble or Liz or Patty?

Challenges her
Father.
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Father:
Girls don't usually do!
What I'm saying is that the
system of discipline used by
the school does't work,

Beth

How come Allan doesn't get
in trouble? How come...
I

(interrupted)
Father:

Continues to disagree
.

What I'm. ..( interrupted)

Beth:
How come Pete and Steve don't
get in trouble?

Conflict continues.

Father:
How many kids want to get to
the point that they get suspended
and kicked out of school? Quite
a few of them!
All you're doing
is rewarding them.

Researcher:
think?
Kevin:

I

What do you

(long pause ).. .Well.

Beth:

Kevin:

(to Kevin)

.

.aah.

Tell him what you think.

Taking charge
and parenting.

I do it to be recognized, when
want to get a couple days out of

school.

END
IVlr,

Blake maintained his ineffectiveness by undermining

his own authority with long lectures which went unheeded by

his children and which prevented him from taking direct
action.

Because both parents avoided conflict, neither one

took a clear position in terms of parenting and they did not

enforce discipline.

Mrs, Blake justified their ineffective-

ness by stating that Kevin had been psychologically impaired
by abusive treatment and inadequate educational programs.

This position permitted the parents to remain powerless to
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change or reverse Kevin's behavior.

subsystem
outsider,

.

In this subsystem, Kevin was an

Ryan, Joel, and Beth frequently attacked him.

Beth had more power than the others.

She functioned more as

a parental child, exercising authority beyond what would be

appropriate for an adolescent and the oldest sibling.

She

considered herself the only "normal" one in the subsystem.
She was in a complementary "one-up" position with Kevin.

reciprocated by acting incompetent and helpless.

He

As an ado-

lescent, Kevin appeared to act less competent than Joel and
Ryan.

In many ways, Beth's relationship with Kevin was a

metaphor of the parents' relationship with each other, Beth
and Joel appeared to support each other against their Father.

Frequently, they openly criticized and questionned

ments or decisions.

Mr,

Blake made no apparent effort to

discipline or enforce authority

over his children.

You question
(to Father)
Researcher*
whether it is a problem?
Father* Aaahai What is a normal child
suppose to be like?
Beth*

"ME!"

Laughs loudly.

Mother*

Children laugh,
END

(points to Kevin) You know what
Beth*
he does? He wets the bed!

Children*
Beth*

I

his com-

Laugh.

It's disgusting, 15

still
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wets the bed.
Ryanj
I have to sleep in the same
room.

Joel:

It smells.

Beth:
You smell and you don't wet
the bed.

Mother:
By the time they're nine I
expected that my kids would take
care of their personal hygiene.
Yet, I still have to remind them.
Beth:

They don't do that for mei

Maintains her
dominant position.

END

Boundaries between the family and the school

.

The family

was seen as having rigid boundaries between itself and the
school,

ivirs.

Blake related her negative experiences with

schools that Kevin had attended in the past.

She gave an

account of one specific teacher who had been very critical
of Kevin's behavior.

You started
Researcher:
(to Mother)
Kevin
problems
to mention other
had in school.
vi/hen we lived in... they had a
Mother:
small class environment ... the teacher said she hoped she didn't have
him next year. Then we moved here.
Basically, he was a pacifist, and I
trained by child not to be physical and bludgeon other children.
He didn't learn as fast as other
The prinkids, he was different.
cipal told me I was a protective
I would have talked to his
mother.
Father but John had an expl9sive
temper, and I didn't want him beating up the principal. (Father smiles.

Avoids conflict
with school.
Issues left unresolved.
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children laugh) So I handled it
myself,
(Mother laughs)
I didn't
get involved with counselors until
some kids threatened to throw Kevin
off the town bridge. The counselor
had good results until he found
that Kevin had been lying to him all
the time,
we had tried family counseling but gave it up as a lost cause,
END
Mrs, Blake also expressed her dissatisfaction with one

administrator's criticism of her relationship with Kevin,
Mrs, Blake also reported that Kevin's educational welfare

had been neglected by the last school he had attended because the school was more concerned about serving academically limited and talented students than average students such

as Kevin.
Mr, Blake was very critical of the present school his

children attended.

He attributed Kevin's misbehavior in

school to the school's discipline system which he perceived
as being ineffective and only rewarded students by suspending

them and giving them a few days away from school.
Both parents stated that communication from the school

was poor.

They received notices from the school when it was

too late to take corrective measures or to keep problems

manageable
There is no communication beFather
tween home and the school when
Actuthere is trouble at school.
out
anything
we
find
ally
don't
They say
until it's too late.
and he
fine
doing
is
your child
interrupted
Aaah,
isn't,
..(
j

Blames the
More
school.
unresolved is
sues
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Mother:
(interrupted i-'ather) You
know they send us those five week
things
Father:
That's too late,
what are you
going to do after that? You can't
help them next semester. He may be
doing fine and (snaps his fingers)
it happens again.
I can't help
them out.
I can't make up those
four weeks.

Struggles to enforce his authority and to guide
his children to
assume greater
se If -responsibility
.

Researcher:
lay?
Father:

There's too much of a de-

Yupi

END
The family appeared to be in a "one-down" complementary

position with the school by virtue of the parent's perceiving
themselves as helpless victims of an agency outside family

which they were powerless to deal with or change.

It was

hypothesized that the parents' relationship with the school
was a metaphor of Kevin's relationship with school, his peers,
and siblings.

Boundaries between the family and the outside world

.

This

family had very rigid boundaries with the outside world.
The outside world was seen as a very negative environment.

At the beginning of the interview Mr. Blake appeared to be

suspicious and confrontive until he was more at ease with
the interview and the researcher.

Researcher: At this point, who in the
family thinks this is a problem?
Father:
lem?

vVhy

do you consider it a prob-

Challenges the
researcher
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Researcher!
(to Father)
You question
whether it is a problem?
Father!
Aaaha!
What is a normal child
suppose to be like?
Beth!

''MEl'*

Mother!

Laughs loudly.

Children laugh.

Father!
If a kid didn't get in trouble
at least once a week, would he be
normal?

Continues to be
challenging.
Enters and diffuses conflict,
bhifts focus to
herself.

Continues to
challenge

Researcher! Those are the kind of questions I want to hearl
From your
point-of-view, and what I heard you
say is that you don't consider it a
problem.

Encourages Father
to raise issues.
Attempts to put
him at ease.

Father!

Confirmed and at
ease.
Father
withdrew

Right.

END
The parents stated that they felt socially isolated and

cut-off from the community and kept very much to themselves
as a family to protect their children from outsiders.

They

stated that their community provided no youth recreational

programs or activities outside the school and the school was

remotely located.

They expressed discouragement and bitter-

ness about an unsuccessful attempt they had made to organize

out-of-school activities for youth in their town which met

with no support from community officials, local social organizations, or parents.

They characterized the community as

being uncaring or disinterested in young people.
Besides education, what does
Father!
this school do for all the children
in this area?
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Researcher!
saying.

I'm not sure what you're

Father! What I'm saying is that the
child can't be tutored after
school due to lack of buses.
They
have nothing for the kids around
here and in the surrounding towns.

Kevin! What can you do uptown but
hang around? If you try to pass
something, the town fathers only
( interrupted)
,

.

Asks for clarification.
Goes from blaming the school
to blaming the
community at
large
Supports his
Father's criticism.

.

Mother! We can only speak for ...
(names the town they live in)
For two years we tried to get
the VFW to let us use their hall
for the kids in town. We even got
300 signatures and asked parents
They all
to help as chaperones.
said they were too busy.
Father! We took the kids of other
parents with our own kids to some
things at the school, but when
when we asked them to help with
transportation, they wouldn't help
us out.

Brings the focus
in to the specific community the
family lives in.

Blame other
adults.

Mother! We found other parents uncooperative and more concerned with
their self-interests, and they
couldn't be bothered.
It's hard to live out here
when the school is so far from
where you live, and you want your
kids to go to things at the school
after school hours. Some towns
provide transportation to afterschool activities, but this one
doesn't. We've lived in this area
six years and we haven't seen the
school make any attempt to do someThey won't even let
thing better.
town hall,
the
people use

Father!

Kevin! What are you going to do for
excitement? Besides sit down and
read a book?

Blame the school.

Blame the town
they live in.
Joins in to sup
port parents.
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Beth:
„

Strip outside your front lawn.

,
Family:
.

Shifts the focus
to herself.

^.veryone laughs.

£ND
The parents also attributed much of Kevin's difficulties
to peers in the neighborhood who disliked him and had threat-

ened to do him bodily harm.

I^s. Blake stated that some

youths had actually attempted to throw Kevin off a bridge in
the center of town.

Mrs, Blake reported that out of their concern for Kevin,

they had attempted to obtain family counseling in the past

but discontinued therapy when it became a very negative and

threatening experience for them.

Last year, Kevin had been

counseled outside the school, but that was unsuccessful too.
The Blakes had little to no contact with their extended

family.

Recently, Mr. Blake's mother had died,

Beth was

the only one to express a feeling of loss during the inter-

view,

Mrs. Blake expressed little concern about this event,

and Mr. Blake chose to remain silent about his mother's
death, while Mrs. Blake spoke for him and said how upset he

had become.

Later in the interview, Mr. Blake disclosed

that he deliberately kept away from his extended family be-

cause they were either alcoholics or drug abusers.
The family disclosed a great deal of personal informa-

tion in the interview.

The researcher had difficulty dis-

engaging from the family.
interview time.

They stayed past the end of the

They reluctantly ended the interview.

U
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Response to Change

Response to developmental stress

.

In this family,

Beth had

already entered adolescence and moved out from the family
to a peer group successfully.

However, the family was

having great difficulty helping Kevin to disengage and become appropriately involved with peers.

Perhaps because

membership and boundaries were so unclear in this family,
Kevin was not only having trouble finding a way to disengage,
but he was also finding it difficult to maintain a position

within the family and remain loyal.
It seemed that the overprotec tive relationship both

parents had with Kevin, made it difficult for him to disengage and become more involved with his peers.

For, Kevin's

misbehavior functioned to keep him aligned with his Mother,
who also had experienced difficulty at school, and it met
his father's expectations for "normal" male behavior in
school.
As long as Kevin acted helpless and unable to manage

his own behavior, he could rely upon his parents or Beth,

who often assumed a parental role, to defend or rescue him,
and
and he would remain unsuccessful in becoming disengaged

more appropriately involved with his peers.

Thus, Kevin

development
could continue to remain at an earlier stage of
than appropriate
A
Joel, who was described by Mr. Blake as a straight
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student in elementary school, had entered junior high school,
was emerging as an adolescent, and for the first time was

beginning to have difficulties in school according to his
parents

Idiosyncratic stress

number of sources.

.

This family was under stress from a

Most recently, they had come under a

great amount of stress when Mrs. Blake and Beth suddenly
left their home, went out-of-state to live, and were away
for six months.

In addition, Mr. Blake's mother died short-

ly after the new year began.

Other significant sources of stress to the family in-

cluded the social isolation they experienced from the com-

munity they resided in and the unavailability of an extended family as a possible source of support.

Moreover, it appeared that the family was experiencing
an extraordinary amount of stress with the task of helping

Kevin through adolescence.
Conflict Avoidance

Conflict avoidance and diffusion took many different
forms in this family.

Frequently, conflict was diffused and

avoided by laughing, shifting topics, and acting ignorant.

Conflict was diffused by leaving, for instance, when Mr.
Blake left his family for a few days and most recently when
away from
Mrs, Blake and Beth left for six months and lived
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the rest of the family.

Researcher!
(to Ryan)
Who gets most
most upset with Kevin's behavior
at school?
Ryan

I

(unintelligible)

Beth

I

Laughs loudly.

Kevin

1

Family!

Don't lie.

Say Ma.

All laugh.

Researcher!
(to Kevin)
Who do you
think gets most upset?
Kevin!

No one ever says anything.

Places focus on
his Mother.
Diffuse and
avoid conflict.

Disclaims and
avoids conflict.

END
Father!
Kevin finds work during the
summer.

Kevin!
when other kids are just hanging around, I can earn two dollars
an hour.
Beth!

Oh, WOW

I

Kevin.

(laughs)

Father!
Sometimes he makes forty
dollars a week.

Disqualifies
him and then
diffuses conflict
with laughter.

END

Another means of diffusing conflict was the triangling
of a third party; entry of a third person; or detouring

through a third party.

A number of times during the inter-

view, the researcher was asked to step in and diffuse conflict.

What do you
Father!
(to Researcher)
think about the school's discipline
system?

Attempts to triangle the Researcher into a
family issue
with the school.
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Researcher!
I do have some personal
opinions, but right now it is more
important for me to hear your
thoughts on the subject.

Returns the
issue to the
Father.

END

Father (to Kevin) No, he means your
behavior.
Kevin!
Beth!

I*m telling yal

Kevin means,,,take the worse
courses,
Kevin will get in with
better kids.

Conflicts with
Father
Entry of a third
person to avoid
and diffuse conflict.

END

Symptomatic behavior was also used to distant and diffuse conflict.

By acting incompetent and helpless, Kevin

was able to provide his parents a focus for their conflict.
Mother!
Basically over the years, we've
come to odds on disciplining Kevin.
Usually, Kevin. .,( interrupted
Father!

Children!

(interrupts)

Unresolved parental conflict
continues

Always Kevini
Diffuse conflict.

All laugh.

He would say I was too easy.
Mother!
I would say he was too strict.
We tried little talks.
Kevin has
been to several different people
over the years ... (pause ) and I think
he knows what they want him to say.
He has learned to play the game

Parent's have a
focus for their
differences.

END

Conflict was denied, the separation of Mrs, Blake from
her husband was expressed as a need to get away from an in-

tolerable situation.

marital difficulties.

It was not expressed as the outcome of
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Lack of conflict resolution prevented the family from

ever taking an action that would lead to change.

They seem-

ed to be struggling with the same issues time and again.

Hypotheses about the ^tinction of the Behavior
^oblem in Maintaining Family Homeostasis
Kevin's behavior problems helped to maintain his position of helplessness and incompetence in the family at an

earlier stage of development.

Thus, he could continue to

be overinvolved and overprotected instead of beginning to

disengage from his family into adolescence.
As

His symptoms served to keep his parents connected.
long as he was having difficulties, the two parents could

continue to struggle over who was responsible and how it
should be handled.

With no clear hierarchy in the family,

the parents did not have an executive function and did not

exercise a parental role to give Kevin a clear message and
support his changing to more age appropriate behavior.
Mrs, Blake's over involvement and overprotection of

with
Kevin kept him close to her and reaffirmed her alliance
him.

parents
He served as a conflict diffuser between the

of
and allowed the couple to focus on a problem outside

his problems.
their marriage and to divert conflict through

between them as
His problems served to maintain a distance
well.
family
Kevin's symptoms helped to maintain the

s

view
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that the outside world was a negative environment which
was

uncaring and uncontrollable, a view that maintained the
family's isolation from the community they resided in and
the extended family.

If Kevin would remain a problem and continued to be

alienated from his peers, the chances of his moving normally
into his peer group might become less likely.

could spend more time with his family.

Thus, he

Kevin's problem

behavior was one way of maintaining his overinvolvement with
his family and preventing age appropriate disengagement from
them.

In this important role of maintaining balance within

the family, a move into his peer group would perhaps be

threatening to all members.
Hypotheses about Patterns of Interaction which
Support and Maintain the Problem
Kevin's over involvement with his parents and the nature
of the boundary between the family and the outside world,

prevented him from developing normally in learning social
skills necessary to deal with his peers.

His experiences

with the outside world of his peers, being less than successful, attributed to his sense of social incompetence and

served to reinforce the belief that the world is not a safe
place and caused him to return to the comparative safety of
his family.

This in turn would reinforce Kevin's overin-

volvement with his family once more, beginning the cycle
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again.

The lack of executive function due to the
inability

of his parents to work together, also stabilized
the symp-

Kevin was never given a clear message about his be-

toms.

havior; as soon as one parent made a statement, the
other

contradicted or dis(iualified it.

They did not provide the

strong support, guidance, and structure he needed.
The alliance between Kevin and his mother made it dif-

ficult for him to change his behavior and still remain loyal
to her.

As long as Kevin was closely allied with his mother,

he was in a bind.

If he changed his behavior, he would dis-

q.ualify his mother's psychologizing and stand to lose her

support and protection of his problematic behavior.

Kevin's

continual inability to change his behavior supported his parents' argument that he was victimized and totally responsible for his behavior.

'The

pattern served to justify the pa-

rents' inability to solve the problem since even professionals had tried to help and were unsuccessful.
Mrs. Blake's alliance with her son made it difficult

for her to take a disciplinary role with him, and the alli-

ance betweem them blocked Mr. Blake from taking a leadership
role.

In his role in the marital conflict, Kevin served to

maintain distance between the couple and divert conflict.
In this triadic arrangement, he was needed as long as there

was a low tolerance for conflict, and as long as he was involved, they would have no experience in resolving conflict.

Kevin's involvement in the marital conflict prevented the
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couple from resolving their conflict, thereby perpetuating
the continuing cycle which necessitated his involvement.

The intense enmeshment and overprotectiveness which was
the style of this family prevented Kevin from developing

competence and a responsibility for himself.

As long as he

continued to depend on others to manage his responsibilities,
he would not learn basic social coping skills.

He became

defined as incompetent and a victim, both which maintained
and supported his failures.
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Integration of the Data
The data collected from the three family analyses were

examined to discern any trends among the families as to
their transactional patterns and structures.

Although each

family presented its own configuration and style, there were

characteristics common to all or most of the families.

The

following summary of the trends includes similarities and
differences.

Interpersonal boundaries

.

All the families demonstrated

diffuse interpersonal boundaries characteristic of enmeshment.

Members spoke for each other,' intruded into each

other's conversations, and spoke simultaneously.

Family

members spoke with assumed expertise about each other.
There was a great amount of global speaking, with family

members speaking of themselves collectively rather than individuals.

Family members were overprotective of each other

and noticeably overprotective of the child identified as the

behavior problem.

Cross-generational alliances

.

In the three families,

the

problem child was overinvolved and in a cross-generational
alliance with one of the parents.
dent of the parent's gender.

aligned with the father.

The alliance was indepen-

In the Conrad family, Tim was

In the Dyer and Blake families,

child.
the mothers were aligned with their son, the problem

l6o

Marital conflict.

In two of the families there were marked

marital difficulties and evidence of unresolved conflict.
Mrs, Conrad and Mrs,

31ake had recently returned to their

families after having left during the year.

All of the

couples demonstrated little or no dyadic interaction and

never consulted with each other during the interview.

The

three couples appeared disengaged and did not function as

autonomous units.

In the three couples, two of the spouses

appeared to be in the periphery and in the "one-down" position in relation to the other spouse.

Neither of the spouses

forementioned was in a cross-generational alliance with the

problem child.

In two families, the problem child's behavior

served to distract the couples from their marital conflict.
Lack of executive parental team

.

In each of the families,

there was no effective executive parental team.

were not working together.

The parents

Mr, and Mrs, Conrad were strug-

gling to be in charge and undermining each other's leadership,

Mr, Conrad was in an alliance with his son, identi-

fied as the problem child, and was rendering his parental

role ineffective.

In both the Dyer and Blake families, the

mothers were involved in an alliance with the problem child.
Neither mother was able to function effectively in a parental role.

In both of these families, the fathers were peri-

pheral and either exerted very little authority or were in-

consistent in doing so.

i
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The family* s relationship with the school.

Anti-school views
aries with the school.

.

The three families had rigid bound-

All the families held strong negative

opinions about the school and blamed the school for contributing, in a number of ways, to the difficulties the identified problem child was experiencing.

The families raised

numerous questions and issues regarding the school's role
and responsibility surrounding the problem child's difficulties at the school.

There was a marked disproportionate

number of negative comments and criticisms expressed about
the school compared to the few positive or favorable state-

ments made about their relationship with the school.

School as stress

.

All the families reported that the

school had been a source of stress to them in the form of

unfair and insensitive decisions, policies, or practices
that affected them directly.

The families expressed frus-

tration and a sense of powerlessness to influence the school
in their behalf.

All the families reported unresolved con-

flicts with the school which still concerned them.

Two

of the families were seen in the "one-down" position in
their relationship with the school and the third in a sym-

metrical conflict with the school.
Other behavior problems in the family

.

An interesting

finding was that all of the families in this study identibehavior
fied other family members as having had school
In two of the families, it was reported
problems as well.
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that other family members mentioned had
behavior problems
that were more severe than the child identified
as a school

problem in the study.
Family and child alliance against the school

.

In all

three families, the conflictual relationship with the school
had lead to the forming of a triadic pattern in which the

family and the child were involved in an alliance against
the school.

Without clear leadership or a functional hier-

archy in the family and lacking a positive relationship with
the school, such a triadic pattern of interacting once sta-

bilized limited the opportunity for resolution of conflict
and a shared functional hierarchy between the home and the
school.

The child was left in an unhealthy triad in which

he could not be loyal at home without being disloyal to the

school, and conversely, being loyal to school would lead to

being disloyal to the home.
Perceptions of school behavior problems

.

It became

quite clear that defining the identified students in this
study as behavior problems was more of a function of the

school’s perceptions and concern for identifying, assessing,
and disciplining student misbehavior than the families*

expressed concerns and shared perceptions.

Both the Conrad

and the Dyer famiies reported that other family members had

experienced more severe behavior problems in school.

The

Blake family acknowledged that a behavior problem existed

but attributed it largely to negative school experiences.
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All the families attributed a great deal of their

child's difficulties at school to forces outside the family's
sphere of influence, such as, the school and its staff, peers

outside the home, and a normal transitory stage of development

©xperienced by youth.

The child was perceived more as a vic-

tim of these forces than an active initiator or responsible

participant.
In all three families, it was very clear that the iden-

tified child's behavior at school was a toxic subject, a
source of many unanswered issues, and surrounded by a great

amount of unresolved conflict with the school at this point
in the life of each family.

i^'amily's relationshi-p

Insularity

,

liach

with the outside world.
family in this study lived in an iso-

lated rural area with little or no contact with their extended family.

All extended family members lived outside the area

as well.

Thus, a potential source of support was unavailable

to them.

Two families only contacted their extended family

on special occasions such as holidays.
The Blake family preferred not to contact their extended

family at all.

The Blakes reported a great deal of social

isolation from the community they resided in and had no sig-

nificant or supportive relationships outside the home.

The

Blake and Dyer families stated that a member of their extended family had died in the past year.
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Employment.

All the parents in this study were involved

^^H“'time outside the home at work or college as Mr.
Conrad
was.
They all commuted daily to work or school.
The only

exception was Mrs. Blake, who recently had decided to remain
at home rather than work outside the home as she had in past

years.

The adolescents in the three families found work

during the summer months.

This was not easily accomplished

in a rural area with little industry, few businesses, and

limited employment opportunities.

Developmental changes

.

All the families were faced with the

difficult and stressful developmental changes of adolescence.
The families were struggling with the complex parenting task

of proportionately providing consistent and adequate protec-

tion and guidance while at the same time restricting and

controlling their children.

Overprotection and lack of ef-

fective executive leadership conflicted with their children's

increasing need for self-control, capacity for decisionmaking, and autonomy for age-appropriate differentiation
from the family.

With the boundaries of the families with

the school so rigid and muddled and the families in an alli-

ance with the children against the school, these families

were not conveying strong clear messages to their children.
Thus, they were unable to help them accommodate and negotiate

appropriately with the world outside the family and specifically at school in a situation of unequal power.
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subs ystem

.

In the three families, hierarchial con-

fusion existed in the sibling subsystem.

Younger siblings

were treated as equal to or higher than older siblings.

In

the Blake family, Beth, the oldest sibling assumed a paren-

tal role with Kevin, who was only a year younger than Beth.
In addition, Kevin was treated less equal than his younger

brothers,

Jean Conrad, a sophomore in high school, was

treated on an equal position as Tim, her brother, who was a

seventh grader and four years younger.

Jeff Dyer, an eighth

grader, was treated equal to his older brother Eric, a sophomore in high school, and Eric was inappropriately dominated

by Jeff.

Little differentiation on the basis of age and

hierarchial position appeared to exist.
Conflict avoidance and diffusion

.

All of the families were

viewed as having a low tolerance for conflict.

Avoidance or

diffusion of conflict prevailed over attempts initiated to
resolve any disagreements expressed.

Thus, no solutions were

found to problems, and no action was undertaken to change.
The families used a variety of conflict avoiding and

diffusing behavior.

In the Conrad and Blake families, dis-

tancing was used by the married couples to avoid conflict.
Silence, mumbling, soft inaudible speech, and avowed ignorance was used, especially by the identified problem chil-

dren in the Dyer and Blake families to avoid conflict.
all
Shift in topics, denial, laughter, and humor was used by
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the families to avoid and diffuse conflict.

Triangling a

third party into a dyadic conflict was another form
of avoidance and diffusion used by all the families.

This occured

when a third person entered the conversation or one of the
two people in the conflict brought in the third party by

referring to him or her or asking that person questions.
All the families attempted to triangle the researcher at

different times during the interview when they were seeking
support for their viewpoint.
Protective function of the symptom

.

In all the families,

the problem school behavior had a protective function.

In

the Conrad and Blake families, the symptom served to dis-

tract the parents from their marital conflict.

It provided

the parents a respite from their own troubles, a focus for

their concern to someone who needed them as parents, and a

reason to overcome their own difficulties.

In the Dyer

family, Jeff’s difficulties at school drew attention from

his older brother, who was having serious problems at school.
By providing the parents a focus from other difficulties they

were experiencing, the problematic child’s symptom in these
terms served to protect others in the family.
The problem behavior also served to regulate the dis-

tance between the symptomatic child and his family by drawing the overprotec tive family closer to support him in his

dilemma.
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Loyalty

.

In all three families, other members had experi-

enced behavioral problems at school.

In these families it

appeared that difficulties or conflict at school was a mark
of loyalty to other siblings and a rule of membership within
the family.

Problem behavior showed visible support of the

family’s relationship with the school and the family-child

alliance that existed against the school.

Not acting out or

failing to express anti-school behavior could be perceived
as being disloyal to the family.

Adolescent development

.

At this stage, children are begin-

ning to differentiate from their families and increasing their

autonomy and responsibility.

Important to this process of

socialization is learning to deal with and adapt to extrafamilial forces outside the home such as peers or school.

In

these families, without effective functioning parental executive teams, the children were handicapped by limited success-

ful participation in contexts with a hierarchy in which

adults and children had clearly different levels of authority,

Adolescence proved to be a threatening and frustrating

struggle since these families for the most part remained un-

prepared to cope with the demands and pressures placed upon
them as their emerging adolescents became involved with and

participated in an extrafamilial context, specifically the
school with its unequal levels of power.

The anti-school

behavior and its limitations for successful and appropriate
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adaptation to school became a solution to the problem of not
being able to deal with authority or a hierarchy that restricted or attempted to regulate behavior.
The problem behavior at school also served to prolong

normal adolescent development and permitted the child to re-

main with the family longer.

For,

the families,

in their

enmeshed and overprotective style, responded to the conflictive relationship with the school by requiring their chil-

dren to relinquish a major part of their autonomy and responsibility through a heightened sense of belonging and loyalty
to a family-child alliance against the school.

This, instead

of encouraging differentiating from the family and increasing
the child's autonomy and responsibility.

In these families with little tolerance for differences

and a great deal of avoidance and diffusion of conflict, the

children's position in the family was important to maintain
stability.

Since the child was an important part of main-

taining the family-child and school in a triad that was be-

coming more enduring, the child's attempts to accommodate to
the demands of the school was a threat to all.

How did the child's problems at school serve the family?

Parents whose distance was maintained and regulated by the
triadic structure and those whose conflict was abated and
each
restrained, kept "in check" by it, would be left to face

other without a distraction.

The child's participation in the

significant functriadic relationship appeared to be the most

L
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tion of the problem behavior at school.

The problem behav-

ior served to stabilize the family system by maintaining

distance, balancing power, and deflecting conflict.

Summary
1

.

The following trends were found in the families

All the families demonstrated diffuse interpersonal
boundaries characteristic of enmeshmentj

.

2.

The problem child in each family was overinvolved in
a cross-generational alliance with one of the parents

3

In two of the families, there was evidence of marked
marital conflict. All of the couples exhibited little
or no dyadic interaction and never consulted with each

.

other;
4

Each of the families lacked an effective executive
parental team;

.

5.

All the families were socially and geographically iso
No significant
lated from their extended families.
was
evident;
the
family
source of support outside

6

.

All but one of the parents in these families were involved full-time outside the home at work or attending
One parent had recently decided to remain at
college.
home after having been employed outside the home in the
past

7

.

8

.

9

All the families were experiencing the developmental
In two of the families, a
stresses of adolescence.
grandparent had recently died;

Hierarchial confusion existed in the three family sibOlder and younger siblings were treatling subsystems.
ed as equals or older siblings were treated in lower
positions than younger siblings;
All the families exhibited a low tolerance for conflict.
Avoidance and diffusion of conflict over disagreements
lead to little resolution or change of behavior;
_

.

10.

In all the families, the anti-school behavior served
It prolonged the child's adoprotective functions.
lescence by permitting the child to remain undifferentiIn two of the families,
ated from the family longer.
conflict
distracted the parents from their marital
.
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In one of the families, it distracted the parents from
another member with more serious problems
11,

In all three families, other family members had experienced behavior difficulties at school.
There was a
marked sense of loyalty and support for other members
that had difficulty at school;

12,

The three families had rigid boundaries with the school.
All the families expressed strong anti-school views.
All the families viewed the school as an extrafamilial
force with which they had little influence and with
which they still held unresolved conflicts.

CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Summary
The purpose of this study was to investigate, by means

of a structural assessment, the structure and transactional

patterns of the family system of students between the ages
of 13 to 17 identified as school behavior problems.

It was

proposed that an in-depth assessment might reveal specific
identifiable interactional patterns in such a family and

offer a different perspective in the conceptualization of

school-related behavior problems and suggest alternative
methods of assessment and intervention to those traditionally practised.

In recent years the increasing incidence of student be-

havior problems has become a national concern and has received the attention of numerous educators, helping professionals, and authorities on youth.

A review of the litera-

ture has revealed that no one method of assessment or treat-

ment has been developed which has proven successful in dealing with student behavior problems.

Although a number of studies have focused on families
and the etiology of misbehavior, these studies have been

limited to identifying predictors, correlates to misbehavior,
the
family characteristics, and other variaoles within
171
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child's home environment.

Exactly how parents and family

environment influence the behavior of
clear,

a

child remains un-

moreover, much of the research on school behavior

problems is outdated (Duke, 1978).
It is contended that many researchers that have investi-

gated family background as the genesis of school behavior

problems and identified family-based factors or cited pre-

dictors of student misbehavior, have entertained traditional
linear notions of cause and effect and only noted the content of the family environment.
Few inquiries have explored the family context and

viewed student misbehavior as a function of the family as an

interacting ongoing system.

Conceptualizing the family from

a systemic perspective and viewing its interactional context

provides an understanding of the role of school misbehavior
in the family system and suggests ways in which the problem
is maintained by the family's preferred patterns of interac-

tion.
'fhis

study proposed that an investigation into the fam-

ily system of a student with school behavior problems might

provide a new understanding of the problem and offer alternative forms of assessment and remediation for this persistent
and recurring phenomenon.

Three families were presented in separate case studies
in this investigation.

The interactional patterns, ootained

in a conjoint family interview, were the source of data
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which was analyzed.

The assessments were completed oy the

researcher and two raters who viewed the videotapes.

The

final analysis of each family was a synthesis of the indi-

vidual assessment completed by the researcher and raters,
a collaborative discussion,

the researcher.

and review of the videotapes by

Edited and annotated transcripts from the

interviews accompany the analyses.
The findings noted on page 169 revealed that the pre-

ferred patterns of interaction among all the families were

characteristic of enmeshment.

The three families demonstra-

ted diffuse interpersonal boundaries.

Family members spoke

for each other, intruded into each other's conversation, and

spoke simultaneously.

Members read each other’s minds, and

a great deal of global speaking was evident.

Little privacy

was given to the personal behavior and feelings of others.
Family members were also overprotective of each other and

moreso of the child identified as the school behavior problem.

Members defended and rescued others when conflict,

distress, or tension arose.

Subsystem boundaries were diffuse also.

Two of the

families revealed marked marital conflict, and in all the

families the couple appeared disengaged.

Each family lacked

apa joint executive parental team, and none of the parents

peared to be successful or consistent in providing leader-

ship or guidance to their children.

In the three families,

cross-generathe identified problem child was involved in a
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tional alliance with one of the parents.

Without effective

parental authority and by virtue of the cross-generational
noted, the children in these families had an in-

appropriate amount of power.

As well, hierarchial confusion

existed in the sibling subsystems of all three families and
inappropriate parenting roles were assumed by siblings.
All the families were having difficulty with the de-

velopmental demands and stresses of adolescence.

They were

experiencing a great deal of difficulty negotiating the
changes in interactional patterns which were necessary as
the children moved into adolescence.

The families were un-

successful in providing age appropriate autonomy and responsibility to the problem child which led to prolonging his
adolescence
The three families exhibited a low tolerance for con-

flict and lack of conflict resolution.

own way of managing conflict.

Each family had its

In some families the conflict

was denied or avoided and in others it was at times open but

never clear or directed and unresolved.

Conflict was dif-

fused or avoided in a variety of ways, by shifting the topic,
laughing, silence, mumbling, ignorance, distance, and tri-

angling of a third party.
All the families had rigid boundaries with the school.

They assigned a great amount of blame and responsibility to
The
the school for their child’s behavior and difficulties.
had been a source of stress to them, and they saw

school

I
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themselves disempowered
school.

unable to greatly influence the

,

The families perceived little mutual causality in

their conflict with the school, and they reported little
success in resolving their differences with the school.

An

interesting finding was that all the families reported that
other family members had experienced behavior problems at
school.

In two of the families, the previous problems were

considered more severe by the parents.
In all the families, unresolved conflicts had led to a

triadic pattern in which the family and child were joined in
an alliance against the school.

Without a positive rela-

tionship with the school, the child was left in a position

whereby he could not be loyal to the family without being
disloyal to the school, and conversely, being loyal to the
school would appear as being disloyal to the family.
The locus of the family and school problems rested at
the interface between these two systems, for there was no

mutually agreed to hierarchy, no joint or shared leadership
to send the problem child a clear message to guide and

change his behavior.

The interface between the family and

the school isomorphically resembled the parental subsystem

wherein problems and conflicts also existed in terms of
joint executive leadership, clear hierarchy, and unresolved

issues
The school's role in its relationship with the families

appeared to be that of

a

disciplinarian concerned with iden-
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tifying, diagnosing, and disciplining students for school

infractions.

The family's role appeared to be that of a

public defender or ally against the judgements of the school.

There was no joint executive partnership between the parents
and the school authorities.
In all the families,

the problem school behavior served

several protective functions

j

to distract from other,

per-

haps more serious, problems; to provide the parents a dif-

ferent problem to focus upon; as visible evidence of support
and loyalty to the family's relationship with the school;
and to prolong the identified problem child's adolescence in

order to accommodate the family's overprotective style of
interacting.

As well,

the behavior problem maintained the

family system's homeostasis by permitting it to continue

with an ineffective parental executive team and confused
hierarchy.

These protective functions which regulated dis-

tance, balanced power, and deflected conflict, maintained
the stability of the families and was at the same time main-

tained by the families' preferred pattern of interaction.
The findings in this study through the use of structural assessments were consistent with the speculation that

problem school behavior was simultaneously maintained by the
family system and functioning as a family system maintenance
phenomenon.
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Conclusions and Implications
This study used the framework of family systems theory
to organize our perceptions of reality.

This determined not

only the interpretation of the data but what to focus on and

how to organize phenomena.

The same material could have

been viewed and interpreted in a number of ways.
Family systems are complex with multiple levels of com-

munication and interaction happening simultaneously.

At

this time no research methodology exists that can accurately portray or assess the complexity and intricacy of these

systems,

Moreover, the contextual matrix in which human

behavior takes place does not lend itself to quantifiable
analysis (Dell,

I 98 O),

and isolating specific patterns from

the whole actually distorts the whole.
To describe observations about family systems and to

capture and depict the complementary, simultaneous, and mu-

tually-influencing property of human interaction is difficult, for our English language imposes a linear causal framing of reality which is incompatible with the circular dy-

namics of living systems (Selvini-Palazzoli et al., 1978).

Moreover, families as open systems are constantly growing and

changing in unpredictable ways which defy description in the
linear and static terms of most expository language.
and
To analyze family transactions, specific constructs

for
themes such as interpersonal boundaries and tolerance
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conflict were identified and isolated
exist

in

^

all

.

— "boundaries"

do not

They are metaphors used to help make

sense and order out of the complexity of the interactions we
address.

In family systems theory these variables do not ex-

ist in such discrete and isolated form but rather intertwine

in a rich complexity.

The sense of circularity and sequence

could be lost when they are viewed as separate components.
The linear-causal nature of our language also implies a

beginning and an ending whereas systems are circular.

By

describing interaction between family members, the circular
sequence of events were artifically punctuated.

This arti-

fact of descriptive language enforces "...the sense of he

who performs the action and he who receives the action and
implies a postulate of cause and effect, and, in consequence,
a moralistic definition."
p.

53

)

(Selvini-Palazzoli et al., 1978,

Conspicuously, the circular model of family systems

theory does not provide fodder to such linear-causal inter-

pretations about who is the "perpetrator", who is the "victim", and who is "to blame".

This is one salient quality

that lends itself handsomely to therapeutic approaches in
the remediation of troubled systems of human interaction.

The findings of this study to be properly interpreted

must be viewed as organizational patterns of the family system in which they occur.

Findings in terms of overinvolve-

in
ment or overprotection of one of the children by a parent

need fulthis study must not be misunderstood as individual
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fillment of the parent or the child.

Rather, it is to be

interpreted as an organizational pattern in which the overinvolvement serves a particular function in the family such
as to maintain the distance between parents in order to

avoid conflict or to balance the power in the marital sub-

system in which one parent is in the "one down" position.
In the same light, the child is not perceived as a "pawn"

abused by parents to vent their anger or frustration upon,
but as a part of an organization which keeps a comfortable

balance by the child's position which "insulates" the marital relationship.

It is important to view the child as a

contributor and essential part of a continuing sequence of
events among all the people involved rather than a victim
of the parent's strife or a target of their discontent.
The results of this study do not suggest the family is
the "cause" of school behavior problems.

Nor do they state

that "enmeshment" or "lack of conflict resolution" cause

school behavior problems.

These transactional patterns may

serve to maintain the problematic behavior but can not be

said to cause it.

Problem school behavior has a specific

meaning and function in the families studied.

This is not a

statement about etiology, for family systems are too rich
facand complex to be able to isolate specific etiological

tors (Haley, I98O).

Rather it is an attempt to understand

problem
how it is that these particular families maintain
behavior within their preferred patterns of interaction.
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Although the focus of the problem school behavior
in
this study moved from the individual to the
family

this also

did not imply that the family was the cause of
the problem.
The family may be the context in which the problem
emerges,

or least part of the context, but it is not the cause.

Par-

ents do not create children with school behavior problems,

either by overprotecting them or involving them in their

marital conflicts.

Problematic behavior develops within

certain contexts which continue to support and maintain them
and in turn shares in the support and maintenance of the

system.

To say families create school behavior problems

ignores the complex rule-governed interaction between mem-

bers and the protective nature of the symptom.
The findings of this study do not suggest how to raise

children correctly.

Rather, they offer how to assess the

contextual setting in which they thrive inorder to do something for them when they are experiencing difficulties which

may be remedied through treatment.

Moreover, the descrip-

tions of human interaction are offered as a way of thinking
for purposes of remediation.

They are not presented as a

source to deduce what "normal” families would be like.

When

one examines the context of a symptom, he or she may find a

confusion of hierarchial levels in a family.

Such a finding

does not mean that to raise normal children successfully,
one should not have a confusion of hierarchial levels in a

family.

It may or may not be so.

Where there is a problem
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child, one can describe a certain organization in the family, but it is an error to deduce from the description how
to

raise normal children.
Moreover, the findings of this study should not be con-

strued to indicate that a "type" of family produces a "type"
of problem.

It might be more accurate to assume instead,

that a disturbance in a family at a certain stage of its

development plus an external intervention combined to support the symptoms in one or more family members.

School

behavior problems might be seen as occuring at a stage of
family life when the child is disengaging from his parents
and a particular kind of external force and stress (perhaps
the school) brings about a failure in successful disengage-

ment and these problematic behavior.
For greater clarity it is important to note here that
the results of this study are not generalizable to other

populations.

In writing it may appear to do so, and it is a

problem one finds when using the case study design.

The

foregoing discourse and that which follows reflects upon the
results of this study to explore and generate relevant questions and to stimulate re-examination of the recurring phe-

nomenon of school behavior problems from a distinctively
different perspective with an optional form of diagnosis and
remediation.

Any speculation expressed on the results of

this study should be viewed as such and not taken to indicate possible predictive value.
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Implications for counselors

.

The findings of this study

suggest viable alternatives to the school counselor who has

attempted to work solely with an individual child’s perceptions, fantasies, affect, attitudes, values or behavior

within the confines of the counselor's office in order to
bring about change in a child's problematic school behavior.
It would behoove the counselor to consider the results of

this study especially after usual methods to change student

behavior used by schools, such as verbal warnings or reprimands, after school retention, suspension, conferences with

parents, and individual or small group counseling have not

been successful.

Rather than continuing to apply more of

the same measures used, which may infact only escalate the

problem or render the problem more refractory to change by
stabilizing it in a rigid pattern of behavior, the counselor
could look beyond the isolated individual and focus on a

broader field,

i'amily systems theory provides a framework

to transcend methods that limit the field to an individual's

domain and expands the field to a larger wholistic perspective that views the individual in a natural social network
as part of a system which goes to make up a larger system

and that is still part of a larger system such as a family,

school, or a community.

Family counseling based on systems theory is a modalmembers
ity that can provide remediation when one or more

coping with
of a family system are experiencing difficulties
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the demands of everyday living or exhibiting problematic be-

havior,

Although such a family counseling approach presents

a distinctly different way of conceptualizing human inter-

actions and thus human problems, in some ways it is comple-

mentary to other counseling procedures and theory already
used by school counselors.

For example, the systems ap-

proach does not refute that individuals sometimes develop
insight ito their problems; however, the systems approach
does not intentionally set out to develop insight to change

problematic behavior.

Some therapists see family counseling

as a natural evolution from the earlier counseling approaches

that developed from a one-to-one relationship, to a multi-

person interaction, and thus to a more complete multi-relational social matrix (Friesen, 1979 ).
The results of this study suggest that a counselor's

attempts to change the problematic behavior of any of the

identified problem children in this study through an indi-

vidual approach, working with the child's perceptions, fantasies, effect, attitudes, values or behavior, would have

been futile.

It suggests that a counselor's efforts would

have been rendered ineffective by one or more of the family's rules or transactional processes vital to the family's

structure and organization in its relationship with the
school.

For example, given that a counselor had learned

loyalty
that a child's misbehavior was a function of strong

wanted to emulate
to family members and the child very much
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them, several (Questions emerge that apply directly to the

counselor's work and probability for success.

How would in-

terpreting the child's feelings about his loyalty to the
family, developing insight that loyalty was influencing his

misbehavior, and having the child concede that he held anti-

school attitudes or values, overcome or change the family
rules about loyalty or the bonds connecting family members
to a tradition of trouble with the school?

How effective

would an individual counseling approach be in changing the
parent-child alliance against the school or resolve the conflict at the interface between the family and the school?

Success would seem just as unlikely if the counselor had
tried to change the child's problem behavior through the use
of praise as a reward or reproof as a punishment to have the

child conform to the school's sanctions.
The potential for success in changing the problematic

behavior of the children included in this study appears very
unlikely and remote without going beyond the individual and
the methods mentioned above to a larger context and network,
to the family system and to the school where the problematic

behavior was identified.

Family counseling based on systems

theory fits the situation more appropriately and possibly
offers greater opportunity for success.
The value of the structural assessment developed by

Minuchin is obvious at this point.

It provides the means

for the family counselor to collect a wealth of specific
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information, in an ordered way, about the family system's

structure and context which includes:

data on the perme-

^•bility of the family's interpersonal and subystem bound-

aries; degree of enmeshment or disengagement; family alli-

ances or coalitions; rules which govern the family's interactions; information about the system's hierarchial structure; problem solving processes; ways of handling conflict;

the family's developmental stage; sources of stress and support; the family's flexibility and capacity to change; pre-

ferred transactional patterns; the function a problem serves
the family; and how the family maintains the problem.

This information gives the family counselor a vantage
point, for it helps to identify clear targets for therapeutic intervention.

These targets may be more likely rooted

in concrete realities.

The identified problem, symptoms, or

complaints can be put into operational terms, something that
can be counted, observed, and measured in some way to know
that it is being changed or influenced.

Using the information collected from the structural

assessments of the families in this study and its analysis,
a family counselor could take the following actions which

would be appropriate towards remediation of the problematic

behavior at school.

First,

it would be important to begin

with a family-school interview to include the identified
problem child, his family, and the school staff that have
the
most to say about the child's activities at school,
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principal, teachers, and any specialists involved.

This

will bring together the parties whose interactions make up
the underpinnings of the context and structure that appears
to need reorganization,

basically the counselor’s task will

be to maintain active leadership,

focus on the relevant

problem to be resolved, and act to affect the flow of com-

munication and transactional patterns in appropriate and
functional ways.

The counselor can challenge the hypotheses

that unresolved conflict exists between the home and school

and a unhealthy triadic pattern exists between the family,
child, and the school by invoking an alliance to form be-

tween the parents and the school to mutually set clearer

boundaries and a hierarchy.

This will communicate to the

child his role and appropriate expectations supported by the
home and school.

These clearer boundaries will permit the

exchange of information to flow between the home and the
school, hopefully to prevent future unresolved conflict,

realign the child’s position more appropriately, and to disrupt the unhealthy triad between the child, home, and school.

There is need for the family counselor to work indepen-

dently with the family as well.

In essence it will entail

working towards more adequate family organization.

This

will require restructuring boundaries and differentiating

appropriate roles within the family system.

Since the data

collected suggested that the parents were not organized as
paran executive team, the family counselor must guide the
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ents toward improved joint decision-making, especially in
the interest of their children.

This could provide a clear-

er hierarchy in the family, and it could lead to greater ef-

fectiveness in guiding and supervising their children to de-

velop increased autonomy and age-appropriate behavior.

It

is also possible that the parents could benefit from marital

counseling to help them resolve conflicts and improve their
relationship as a couple.

If that is the case, a referral

to an appropriate agency could be made if the couple was

ageeable to the idea.
The findings in this study revealed certain trends in

the families such as hierarchial confusion, overprotectiveness, low tolerance for conflict, and lack of conflict res-

olution.

These findings suggest that the identified problem

child may not have fully developed some of the basic social

coping skills to effectively interact within the network of
systems and subsystems he is involved with from day-to-day.
The systems oriented school counselor working with the

school and the child is in an advantageous position to work

with all the child's systems, family, classroom, peers, and
community.

This counselor can play an important central

role in fostering the development of the social skills needed by the child to successfully interact with others having

greater power or authority such as teachers or administraof
tors; to learn to resolve conflicts with peers instead

avoiding them; or perhaps to take on greater responsibility

r
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by meeting expectations that are reasonable and aporopriate

for him without being dependent upon others to initiate
them,

xhe systems oriented counselor with the active sup-

port of other school staff can provide through their joint
effort, the benefit of their guidance and leadership to help
the child to develop the basic social skills essential to

his development as an emerging adolescent.

This in turn

will oe supportive of the family's own effort towards guiding their child's behavior and development and changing

their realtionship with the school.
A counselor within a school is in a unique position,
for already the counselor interacts with a network of students, teachers, specialists, administrators, and parents
in the community.

The counselor has access to a great deal

of information that affects the entire school and enjoys a

view of all aspects of school activity.
this is a systemic orientation.

In many respects

Given this vantage, a

counselor within a school could be even more effective with
the support of colleagues who shared the same systemic per-

spective to human interaction, problem formation, and problem resolution.

Since few institutions such as schools function from a

systems perspective, a systems oriented counselor may have
to become the catalyst to stimulate the development of a

network of professionals within a school committed to a systems approach.

With the support of the administration.
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which is crucial to all activity within a school, the systems oriented counselor with a specialized training and

background in psychology, group leadership, and experience
influencing others, could begin to build a cadre and network
of professionals through an in-service program.
In many ways the school is an ideal setting to learn to

think and act from a systems perspective, for it abounds in

numerous isomorphic examples and illustrations of general
systems theory and family systems theory concepts and constructs.

The school is a hierarchial structure made up of

numerous interdependent and interacting systems and subsystems, and it is connected to a network of other systems in
the larger community.

The systems and subsystems within the

school have boundaries which need to be clear and flexible
in order for successful interaction to take place with other

systems.

Rules within the school and its different systems

regulate when, how, and with whom one interacts.

These and

many other examples of systemic concepts and constructs already mentioned in this study fit the school.
Moreover, many science and social studies teachers are

already familiar and teach about ecological-systems, inter-

dependent social and biological groups, cyclical processes,
and many other concepts and processes related to general

systems theory.

Perhaps it would not be such a huge step

as
for some teachers to also conceptualize their students
members of family systems as well and to learn

interacting
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alternative ways to visualize human interaction, problem
formation, and problem resolution from a systems perspective

which can then be used to interact with students, parents,
and others within the community.

Whether or not a school counselor wishes to work with
entire families, or is even allowed to do so within a school
setting, are questions each counselor must respond to indi-

vidually,

For those counselors who wish to become family

therapists, retraining is necessary, self-study is not sufficient.

The counselor who has learned individual counsel-

ing and group counseling techniques needs to learn the theo-

retical framework for conceptualizing a person within the
family context and learn how to change interactional patterns within the family system.

For some counselors this

may only require an extension of their already existing

theoretical understanding and counseling strategies.

For

others a new orientation to conceptualizing and helping to
change behavior will be required,

A number of approaches to family therapy exist with

significant differences in theoretical assumptions about the
nature and origin of psychological dysfunction, views of family interactions, and plans for therapeutic interventions.
It would be adviseable for a counselor to learn what is a-

vailable in order to make a choice that suits his own personality, personal strengths and weaknesses, and previous

theoretical orientation.

The counselor must also give con-
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sideration to his or her work situation since certain inter-

vention strategies may not be acceptable to the school or
the community.

In order to function effectively as a change

agent, an appreciation of the school and the community must
be taken into account.

Once having acquired a theoretical background, actual

practical experience with families is essential.

A year-

long practicum or internship is highly recommended, prefer-

ably under the supervision of experienced therapists.

High

quality, rigorous, responsible training and supervision are
a must before becoming a family-oriented counselor and a

skilled practitioner.

Presently a number of training cen-

ters exist in major cities and many universities offer family counseling programs at the graduate level.

With the increased interest in family counseling,

school counselor preparation and professional development

programs would do well to include a didatic and laboratory
study of family counseling theories and techniques, a study
of family developmental stages, a study of the theory and

skills needed for preparing and implementing parent educa-

tion programs in schools, and a study of ways to effectively

communicate to parents, teachers

administrators

,

and school

committee members the need to better service students by

working with family systems and developing better ways to
develop supportive networks within a community.
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Implicationa for r«a»arch

riaaed on th«

.

raoulta of this

atudy, it la racommandad that futura raaaarch ba oonductad
to oompara tho affuctlvonoaB of Indlvidutti and amnll ^roup

counaelinR mathoda uaad in achooLa to that of counaalinK
antir© familiaa uain;; a ayatama thorapy modal auch aa

Minuchin'a atructurai thorapy modal, in tha raaolution of
problematic atudant behavior.
It ia ftlao recommended that research be completed to

develop in-aervice

trainirpr,

models to educate school person-

nel in systemic thinking »nd interactinR within the school

with possible continuation to the outer oommunity.

Appro-

priate methods of assessment to measure outcomes of such
a

program should also be developed.
Whereas the families in this study were in the adoles-

cent stage of development, it is recommended that future

research be conducted with families at the starting school
stage of development.

intervention with the problematic

behavior of children at that stage of development might have
preventive influence in light of this study which revealed
that other family members had also experienced difficulties
at school.

Intervention in the earlier grades might inter-

rupt a tradition from occurring,
iSummary

.

Under optimum conditions, family and school form

the dea positive working relationship whose interest is

veloping child, not unlike a couple that are parents?
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however, in response to the growth or change that either

system may undergo, often one stresses the other at the
interface of their relationship as they attempt to redefine

their new relationship and accommodation is sought.

To ne-

gotiate such a change and avoid conflict, lines of communication must be clear and conflict resolved to each party's
satisfaction.

This is not always an easy task to carry out.

At times greater conflict breaks out, blaming occurs, and

repeated wrong solutions are used.

A structural assessment

becomes an invaluable tool to help locate and pinpoint dys-

functional processes or interactional patterns that serve to

maintain the problem.

Family systems therapy can provide the

strategies to disrupt the processes and interactional patterns, targeted by the structural assessment, and help to

restore the relationship between the two systems toward con-

tinued successful and healthy human interaction.
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APPENDIX A

STRUCTURAL ASSESSlvlENT
1.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF FAMILY:

2.

FAIvilLY

STRUCTURE/SUBSYSTEM ORCANIZATION AND BOUNDARIES

“ ~
3.

•

•

—

—
•

•

•

clear boundary
diffuse boundary
rigid boundary
affiliation

conflict
*

3

coalition
detouring

over involvement

STRUCTURAL MAP OF FAMILY AT PRESENT:
ENIkffiSHiyiENT/DISSNGAGEMENT

DISENGAGED
(inappropriately
rigid boundaries)
4.

CLEAR BOUNDARIES
(normal range)

ENMESHED
(diffuse
boundaries)

FAMILY'S DEVELOPMENTAL STAGE/TASKS APPROPRIATE TO STAGE:

COURTSHIP (breaking appropriately from family of origin)
EARLY MARRIAGE (shifting from dependent relationship
with parents to independence)
EARLY CHILDBEARING (nurturance, effective control by
both parents)
CHILDREN STARTING SCHOOL (connections to the outside
world
MIDDLE MARRIAGE (including launching adolescents, aging
of older generation)
RETIREMENT
5.

6.

7.

CURRENT LIFE CONTEXT:

SOURCES OF SUPPORT
SOURCES OF STRESS

HOW DOES THE PROBLEM SCHOOL BEHAVIOR MAINTAIN THE
FAMILY'S PREFERRED TRANSACTIONAL PATTERNS? WHAT
FUNCTION DOES IT SERVE IN THE SYSTEM?

WHAT IS THE FAMILY'S FLEXIBILITY AND CAPACITY TO
RESTRUCTURE?
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APPENDIX B
LETTER OF CONSENT
We agree to participate in a research project which

involves interviewing available family members of students

having behavior problems in school.

The interview will be

videotaped and erased after analysis.

Families will be

guaranteed anonymity in the written dissertation.

(Signature
(Signature

C

Signature

(Signature
(Signature
(Signature

)
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